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SGA Pres did not 
meet requirements 
BY DB«A TACKETT  
Managing editor 
Chris Pace, Student Government 
Association president, did not meet the 
full-time student requirement last semes- 
ter to serve as president and student 
regent for the Board of Regents, accord- 
ing to the Registrar's office. 
Pace has only been upgraded to full- 
time status this week. 
As of Tuesday, Pace was registered for 
seven credit hours, although he claims 
something different. 
"I have seven hours 
and five hours Co-op. 
That makes 12," Pace 
said after the associa- 
tion's meeting Tuesday. 
"It should be on my 
schedule. They haven't 
called and told me any 
different." 
Pace said Tuesday 
night he had five hours 
of Co-op through the 
Office of the Dean of - 
Student Development 
Skip Daugherty. 
President Robert Kustra also said 
Pace had the hours. 
"It is my understanding Chris is taking 
five hours of Co-op and that takes him 
over the minimum," Kustra wrote in an e- 
mail to the Progress at 11:13 p.m. 
Tuesday. "That is what Chris has been 
telling me and what others on my staff 
believe to be the case. Dr. Myers also 
seems to know Chris is taking Co-op 
hours." 
Pace's schedule tells a different story. 
As of Wednesday morning, Pace had 
added five credit hours, all partial semes- 
ter courses, raising him to full-time sta- 
tus. Still, no Co-op was found on the 
schedule. 
According to Gladys Johnson, director 
of Co-op, Pace never had the five hours 
Co-op credit 
"It is not that he was denied, it is just 
that he did not have a Co-op position," 
Johnson said. "But if he is interested in 
finding a Coop position where he can get 
academic credit, we would be happy to 
help." 
Wednesday afternoon. Pace changed 
his story. 
"I had the five hours Co-op. but I can 
drop that if I want to." Pace said. "I think 
UI have seven 
hours and five 
hours Co-op. 
That makes 12. 
Chris Pace, 
SGA president 
» 
I am going to do that" 
After picking up the five hours 
Tuesday evening. Pace said Wednesday 
he had been a full-time student all along. 
including during the Board of Regents 
meeting Feb. 5. 
According to KRS 164.321, which out- 
lines the requirement of being a student 
member on a regional university board, 
such as Eastern's Board of Regents. "If 
the student member does not maintain 
his position as student body president or 
his status as a full-time student at any 
time during that academic year, a special 
election shall be held to 
select a full-time stu- 
dent member." 
According to the 
Student Government 
Association 
Constitution, "The 
President shall be a 
member of the 
Association, have and 
maintain at least a 2.5 
(on a 4.0 scale) cumula- 
tive GPA at the time of 
election and be a full- 
time student" 
According to the Registrar's office. 
Pace was classified as a part-time student 
last fall. His schedule for last semester 
shows Pace had only 10 hours. 
Pace also had an explanation for the 
lack of hours last fall. 
"There was a discrepancy that went 
down with my schedule as to whether or 
not the Colonel Connection had some 
hours applied, but I'm getting it straight- 
ened out," Pace said. "It's not a prob- 
lem." 
One of the classes Pace said is not 
revealed on his transcript is a CPR class 
taught by Joanna Bernabei. 
Bernabei gave an explanation why the 
class is not on his schedule. 
"Chris had already taken the same 
class and gotten an A in it," Bernabei 
said. The way the school works, you can 
only retake a class for credit if you have 
received a C. D or F, I think." 
Pace won the student senate presiden- 
cy April 13, 1999 by only a slight margin, 
364 to 326 votes, in one of the lowest elec- 
tion turnouts in Eastern's history. 
Controversy began brewing from the 
moment Pace took office. Someone for- 
See Pre8ident/A7 
Myers to leave VP 
post this summer 
Tom Myers will 
return to teaching. 
BY JAMIE VINSON 
AND JENNIFER ROGERS 
News writers 
After being voted out of his 
position as adviser to the 
Student Government 
Association, Tom 
Myers will no longer 
hold the position of 
vice president for stu- 
dent affairs. 
President Robert 
Kustra confirmed the 
decision Tuesday. 
"He's going back to 
teaching," Kustra said. 
"He's returning to the 
department of health educa- 
tion. Myers and I have dis- 
cussed this for a number of 
weeks." 
An announcement concern- 
ing Myers' status was made 
Tuesday to the student senate. 
how some 
senators 
reacted to 
Myers' 
leaving. A5 
"Next year Dr. Myers will 
no longer be vice president of 
student affairs." Senate 
President Chris Pace said. 
Kustra said the university 
will conduct a search for a 
new vice president 
for student affairs. 
When asked why 
he wanted to make 
the announcement 
to the senate in 
advance of a formal 
university 
announcement. 
Pace said, "I feel 
perfectly comfort- 
able clarifying the situation 
within my own senate." 
Myers would not discuss 
the decision with a Progress 
reporter Tuesday. 
"I don't think I would have 
a comment to make about that 
at this time," Myers said. 
► Black History Month 
Through tears and laughter, family and friends share the tale of 
what it was like to love him and then lose him in ... 
Joey's Story 
It has been almost a month since 
her son passed away, and not a 
day goes by that Karen Blanton 
doesn't think about Joey. 
"I went through this phase for 
about a week and a half and I kept 
thinking he was going to call me, 
because the longest he was away from 
me was three months and he was 
never away from a telephone more 
than a day to a day and a half without 
calling." the Richmond resident said as 
her eyes filled with tears and her 
thoughts turned to Joey. 
He was only 25, and Joey should 
still be here with her today. 
He should still be studying theater 
at Eastern, still be playing with his 
nieces and nephews, and stnroe alive. 
His life ended Jan. 27, but his story 
started long before that. 
Joey Blanton died of AIDS. He con- 
tracted the disease from a sexual 
encounter with another man in 
Lexington, Karen Blanton said. 
Joey had a love for life, seeing the 
world and a dream of making it on 
Broadway, his sister Kellie Horn said. 
It's a dream he would have seen come 
true if his life hadn't ended so soon, 
Horn said, because he wouldn't have 
given up until it did. 
"He was more like my child at times 
than my brother," she said. "He was 
always the baby of the family and I 
always took care of him while we were 
at home." 
Teased a lot when he was in high 
school, Joey acknowledged his homosex- 
uality in 1994, his first year at Eastern. 
The announcement came as a shock 
to his family. His mother and oldest 
half-brother, Kenny Deckert, were the 
most accepting of his lifestyle. 
"He told me different times, hed 
come to me crying and he'd say, *You 
know it's a hard, hard life, and I want to 
change, but I can't' And so I just tried 
to deal with it the best way I could, but 
I never quit loving him and I accepted 
him for who he was not what I wanted 
him to be." Karen Blanton said. 
His brother, Jimmy Blanton, took 
the news much harder. 
Jimmy Blanton, a truck driver, was 
in Texas when he heard the news about 
Joey's homosexuality. Jimmy Blanton, 
only four years older than his brother, 
often defended Joey when others would 
taunt him. Because of that, the news 
was even more devastating for him. 
"I guess I was more hurt than anything 
else." Jimmy Blanton said. "I just decided 
it was best for me and him to stay away 
from each other until I could deal with it" 
It was almost a year before Jimmy 
Blanton's wife, Juli, who was very close to 
Joey, talked her husband into repairing 
his broken relationship with his brother. 
Pictures of Joey 
are scattered about 
the Blanton house- 
hold in his memory. 
Feeling more accepted in a bigger 
city, Joey spent a lot of his free time in 
Lexington. 
During his first year out of the closet 
Joey became friends with another stu- 
dent at Eastern. His mother described 
their relationship as mutually bad. 
"They just wanted to travel, they 
thought instead of going to school for an 
education, it was all party and drinking, 
which a lot of students do, and he went 
to the bottom," Karen Blanton said. 
Joey and his friend were always 
traveling. They took off for weekend 
trips to New Orleans. New York, 
Chicago and Florida, with little money 
in their pockets, Karen Blanton said. 
Joey kept a journal of his life story. In 
it he described the time shortly after he 
had come out of the closet He wrote thai 
he had had one night stands and sold his 
body for money, Karen Blanton said. 
See Joey, A6 
Story by Jacinta Feldman 
Photos by Corey Wilson 
RHA member is 'not a leader, an activist* 
BY* DONNA QUEEN 
File photo 
Demetriace Moore is shown here in an open forum last fall. 
Staff writer 
Demetriace Moore is the first 
in his family to attend college, so 
he is making the most of it 
"Everyone I grew up with is 
dead. I never thought I would live 
this long, so every day that I 
spend here. I think of as a privi- 
lege. I come from the worst place 
that you can imagine, the ghetto 
in Washington D.C.," said Moore, 
a 27-year-old deaf education major 
and student activist 
Moore said he always wanted 
to be a teacher. 
"In Washington, I lived near 
Galludet University, the world's 
only university (exclusively) for 
the deaf and hard of hearing," 
Moore said. "I got to know a lot of 
deaf students." 
"I taught myself to sign years 
ago, with a little deaf dictionary 
because a girl I wanted to meet 
was deaf," Moore said. "Once I 
was accepted into the deaf com- 
munity, I knew that I would make 
my mark there as a teacher." 
Moore, a nontraditional student 
trans/erred to Eastern from Howard 
Community College in Columbia, 
Md. He said he came to Eastern 
because he wanted a change. 
"I'm from a very big city, the 
urban ghetto," Moore said. "I got 
tired of hearing gunshots outside 
my window. I wanted a quiet, 
smaller place with a slower pace. 
"I found Eastern on the 
Internet, using a search engine to 
look for good schools for teaching 
the deaf," Moore said. "1 sent out 
applications and Bonnie Gray, the 
director of the honors program 
here, phoned me the very next day. 
I was very impressed with that." 
"I came here for a campus 
visit," Moore said. "I met with Ms. 
Gray, looked around and decided 
why not? I think it's beautiful 
here. So I packed my stuff and 
came to college here." 
Moore said, like many students, 
he experienced some culture 
shock when he came to Eastern. 
"I'm from an entirely different 
culture, the ghetto where there 
are no white people." Moore said. 
"1 was lucky 1 ran into some really 
good people here." 
See Moore, A7 
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Perspective 
Cabinet shows bad leadership in decision 
All senators should have been involved 
Last week. Student Government 
Association's cabinet mem- 
bers voted 8-2 in a special 
meeting to oust long time adviser 
Tom Myers. 
The cabinet, which consists of the 
president, vice president, speaker 
pro-tern and chairpersons of stand- 
ing committees, said Myers' duty as 
adviser posed the potential for a 
conflict of interest because of his 
title of vice president of student 
affairs. 
How did they make this decision? 
Chris Pace, president of student sen- 
ate, declined to comment on a single 
time when Myers' two positions 
conflicted. But that isn't even the 
worst part of the ordeal. 
Besides ousting a man who has 
held the position as adviser for 
decades. Pace and his cabinet did 
not even inform the other Student 
Government Association members 
of the decision. Many of them 
opened up The Eastern Progress 
Thursday morning and found it out 
for the first time. 
This is simply bad management 
and bad leadership. If the Student 
Government Association is sup- 
posed to represent the student body 
effectively, all members should be 
included in every decision. It is not 
fair for a couple of people to get 
together and decide for the entire 
student representative body what 
position it will take. 
The new adviser wiH be named 
this week. Will the entire Student 
Government Association get to 
choose this new adviser, who will 
work personally with them through- 
out the rest of the semester and even 
longer for those returning to student 
senate? 
No. A list of five names was sent 
to President Robert Kustra. who will 
choose from the list. The other sena- 
tors did not even get the chance to 
be part of deciding whom those can- 
didates were. 
What the student senate cabinet 
did was wrong. It took a decision 
that should have been made with a 
lot of thought and consideration 
from every member out of the asso- 
ciation's hands and put it in those of 
the executive members. Is that real- 
ly what you would call student rep- 
resentation? 
► Campus Comments 
THE ISSUE 
Last week, the mock gameshow "Who Wants to 
Marry a Multi-Millionaire* aired where young 
women from all across the nation vied for the chance 
to exchange vows with an unidentified rich man. Sha 
Phillips, assistant news editor, asked several stu- 
dents around campus what they thought of the show. 
ii 
I would love to go on 
the show, because I 
need a sugar mama. 
Hampton Beach, 
N.H. 
Fre and 
safety 
Junior » 
ii 
not ivotown. 
Pittsburgh 
Major Fire and 
safety 
Year: Sophomore 
You can't really get a 
wife by TV, there's 
more to it It is merely 
a gameshow Jar the. 
ent 
people. 
ii 
I don't think you can know 
somebody after an hour 
program. I mink it will 
end in divorce. 
Shelbyville 
Major: Interior 
design 
Yesr Sophomore 
ii 
I wouldn't do it, because 
I wouldn't marry for 
money. 
Hometown: 
Shelbyville 
Major Undeclared 
Yaar: Freshman jy 
The bill might not make it tougher to get a drink if you're under 21, but it 
will make it worse if you get caught buying one. 
Allison Craio/Progress 
Beer Busted 
Bill to punish underage buyers could take away more than license 
A proposed law in the Kentucky 
General Assembly could make 
penalties tougher for underage 
drinkers buying alcohol. 
Senate BUI 47, which has already 
passed the Senate floor, proposes a per- 
son under 21 caught buying alcohol will 
have their driver's license suspended or 
be ineligible to get one for six months. 
If this bill passes, it will force underage 
drinkers to take more responsibility for 
their actions. 
Eastern has long had a reputation as a 
party school, and with so many of the 
bars downtown close to the university 
and with so many of them having 18 as 
the minimum age requirement, it is easy 
to see why. 
The bill might not make it tougher to 
get a drink if you're under 21, but it will 
make it worse if you get caught buying 
one. 
There is a good chance SB 47 will be 
passed from an idea into law, so here is a 
warning to underage drinkers who think 
just one drink won't hurt them. 
Before buying that drink, think twice. 
Is one beer worth six months of walking 
or getting rides from friends? 
Is it worth losing your job, because 
many times it is hard to hold a job if you 
don't have a way to get there? 
Is it worth losing your freedom, 
because without a car you can't come and 
go as you please anymore? 
Is it worth losing your social life, 
because it is hard to ask someone out on 
a date and then ask him or her to pick 
you up? 
Is it worth losing the respect and trust 
of your parents, because there is a good 
chance that will happen? 
If you stop and think about what you 
could lose by buying that one drink, it 
might not seem worth it 
The bill has not passed yet, but buying 
alcohol by someone who is under 21 is 
already illegal. If you are under 21 and 
buying alcohol, take responsibility for 
what you do, and think about what that 
one act of buying a beer could do to your 
next six months. 
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Guns cause more harm than good 
JEREMY 
STEVENSON 
My turn 
Jeremy 
Stevenson is 
a senior 
Broadcasting 
major from 
Hopkinsville. 
He is sports 
editor of the 
Progress. 
Senseless act shows 
devastating effects 
Every week, the staff of the 
Progress takes turns doing an 
editorial column here on this 
page. I had no idea what I would write 
about until I talked to my friend, 
Todd. on Monday. 
He had gone to our hometown, 
Hopkinsville, to visit over the week- 
end. Something horrible hap- 
pened. A friend of ours was shot 
and killed. 
When he told me. I didn't really 
know what to think. The man who 
was shot was not my best friend, but 1 
am good friends with his brother. I 
asked what happened, and the reason 
is equally horrible. 
Randy, the victim, and his best 
friend, the suspect, had been arguing. 
The suspect threatened to shoot 
Randy. Randy dared him. So, the sus- 
pect took a high-caliber hunting rifle, 
stuck the black barrel in Randy's 
mouth and pulled the trigger. 
Another young life ended at the end 
of the barrel of a gun. 
I hate guns. I have hated guns 
since I was 11 years old. 
When I was 11,1 accidentally shot 
my little brother with a BB. I hit him 
in his eye. For 11 days, my brother 
laid in a completely dark hospital 
room, wondering if his eye would 
heal, wondering if he would see with 
that eye again. 
I remember crying. My thoughts 
have never been simple, I analyse 
things to no end, looking at every pos- 
sible outcome. I couldn't help but ask 
myself, "what if that had not been a 
BB gun?" As innocent and as acciden- 
tally as it may have been, I could have 
taken the life of someone I love. The 
thought is still too tough for me to 
handle. 
I iickily. my brother has good 
vision in his eye. I Aickily, it was a BB 
gun. Luckily, I can go home and call 
my brother, and tell him I love him. 
Jamie and David. Randy's brothers, 
will never be able to do that for their 
baby brother. 
Guns are evil. I have no opinion of 
guns, other than that. Guns may pro- 
tect, but they also kill. They kill 
regardless of race, or any of those 
other cliche-stereotypes.    ' 
I would like to know how many 
lives guns have saved versus how 
many they have taken. 
The world is headed in a strange 
direction. It seems as if the younger 
generation is more interested in 
world peace, but the streets of 
America are unsafe. 
Police departments are Implement- 
ing gun buy-back programs, but it is 
more easy now to get a gun than ever 
before. 
The fiber that held America 
together has bullet holes in it The 
land of the free and the home of the 
brave is becoming the land of the 
armed and trigger happy. 
We have militia groups who want 
to overthrow the government. 
We have more than a dozen school 
shootings. 
We have more people behind bars 
for violent crime than any other place 
in the world. 
Kids only feel safe when they pack 
a gun. and they're too young to real- 
ize the finality guns bring. 
The United States spends more 
money on our defense than our 
preservation. 
I get very sad when I think of this 
issue. Why? Because there is noth- 
ing we can do. There are too many 
guns, too many people who love 
guns for one reason or another, who 
would never give up their right to 
keep and bear arms. By the way, 
hunting a defenseless animal is not a 
sport. 
The problem of guns in America is 
like drugs in America, or sex in 
America There is too much. We'are'a 
society based on excess, the more the 
better. 
1 have a 16-month old nephew, 
Alex. He is one of the most incredi- 
ble things I have ever seen. It's like 
my little brother was born again, 
they look just alike. He is just now 
really starting to become a little per- 
son. 
I pray for Alex, especially the 
world he is going to grow up in. His 
world will be so much faster than 
mine, so much more complex, and 1 
am afraid it will be much more dan- 
gerous. 
All of you who read this, tell your 
children about guns. If 
you don't have children 
now. do it when you do. 
Tell your nieces and 
nephews, your friends 
kids, whoever. 
And when you tell 
them, don't tell them to 
respect the guns 
or their power. 
Tell them to 
respect 
the 
power of 
life and 
love. 
SGA cabinet members show lack of respect, maturity 
DON MCNAY 
Your turn 
Don McNay is 
a graduate of 
the class of 
1981.and a 
member of the 
Eastern Hall of 
Distinguished 
Alumni. He is 
also President 
of the McNay 
Settlement 
Group and 
Prestwick 
Group LTD. 
Outrage is the only way that 1 
can describe how I feel about 
the headline on the Feb. 17 
Progress that said "SGA Cabinet 
ousts Myers." 
My four years in student govern- 
ment occurred 20 years ago and Tom 
Myers became an important part of my 
life at that time. like many students, I 
felt it was right and duty to do whatev- 
er was possible to drive university 
administrators crazy. Some administra- 
tors who remain from that era such as 
Dr. Myers, Skip Daugherty and Doug 
Whitlock can attest that I was quite 
successful in those efforts! 
Although I am proud of many 
accomplishments our student govern- 
ment had, 1 can also look back and see 
that a lack of maturity caused me to 
treat some administrators and faculty 
with a lack of respect. Although I plead 
guilty to immature acts 20 years ago, 
at no time did myself or any of my fel- 
low students, stoop to the gutter levels 
of the current Student Association. 
Not only was it a total lack of matu- 
rity, it was a total lack of class and 
decency for the student "leaders" to 
act in the tasteless and reckless man- 
ner that they did. Mr. Pace, the 
Student Association President, took it 
upon himself to say that Dr. Myers 
wanted to leave the position of stu- 
dent advisor. If Dr. Myers did want to 
leave — we don't know as he declined 
to comment — he should have left on 
his own terms in a manner where he 
was honored for his years of dedica- 
tion to the students at Eastern and 
received a public thank you, not a 
public humiliation. 
If Pace is correct in his role as self- 
appointed spokesperson and said that 
Dr. Myers saw the conflicts of a Vice 
President serving as an advisor to the 
Student Association, it must have 
been a slow revelation. When I was 
elected to the Student Senate as a 
freshman in 1977, Myers was already 
Vice President of Student Affairs and 
already faculty adviser to the Student 
Association. 
Since it has taken at least 23 years 
for Myers to come to the startling con- 
clusion that Mr. Pace alleges, I suspect 
that if Mr. Pace's assertions are true, 
he would have then chosen to make a 
statement and resign instead of being 
ousted and relying on Mr. Pace to 
report to us his inner thoughts. 
I am curious if only 8 student gov- 
ernment members have the power to 
oust a Student Association advisor with- 
out the full consent of the Student 
Senate, the university president and the 
Board of Regents. I hope that President 
Kustra has the good sense to look into 
this and ask Dr. Myers to finish this 
semester as advisor while the matter is 
taken under advisement. Then, if Dr. 
Myers does choose to leave on his own 
at the end of the semester, it should be 
done after the University has had a 
chance to contact the hundreds of peo- 
ple who served in student government 
while Dr. Myers was advisor and allow 
them to honor him for the impact he 
made on their lives. 
If a long overdue event is put 
together to honor Dr. Myers for his 
years of service. I would add the stipu- 
lation that the ungrateful bunch that 
voted him out be purposely NOT invit- 
ed to the event. They obviously do not 
know the Tom Myers that I know. 
Tom Myers helped numerous stu- 
dents in all kinds of situations. He stayed 
at the university long enough to help 
both me and later my daughter through 
administrative problems that might have 
forced us to drop out of school. 
I've seen him keep numerous stu- 
dents in school and even give stu- 
dents his personal money to help 
them make it. 
He pushed several of us to pursue 
advanced degrees when hanging out 
at the Family Dog seemed like a bet- 
ter option and showed discretion and 
judgment in his disciplinary role 
when those trips to The Family I log 
caused us to violate university rules. 
He has helped many students find 
jobs, graduate positions, overcome 
alcohol and drug problems or get out 
of abusive relationships. 
Now that I am an employer. I know 
finding jobs is a habit that he still 
maintains and he has always come 
through for any student I have sug- 
gested contact him. He has devoted 
countless hours to community service 
for both the campus and Richmond 
community and has been an example 
who someone has made a real differ- 
ence in the world he lives in. 
The group of people that I served 
in student government was the finest 
40-person peer group that I ever had. 
Many have gone on to be doctors, 
lawyers, company presidents and vice 
presidents, teachers, engineers, US 
Attorneys, school administrators and 
the high school basketball coach of 
the year in Ohio last year. I believe 
that of the handful of people selected 
to the Eastern Hall of Distinguished 
Alumni from that era, all were mem- 
bers of student government and many 
more will be selected in upcoming 
years. These were students who went 
on to bring pride to the university, 
and Tom Myers touched us all. 
I'm sure many of the students I 
served wi|h would be violently outraged 
if they knew how shabbily Dr. Myers 
was treated by this group of so called 
leaders. It also will bring great sadness 
that a group that produced so many 
line people years ago now has fallen to 
the level where students with such little 
maturity can actually be elected to rep- 
resent their fellow students. When I 
was in college, we lobbied successfully 
to have a student on the Council on 
Higher Fducation. Seeing immature 
actions such as the treatment of Dr. 
Myers makes me wonder in retrospect 
if that was a wise decision. 
My hope is that President Kustra, 
the Board of Regents and other stu- 
dents denounce the way Dr. Myers 
was treated and allow him to stay or 
leave the position of advisor on his 
own terms and with the dignity and 
respect he deserves. I also hope that 
the university honors him and 
attempts to make up for a silly and 
insensitive act. 
► Letters to the editor 
Progress' sports pages 
not helping athletes 
After reading the sports sec- 
tion in the Feb. 17 issue of The 
Eastern Progress, once again, I 
am upset about the coverage 
given to the sports teams. This 
time, though, it has nothing to do 
with the publicity given to the 
cross country or track team. My 
complaint concerns the insults 
printed about the men's basket- 
ball team. 
First. I question what your 
motives are for publishing head- 
lines such as. "Men fall...again." or 
"Perry proves he can recruit, but 
can he coach?" Are you trying to 
use public humiliation and insults 
toward the coach's ability as moti- 
vation for the team to play better? 
I am sure comments like this 
really make the players feel sup- 
ported and inspired to play well. I 
understand that these headlines 
capture the reader's attention, but 
only out of curiosity to see just 
how terrible one must play to 
receive such criticism. 
Next, I was not amused when 
reading in the article "Win the 
I )ating Game," that your staff mem- 
ber listed taking your date to an 
eastern men's basketball game as 
one of the top date disasters. Sure. I 
realize these kinds of comments 
are supposed to be jokes and meant 
to be taken lightly, but is making 
fun of your own team's defeats real- 
ly necessary for a laugh? 
As an athlete myself, I know 
some externals, such as surround- 
ing positive attitude or support 
from your school, help to produce 
a victorious team. I know a great 
deal of motivation must stem from 
inside the athletes as well, but it 
does not help knowing that the 
smallest defeat will spark the 
school newspaper to harshly scru- 
tinize your efforts by elaborating 
on exactly how many games have 
been lost instead of focusing on 
positive aspects in the headlines, 
such as "Confidence. Tenacity." 
It also does not help when your 
own school newspaper makes a 
mockery out of the basketball 
Correction 
A story in last week's Progress 
misidentified the Kentucky 
Criminal Justice Training 
Academy. 
A story in last weeks Progress 
listed incorrect dates for the Black 
History Month celebration. The 
correct date for the Red, Black 
coach through degrading head- 
lines like. "Perry proves he can 
recruit, but can he coach?" The 
whole article questions his coach- 
ing ability because of the current 
Colonel losing streak and even 
talks of replacing him. How can an 
athlete play confidently when he 
hears he cannot even trust his 
coach's guidance? What kind of 
message does that send to the 
players or to the other Eastern stu- 
dents about the coaching staff or 
the validity of the athletic depart- 
ment's employment choices? 
To conclude, the way to pro- 
mote men's basketball and other 
Faster sports is to provide a posi- 
tive attitude and constant support 
to the players, even if they happen 
to falter. President Kustra con- 
stantly emphasizes the need for a 
strong sense of unity and school 
spirit within Eastern, which is 
contradicted when reading how 
the school paper snubs and pub- 
licly degrades one of the school's 
sports team's efforts. 
It is a "turn-off" to me to read 
the Progress staff constantly bad- 
gering the men's basketball teams 
and complaining about them 
"always losing" instead of focus- 
ing on more positive aspects to lift 
their spirits. Media coverage like 
this causes attendance levels at 
games to decline even more than 
before, and I think the Colonels 
could use a few more supporting 
fans in the stands at the next 
game. 
Jennifer Wheeler 
Sophomore advertising major 
Killing birds is not the 
only solution to problem 
What in the heck is the deal 
with all the roosting starlings in 
the coniferous trees at the east- 
ern-most end of University Drive? 
I, and countless others, have to 
walk this path often. The sidewalk 
on the north side of this street is 
plastered with bird guano and this 
results in a horrible stench that 
offends the olfactory senses o 
anyone (unless they can't smell). 
Damage results from the star- 
lings' roosting and feeding habits. 
In urban areas such as this, their 
droppings serve to: foul pave- 
ment/sidewalks, disfigure build- 
ings/monuments and erode 
stonework. In addition to all this, 
starlings act as vectors (carriers) 
of disease transmission. 
Per the Web site www.conser- 
vation.state.mo.us/con- 
mag/1996/dec/2.html, an article 
by Larry Rizzo portrays the star- 
ling as the "thug" of the bird 
world. He notes that among bird 
lovers, starlings are often univer- 
sally hated, as they are noisy, 
dirty, greedy and mean, referring 
to them as "flying rats." He likens 
a mob of starlings overtaking a 
bird feeding station populated by 
cardinals, chickadees and finches 
to a motorcycle gang roaring into 
a church social. 
I'm a Christian and don't want 
to exercise judgment on the life 
or death of these critters, but 
could someone please do some- 
thing about ridding our campus 
of them? Hopefully, we can find a 
humane solution, but sometimes 
in this imperfect world, there isn't 
one. Anyone got any bright ideas? 
John Bunch 
Sullivan Hall 
Banning cigarette sales 
protects inncoent people 
I was reading comments by the 
students in response to Dr. 
Kustra's banning of cigarette 
sales. Do they forget to realize 
that it is a proven fact that those 
who do not smoke are effected by 
second hand smoke? It isn't an 
individual choice. It is a habit that 
hurts innocent people. You eat 
fattening food, you get fat. Your 
neighbor doesn't absorb your 
cholesterol. So there is a differ- 
ence. I could go on and on, but I 
think you get the message. 
3 
Sharon Kuzma 
Muncie, In 
and Green Ball and African- 
American Fashion Show is Friday 
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. In the Keen 
i Johnson Ballroom. The African- 
American Achievement Banquet 
\» scheduled for Sunday at 3 p.m. 
The Eastern Progress will 
publish clarifications and cor- 
rections when needed on the 
Perspective pages. 
If you have a correction, 
please send it to the editor In 
writing by noon Monday before 
publication on Thursday. 
The editor will decide if the 
correction deserves special 
treatment, or needs to be in the 
section in which the error 
occurred. 
How to Prepare 
for a Federal Job 
Federal Law Enforcement Agencies 
Employment Skills Seminar 
Saturday, March 4,2000 
0:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
354 Stratum Building, EKII 
(1st Weekend) 
As Presented to: University of Louisville. University ot Cincinnati. 
University of Georgia. California State University. 
University of Nevada- Las Vegas. University of Alabama 
Seminar Presenters: Mr William A. Curley & Mr. David Halght 
Seminar Outline: 
Major Federal Law Enforcement Agencies & What they do 
V Employment Qualifications - What Skills do you Need? 
V Preparing the Application Form - How It is Perceived 
V Questions to Ask the Recruiter - What to askP 
v Contacting the Office of Personnel Management 
V Applicant Listening Skills - Improve your Performance 
V The Formal Panel Interview - Be Prepared 
V Questions to Ask at the Formal Panel Interview 
ToRegister: lUtniteUSeating] 
Call (6001022-2131 
or 
Stop by Stratum 313 
Cost: $10.00 
Reserve by: February 26.2000 
Sponsored by EKU College ol Law Enforcement 
"A Program of Distinction" 
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News Briefs 
compiled by Sha Phillips 
Teaching abroad 
applications due 
The Kentucky Institute of 
International Studies is accepting 
applications for faculty interested 
in teaching abroad in the summer 
2001. The application deadline is 
Tuesday. For more information, 
contact Jed Deppman at 622-1179. 
Ten Commandments 
forum Tuesday 
The Department of Government 
will sponsor a forum on posting the 
Ten Commandments in public 
buildings in Kentucky from 7:30 to 
9 p.m. Tuesday in the Adams 
Room of the Wallace Building. 
Departments present 
folk fairy tale play 
Eastern's theater and music 
departments come together in 
-The Robber Bridegroom" at 8 
p.m. nightly through Saturday. 
The slapstick folk fairy tale is 
based on Eudora Welty*s short 
story set in 1795. A bluegrass band 
will accompany the production. 
Tickets are available for $6 
each by calling 622-1323. 
Reservations are recommended. 
History, government 
fellowships available 
Eastern juniors and seniors com- 
mitted to teaching American history, 
American government and/or social 
studies full-time in grades 7 through 
12 are eligible for the James 
Madison Fellowship program. 
Photo subrnMsd 
The Celebration of 
Appalachian Women, sponsored 
by the Women's Studies 
Program, is bringing singer and 
story*e0er Gerri Gribi to 
Eastern at 7:30 p.m. on 
Thursday in the South Room of 
the Keen Johnson Building 
Grlbi has performed at the- 
aters, coffeehouses, schools, 
convocations, folk festivals, mil- 
itary bases and prisons across 
North America for nearly 20 
years. 
Her music has been fea- 
The scholarships provide up to 
$12,000 for as many as two years of 
full-time graduate study leading to a 
master's degree in American histo- 
ry, political science or a related field. 
Junior fellowships are available 
to students who are about to com- 
plete or have completed undergrad- 
tured on ABC Prime Time live 
and she has been ranked 
among the Top 10 Artists by 
the National Women's Radio 
Play List 
Gribi accompanies her voice 
with autoharp, mountain dul- 
cimer and guitar. 
The event is free and open to 
the public. Gribi will also speak 
and perform for students ia 
three Eastern women's study 
courses. 
The concert is co-sponsored 
by the president's office. 
uate courses and plan to begin grad- 
uate work on a full-time basis. The 
senior fellowships are awarded to 
Eastern graduate students who are 
employed as social studies teachers. 
Applications are due 
Wednesday. For more information, 
call Paul Blanchard at 6224380. 
Police Beat: Feb. 14-18 
wills Todd 
Eastern police have arrest- 
ed two students in an arson 
investigation at Todd Hall. 
Jermaine D. Goodgame, 
19. Martin Hall, and Joshua I- 
Standifur, 18, Richmond, 
were arrested and charged 
with arson Feb. 17. 
The fire occurred about 
11:50 p.m. Feb. 16 on the 
third floor of Todd Hafl. 
According to the citation, 
the men were arrested due to 
probable cause. 
Since the students acted 
quickly and extinguished the 
fire, no sprinklers were acti- 
vated in the dorm, said 
Kenna Middleton, the direc- 
tor of housing. 
"The students acted in 
smart, level-headed, mature 
thinking.'' Middleton said. 
Goodgame was arrested 
on campus for public intoxi- 
cation after being found in 
the company of a subject who 
was arrested for possession 
of marijuana. 
SUndifur was arrested and 
charged with alcohol intoxi- 
cation during the same inci- 
dent 
The individuals who extin- 
Kished the fire will be 
nked at a Residence Hall 
Association meeting in the 
near future, said Chris 
Bullins, RHA president 
Tom Myers, vice president 
for student affairs, posted a 
memorandum to Todd and 
Dupree residents Feb. 17. He 
commended students on 
their conduct during the 
emergency. 
Myers urged students to 
take advantage of educational 
programs on safety iisues 
1 by residence halls. 
The following reports have 
been filed with Eastern's 
Division of Public safety. 
Feb. 18 
Nicholas S. Durbin. 19. Mount 
Washington, was arrested and 
charged with alcohol intoxication 
and possession of marijuana. 
Kandice    Rae     Edgell.   20. 
Louisville, was arrested and 
charged with possession of mari- 
juana. 
Brian A. Fox, 19. Cox's Creek, 
was arrested and charged with 
alcohol intoxication and posses- 
sion of marijuana. 
Jeremy    W.    Franklin.   23. 
Stanford, was arrested and 
charged with failure to illuminate 
headlights, improper registration 
and driving under the influence of 
alcohol. 
Robert I.. Weber. 19. Louisville. 
was arrested and charged with 
possession of alcohol by a minor, 
possession of marijuana, posses- 
sion of a controlled substance 
not in the proper container and 
possession of a controlled sub- 
stance. 
Feb. 17 
Benjamin   R.    Bryden,   18. 
Berea. was arrested and charged 
with possession of marijuana and 
possession of drug parapherna- 
lia. 
Ron Doan. Gentry Building, 
reported 11 chests of drawers 
were missing from Room 41 in 
Burnam Hall. The chests were 
being stored there because of a 
surplus. 
James L. Olive, 18. Lexington, 
was arrested and charged with 
possession of marijuana. 
compiled by Sha Phillips 
The Richmond Fire 
Department responded to a 
fire alarm in the Model Lab 
School girls' locker room after 
a light fixture had malfunc- 
tioned and caused an electrical 
smell. 
A Richmond woman reported a 
violation of a domestic violence 
order. 
Feb. 16 
Bart A. Blackburn. 19. Huddy. 
was arrested and charged with 
alcohol intoxication. 
A Burnam Hall woman report- 
ed receiving a harassing phone 
call. 
James K. digger, 22. Brockton, 
was arrested and charged with 
fourth-degree assault 
The Richmond Fire 
Department responded to a fire 
alarm in Telford Hall after some- 
one was cooking a hamburger in 
the kitchen. 
A   McGregor   Hall   woman 
reported receiving harassing e- 
mails. 
Feb. 15 
The Richmond Fire 
Department responded to a fire 
alarm in the Powell Building after 
a steam leak in the mechanical 
room caused heat and humidity 
in the room. 
Feb. 14 
A McKee woman reported 
harassment from a man in the 
Crabbe library. 
The Richmond Fire 
Department responded to a fire 
alarm in Sullivan Hall after a 
steam leak in the mechanical 
room. 
^/chmonA 
We at AFG-Richmond are 
proud to be part of the tremen- 
dous growth and opportunity in 
Central Kentucky and especially 
here, in Madison County. 
AFG is one of the largest 
glass manufacturing compaines in 
North America and our Richmond, 
KY facility is our newest state of 
the art automotive glass plant. 
We are currently interviewing 
on campus for Production 
Supervisors. If you are graduating 
this spring and are looking for an 
exciting opportunity in manufac- 
turing management see the Career 
Center for interview information. 
► Progress Classifieds 
HELP WANTED... 
Attention Fraternities * 
Sororities * Clubs * Student 
Groups Need to earn $1,000- 
$2,000 tor a student organiza- 
tions? CIS, the original fundraiser 
since 1995, has trie solution with 
an easy three-hour fundraising 
event. Accept no imitations. Dates 
are rilling quickly! Contact us for 
immediate results at (888)698- 
1858 or apply on line at fundrais- 
lngsolutions.net 
Psychic 200 Network 
Professional Psychics 1-900-267- 
5669 1-888-973-4888 3.99 per 
minute 18+ 
Camp Taka|o. boys camp and 
Trlpp Lake Camp, a girls camp. 
Residential Camps located in 
SOUTHERN MAINEI Outstanding 
8 week summer camps, exception- 
al facilities, gorgeous locations. 
Need qualified male and female 
counselors for positions in land- 
sports, water activities, gymnas- 
tics, horseback riding, and much 
more! Room and Board/Travel 
allowance. Camp Takajo call 800- 
250-8252 www.csmptakajo.com 
Tripp Lake Camp call 800-997- 
4347  www.triPrt8Kacamp.com 
CHILD CARE NEEDED IN OUR 
HOME for well behaved boy 13. girl 
10. Northern Madison County 
(Boonesboro), 8:30-5:30 Monday- 
Friday. May 30-August 3, 2000. 
Dependable & Safe transportation 
required and good driving record. 
Athletic, good swimmer, 3rd or 4th 
year education major preferred, but 
will consider others. References 
Required!  Resumes being accept- 
ed 1/15/00 through 3/13/00. Send 
inquiries and references to: 
Thomas Tandy 118 Constitution 
Street Lexington, Kentucky 40507 
527-527-3541 
Fraternities * Sororities * Clubs 
Student Groups Student organi- 
zations earn $1.000-$2,000 with 
the easy campusfundraiser.com 
three hour fundraising event. No 
sales required. Fundraising dates 
are filling quickly, so call today! 
Contact campusfundraiser.com, 
(888)923-3238, or visit www.com- 
pusfundraiser.com 
"•ACT NOW! Last chance reserve 
your spot for SPRING BREAK! 
DISCOUNTS for 6 or more! South 
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica. 
Bahamas. Acapulco. Florida. & 
Mardi Gras. Reps needed...Travel 
free 800-838-8203/ www.leisure- 
tours com 
Work where the beer Is better 
Madison Garden. Now accepting 
applications for all positions. 
Help I need somebody Madison 
Garden. 
TRAVEL- 
GO DIRECT! #1 Internet-based 
company offering WHOLESALE 
Spring Break packages by eliminat- 
ing middlemen! ALL Destinations! 
Guaranteed Lowest Price! 1-800- 
367-1252 www springbreakdi- 
rect.com 
#1    Spring   Break   Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & 
Florida. Best Prices Guaranteed! 
Free Parties & Cover charges! 
Space is UmKedl Book it Now! All 
major credit cards accepted! 1- 
800-234-7007 
#1 Panama City Vacations! Party 
Beachfront O The Boardwalk. 
Summit Condo's, & Mark II Free 
Drink Parties! Walk to Best Bars! 
Absolute best price! All major cred- 
it cards accepted! 1-80O-234-7007 
www.endlesssummertours.com 
Spring Break Specials! Bahamas 
Party Cruise! 5 Nights $279! 
Includes    Meals! Awesome 
Beaches, Nightlife! Departs From 
Florida! Panama City Room With 
Kitchen. Next To Clubs, 7 Parties & 
Free Drinks $129! Daytona Room 
With Kitchen $149! South Beach 
(Bars Open Until 5 a.m.) $159' 
Cocoa Beach (Near Disney) $179! 
springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678- 
6386 
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY 
BEACH "SUMMir LUXURY 
CONDOS NEXT TO SPINNAKER 
CLUB OWNER DISCOUNT 
RATES  (404)355-9637 
SPRING BREAK 2000 Cancun. 
Mazatlan, Acapulco. Jamaica, S. 
Padre Reliable TWA flights. 
Biggest Parties & Best packages. 
Earn a FREE trip. Be a campus 
Rep! 1.800.SURFS.UP www.stu- 
dentexpress.com 
I Classifieds 
$2 for 10 words, $4 for 20 words, 
$6 for 30 words, etc. Place your 
ad with us for the next issue. 
Call 622-1881 or e-mail us at 
progress@acs.eku.edu 
before noon Monday. 
Check out our website at... 
www.progress.acs.eku.edu 
Camp     In the Blue Ridge Mountains of 
H North 
forgw. CAROLINA 
'<HOS^'70\^'l\ Camp I 
for 
boys        Seeking STAFF with a 
deep commitment to Chrut. 
Rock Climbing. Riding. Mountain 
Hiking, life Guard. White Water 
Canoeing. Backpacking, Art*. Tennis. 
Archery. Riflerg. Cooks, MURE. 
agoo Maraju MSI Rd 
nrrvwrd NO *8-ia V MMMlM 
fc.hll.il ■.i ifc imi in t     www.lukiUln.oii 
^r i n s T 
Custom Sportswear 
CORNFR   OF   FIRST   K,   MAIN 
606  <-J 1  2200 
This week's question 
What is the third tallest 
building in the world today? 
Last week's answer: 
Green 
Winner Daria Shanks 
Bf    THF   FIRST   ONF   IN   IO   ANSWfR 
THt   QUESTION   CORRtCtlY   AND 
WIN A FREE SWEATSHIRT' 
On. win par cuMomar 
CHURCH DIRECTORY 
led House Baptist Church 
>301 Redhouse Rd. 
3hone: 623-8471 or 624-1557 
Sun. School 9:40 a.m.; Sun. 
Worship 10:50 a.m., 6 p.m., 
"O.C.U.S. (FellowshipOf 
3iristian Lhrrversity Students) Sun. 
3 p.m. 
Fountain Park First 
Church of God 
5000 Secretariat Dr. 
shone: 623-3511 
Sun. School 9:45 a.m. 
(Vorship Service: 10:45 a.m. 
Sunday Evening: 6:00 p.m. 
rVed. Prayer Service: 7:00 p.m. 
Dhurch of Christ 
Goggins Ln. (W. Side I-75) 
Ride: 624-2218 or 623-2515 
Sun. 9:30,10:20 a.m. 
6 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. 
Bible Moment: 624-2427 
First Presbyterian Church 
[PCUSA) 
330 W. Main St 
'hone: 623-5323 or 623-5329 
Church School 10 a.m. 
Sun. Worship 11 a.m. 
Ned. Dinner 6 p.m. 
(no charge) 
Sail for transportation. 
Richmond Church of Christ 
M 3 W. Main St. 
'hone: 623-8535 
Sun. 9 & 10 a.m., 6 p.m.. Wed. 7 
j.m. 
Colonels for Christ meet 
1st&3rdThurs. 
it 7 p.m. 
pn 2nd floor of Powell Building 
Richmond House of Prayer (Ft* 
Gospel Church) 
330 Mule Shed Ln. 
'hone: 623-8922 or 624-9443 
Sun. School 10 a.m. ,Sun 
/Vorship 10:45 a.m., 6 p.m., Wi 
7 p.m. 
rransportatJon available 
St Stephen Newman Center 
♦05 University Drive ^k 
3hone: 623-9400 
Sun. Mass 5 p.m., Sunday Supper 
$1 at 6 p.m., 
lAVed. 7 p.m Inquiry classes for 
jecoming Catholic. Weal, 9 p.m 
>iewman Night for all students 
Trinity Missionary 
Baptist Church 
2300 Lexington Rd. 
Phone: 624-9436 or 623^868 
Sun. 9:45 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m. 
Wed. Youth & Prayer 7 p.m. 
Roaedale Baptist Church 
411 WestoverAve. 
Phone:623-1771 
Sunday School 9 am. 
Worship Sun. 10:15 a.m., 
6 p.m. Wed. Prayer Service 7 p.m. 
First United 
Methodist Church 
401 West Main St. 
Phone:623-3580 
Worship Services Sunday 8:30 
am. & 10:50 a.m., Sunday School 
9:40 a.m., Wed. Night Live Dinner 
5:15-6:00 p.m. with small groups 
from 6:00-7:00 p.m.Kick boxing 
classes held on Thursday nights 
5:30-6:30 p.m. 
Eastside Bethel Baptist 
1675 E. Main St. 
Phone:624-9646 
Sun. Worship/Bible Study 9:30 & 
10:50 a.m., Wed. Small Group 
Bible Study 6:30 p.m. Services 
interpreted for deaf and handi- 
capped accessible. 
Unity Baptist Church 
1290 Barnes Mill Rd. 
Phone: 624-9464 
Sun. School 9:30 a.m. 
Worship 10:45 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. 
Wed. Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Services for hearing impaired; 
Nursery & Extended Session for 
PreSchool Children at all Worship 
Services 
Faith Creeled Assembly 
of God 
315SpanglerDr. 
(Behind Pizza Hut on Bypass) 
Sun. Worship 9:00 a.m. and 10:45 
am, Wed. Worship 7:00 p.m.. CaH 
623-4639 for more 
irrf orrnatjon/transportatjon. 
Harvest Family Fellowship 
621 S. Keeneland Dr. 
Phone:624-8620 
Sun. Worship 10 a.m. 
Wed. Bible Study 7 p.m. 
Sat. Outpouring 6:10 p.m. 
Trinity Presbyterian Church 
(PCA) 
128 S. Keeneland Dr. 
Phone: 624-8910 
Sun. Worship 9:50 a.m. 
Sun. School 11 am. 
First Alliance Church 
1405 Barnes MiNRd. 
Phone: 624-9878 
Sun. School 9:30 a.m.; Worship 
Services 10:46 a.m. & 6:30 p.m; 
Wed. Night Youth & Prayer 
Services 7:00 p.m 
First Baptist Church 
350 W Main at Lancaster Ave. 
Phone: 623-4028 
Sufi. School 9:40 a.m. 
Sun. Worship 8:30 a.m., 11 a.m., 
6:30 p.m., Wed. Worship 6 30 p.m 
S.U.B.S. 8 pjn at BSU Center 
Big Hill Avenue 
Christian Church 
129 Big HOI Aw*. 
Phonr 623-tS92 (office) 
Phone: 623-6600 (info line) 
n. School 9:45 ajn. 
ling Worship Kfc46 a.m. 
Evening Worship 6 p.m. 
Wed. Christian Student Fellowship 
7:00 pmrneet at Daniel r 
Statue for mmtmHon to i 
■"ST 
r      ettow 
PSuItU 
Georae^r 
Meeting and Hstgiotis 
EducatKxiforCNMrsn. Sun. 10.45 
a.m. Forjflajtfl ■ c*#623- 
4614. 
Madison Hill Christian Church 
)60 Redhouse Rd. 
'hone: 623-0916 
Sun. School 9:45 a.m. 
/Vorship 10:45 a.m. 
Ned. Wave 6:00 p.m. (Labor Day- 
demorial Day) 
Episcopal 
Our Saviour 
2323 Lexington Rd. 
Phone: 623-1226 
Sun. 8:30 am., 11 a.m. 
Sun. School 9:30 a.m. 
St. Thomas Lutheran Church 
1285 Barnes Mill Rd 
Phone: 823-7254 
Sun Traditional Service 8:30 a.m., 
Sun. School 9:45 am 
Sun. Contemporary Worship 11 
am^ 
West: i Je Christian Church 
Bennington Ct. across from 
Arlington 
Phone:623-0382 
Sun. School 9:45 a.m. 
Sun. Worship 10:45 a.m., 6 p.m. 
Wed. Worship 7 p.m. 
Transportation available 
Whits Oak Pond Christian 
Church 
(Disciples of Christ) 
1238 Barnes Mill Rd. 
Phone:623-6515 
Sun. Worship 9 a.m., 11 a.m. 
Coffee Fellowship Sun. 10 a.m. 
Sun. School 10:15 am. 
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Student senate 
standoff 
Senators voice 
concerns with 
cabinet's decision 
BY JAME VMSON gg JENMFEB ROPERS 
News writers 
The Student Government 
Association has named an interim 
adviser in the wake of voting out 
their former adviser, Tom Myers. 
"Our new interim adviser is Dr. 
Paul Blanchard, and this win be until 
we can select a permanent adviser 
from the campus community." said 
SGA President Chris Pace. "We're 
currently holding to see exactly who 
is interested in being the new stu- 
dent government adviser." 
The announcement on the 
SGA cabinet's decision to appoint 
a new adviser was made at the- 
meeting Tuesday. 
This announcement was the 
first to the full senate addressing 
the replacement of Myers, who is 
also vice president of student 
affairs. The senate cabinet voted 
to replace Myers Feb. 12. 
"Basically what happened with 
that is that we are currently tak- 
ing names," Pace said. "We had 
five choices and we submitted 
those five choices — a couple of 
them had conflicts and a couple of 
them are interested in doing it." 
Senator Michael Flliott voiced 
his disagreement with the cabi- 
net's choice. 
"I don't think that was a very 
good reason to do what you all 
did, and that may be out of line, 
but I think what you all did to that 
guy was a bunch of horse shit, 
and you can put that in the min- 
utes if you want to," Elliott said. 
"But I would like to see that dis- 
cussed, why we ousted that guy. 
because I don't think he was a 
bad person." 
Pace said the decision was 
made because the cabinet knew 
Myers was leaving. 
That's where the whole deci- 
sion was based," Pace said. "Dr. 
Myers is not going to be here next 
year. Therefore, as a business 
Dena Tackett/Progress 
Senator Michael Elliott voiced his discontent Tuesday of the student sen- 
ate cabinet's decision to vote Myers out as adviser of the organization. 
decision, in the best interest of stu- 
dent government, it was the right 
thing to do." 
President Bob Kustra, who 
was not present at the meeting, 
agreed. 
Kustra said it made more sense 
for the senate to have an adviser 
who was a faculty member and not 
part of administration. He added 
that employing a faculty adviser 
would be a good policy in the long 
run. 
Comments about the cabinet's 
decision prompted members of 
the cabinet to speak out. 
"I think that there is one 
important fact we need to remem- 
ber here as members of the 
Student Government 
Association," said Ethics 
Committee Chair Dave Aker. "We 
represent the students, and at any 
point in time that we stop repre- 
senting the students then we'll 
stop doing our job." 
"It is our interest as chairs, as 
senators, to not represent the uni- 
versity or act as a mouthpiece for 
the university, but to act as a 
mouthpiece for the students." 
Senator Barry I-ee was con- 
cerned with the media attention 
that came with the decision. 
"What really upsets me is the 
title (of the article in the Eastern 
Progress) — SGA. This govern- 
ment association has done a lot 
in the past year, and what will we 
be remembered for?" I-ee asked. 
"That right there. Kicking out 
Dr. Myers. 'SGA ousts Myers." 
That's the title, that's what every- 
body's going to remember us 
for." 
"If you ask me, nobody got 
ousted," Pace said. 
Vice President Rodney 
Tolliver admitted to casting a dis- 
senting vote during the cabinet 
meeting. 
"I'm not going to let anybody 
sit and run Dr. Myers down," 
Tolliver said. "I had great respect 
for him, and I was one that didn't 
have anything to do with it, and 
* r-Y?w 
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...i 
you all did to 
(Myors) was a 
bunch of novas 
slat, and you 
can put that In 
tha minutes If 
you want to. 
Michael Elliott, 
senator 
111 stand up and say that now." 
After the meeting, Tolliver 
addressed the issue again. 
"Dr. Myers was a great man." 
Tolliver said. "We really appreci- 
ate him and I feel it was handled 
the wrong way. I wasn't in favor of 
the decision and I'll stand by 
that" 
Speaker Pro Tern Nick 
Bertram justified the cabinet's 
decision. 
"I think I can speak for the 
rest of the cabinet when I say that 
there is nothing but total respect 
for Dr. Myers," Bertram said. 
"This decision was not made 
because of any ill feelings for Dr. 
Myers. That was made clear from 
the beginning. Dr. Myers under- 
stands that decision. Dr. Myers 
agrees with that decision." 
Bertram and other senators 
were upset at the headline placed 
on the story in the Progress. 
"I hate to think that a college 
newspaper would be reduced to 
the sensationalism of the general 
press and media," Aker said. 
"What, are you trying to sell 
advertising here? There's no cut- 
ting edge deadline here, you're 
not competing with the Wall 
Street Journal or the New York 
Times. It's a college newspaper, 
for Christ's sake." 
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Joey's gravesite. 
in Flatwoods 
Cemetary. is 
marked only by 
flowers and an 
angel sculpture 
Corey Wilson/Progress 
Joey: Although sick, he was still active 
From the front 
It was 1996 when Joey learned 
he was in danger of having HIV. 
He was visiting a friend in Chicago 
for three months. Karen Blanton 
kept getting phone calls from a 
man in l-exington looking for Joey. 
After several calls, she finally gave 
the man a number where he could 
reach him in Chicago. 
"He told Joey he had found out 
he had full blown AIDS and that 
Joey needed to be tested for it. 
Well. Joey had lost some weight 
and he was a little bit sick, but he 
never was tested for it until he 
came back here." she said. 
When he came back to 
Kentucky in March, he asked his 
mother to take him to be tested. 
Three weeks later the results 
came back — positive. 
"At that time he really felt reject- 
ed because a lot of people they, just 
don't understand what AIDS is, and 
I'm not saying that I did. because I 
didn't "Oh mercy,' I thought. "God, 
you can catch it by just looking at 
somebody.'" Karen Blanton said. 
When her son announced his 
sexual orientation. Karen Blanton 
told him of the risks he would be 
running if he didn't protect himself. 
"He wasn't born under a rock, 
and he knew to use protection. If 
this is the kind of lifestyle that he 
wanted to live or had to live or 
whatever. I told him from the very 
beginning, "Son, it only takes one 
time,"" she said. 
Over the next few years, Joey's 
health   slowly  declined   until 
September 1999, when it took a 
turn for the worse. 
Joey was registered to return 
to Eastern that semester but had 
to withdraw because of his failing 
health. 
Joey kept pushing on, deter- 
mined not to let his disease beat 
him. He continued to drive and be 
active in the community. 
When Eastern's Pride Alliance, 
a support organization for gays, 
lesbians and bisexuals on cam- 
pus, had a memorial service for 
Matthew Shepard. the University 
of Wyoming student who was 
beaten to death because of his 
sexual orientation. Joey was 
there. And when several of those 
gathered shied away from the TV 
cameras covering the event, Joey 
talked to the reporters. 
"Joey was very proud of who 
he was, regardless of what others 
thought." said close friend Karen 
Alexander, a junior psychology 
major. 
But as the fall stretched on. his 
health declined faster. 
He began to get confused easi- 
ly, Karen Blanton said. He had a 
credit card with a $500 limit, and 
he would call every few minutes 
to check on the balance, she said. 
It looked like things were get- 
ting a little better around the first 
of the year. Joey went to Chicago 
for New Year's Eve, but by his 
first week back, he was getting 
sicker faster. 
The last week of Joey's life was 
a quick decline. On Thursday, 
doctors told   him he had six 
months to live. By the following 
Tuesday, it was shortened to two 
weeks, and Wednesday evening, 
they prayed he would make it 
through the next day. 
At 3 a.m., Thursday, Jan. 27, he 
slipped into a coma. He never 
came out of it. 
The last breath that he took, I 
had walked out of the room and I 
had come out here to answer the 
phone ... and the nurse hollered at 
me and said get in here he's taking 
his last breath and I jumped in there 
and got him in my arms and he 
passed away," Karen Blanton said. 
The loss of Joey has been 
tough on Karen Blanton and her 
family. She makes daily trips to 
his grave — a small plot in 
Flatwoods Cemetery. He doesn't 
have a headstone yet, just a small 
marker. It's all the family can 
afford now, Karen Blanton said. 
Funeral and burial costs were 
more than $3,000 — much more 
than the disabled mother could 
afford. Some groups have donated 
money, including Pride Alliance, 
but it still hasn't been enough. 
In Joey's last few months, when 
his confusion got too great, he 
threw away his journal, the story of 
his life. Karen Blanton has looked 
all over her small Richmond house, 
which is now covered in flowers 
from friends and pictures of Joey, 
but she still can't find it. 
"Of course I cried a lot when I 
read that story, and that's why I'd 
give anything if I had it because I 
would try to finish it for him," she 
said. 
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Pace: Revoked scholarship also returned 
Chris Pace 
was part-time 
in the fall, 
according to 
the Registrar 
From the front 
malty contested the election the night of 
the race due to the small margin of victo- 
ry- 
A little more than a week after Pace 
took office, on April 22, he and Vice 
President of SGA Rodney Tolliver were 
censured for violating the established 
campaign practices. 
The two were found guilty by the stu- 
dent court on charges that they violated 
the SGA's elections rules by exceeding 
die $300 campaign budget by $59.99 and 
by campaigning within 25 feet of the 
polls on election day. 
Both lost their scholarships, which 
come with die positions, because of the 
censure, which was $3,460 for Pace and 
$2302 for Tolliver. 
Late last semester. Pace said, Kustra 
reinstated the scholarships for both the 
fall and spring semesters. 
"Basically, it was because the whole 
court process that went down acted out- 
side the realm of their decision making," 
Pace said. "Kustra said that was a Board 
of Regents decision." 
Chris Rice, who was defeated by Pace 
for the position of president last spring. 
said he was upset the scholarships were 
given back. 
"It angers me as a student that it was 
done and kind of done without anyone 
knowing about it," Rice said. "It does 
kind of disturb me and it should every- 
one else that their tuition is going to pay 
for this type of government leaders." 
Rice said although he was defeated, 
that is behind him. 
"I just feel bad that he can't be the 
president honestly," Rice said. "But that 
has to weigh on his character, and on 
his morals, that he really doesn't 
deserve to be in that position." 
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Moore: Teaching college is a long-term goal 
From the front 
Since coming to Eastern, 
Moore has been active in a num- 
ber of student organizations, 
including Residence Hall 
Association, the honors program 
and Black Student Union. 
Moore was policy chair of RHA 
last semester, but stepped down 
to devote more time to academics 
and the Positive Black Coalition, 
which he started. He said it is a 
grassroots organization, which 
devotes time to public service. 
The PBC recently worked with 
the Kentucky River Foothills 
Association painting units in a 
homeless shelter for families in 
Richmond. In celebration of Black 
History Month, the PBC has been 
reading to kindergarten classes at 
local schools. 
Moore remains heavily 
involved with the honors pro- 
gram. He says he enjoys the 
Honors Round Table Panels 
where four to seven honors stu- 
dents from various universities 
provide an interactive forum to 
challenge people to think about 
various issues. 
"Being a member of the honors 
program has been the best experi- 
ence of my life," Moore said. 
Moore said Eastern has been 
everything he expected — "moreso 
than I expected actually," he said. 
However, Moore said Eastern 
challenges him. 
"More can be done," he said. 
"There are always areas for 
improvement, such as diversity 
on campus." 
Moore said being a minority 
student is not always easy. 
"I caught a lot of flak last 
semester because I thought more 
should be done to recruit African- 
American students to Eastern," 
Moore said. "I don't mean to say 
that Eastern is in any way wrong, 
and I don't want to seem like a 
radical, but there is definitely 
room for improvement 
"There are approximately 
15.000 students here at Eastern, 
and only about 700 of those are 
African-Americans. I don't assume 
that it is anyone's fault." 
Moore offers suggestions to 
improving diversity at Eastern. 
"I have run into nothing but 
very intelligent people here," 
Moore said. That being the case, 
there's a lot that can be done. 
Once here, we need to provide a 
nurturing environment for stu- 
dents and identify their needs." 
Moore said he is concerned 
about student apathy and not see- 
ing more students at meetings. 
"Get involved," Moore said. "Be 
an active participant in your educa- 
tion. Go to student meetings, join 
RHA, anyplace where decisions 
are made that directly affect your 
education. Ensure that you are get- 
ting the best education and cam- 
pus environment available. Get the 
most for the money being paid so 
that you can be here." 
Moore said he has two impor- 
tant role models. 
"My friend Bruce MacLaren, 
because I have an appreciation for 
intellectuals, and the author 
Nathan McCall, because he is a 
self-made man," Moore said. 
Moore's long-term goals 
include teaching at the college 
level and remaining active in the 
community. 
"I don't see myself as a leader, 
more as an activist," Moore said. "I 
see things that could stand some 
improvement and 1 work on them. 
Some of my views are not popular, 
but they are what they are." 
All About... 
Demetriace 
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SPRING JOB FAIR 
March 1,2000 
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Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. 
Fifth Third Bank 
Financial Legacy Group 
FinishLine 
First Alliance Corp./lnsurance Co. 
First Investors Corporation 
Hillenmeyer Nurseries 
Internal Revenue Service 
Jefferson County Police Department 
Kentucky Air National Guard 
Kentucky Department of Public Advocacy 
Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance 
Kentucky Higher Education Assistance 
Authority 
Company Listings also 
posted at 
www.career.eku.edu 
DRESS TO IMPRESS 
BRING RESUMES 
Full-Time, Co-op, 
Internships, 
Part-Time, and 
Summer Jobs 
DOOR PRIZE 
PENTIUM III 500 
Retail value: $ 1, D 13 
co-sponsored by 
tfY^SMV " 
SPONSORED BY: Career Services, Cooperative 
Education, Multicultural Student Services, 
Services for Students with Disabilities, Alumni 
Affairs, and the Eastern Progress 
Kentucky State Police 
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet 
Kingsport Police Department 
Kmart Corporation 
The Kroger Company 
MPW Industrial Services Inc. 
Manpower 
Marriott's Griffin Gate Resort 
McKechnie Vehicle Components 
Meijer, Inc. 
The Methodist Home of KY 
Metro Nashville Police Dept. 
National Park Service-Mammoth Cave 
National Park 
Natural Resources & Environmental 
Protection Cabinet 
New York Life 
Northwestern Mutual Life 
Norwest Financial 
OfficeTeam 
Ohio Casualty Group, Underwriters 
The Ohio Casualty Group, Programmers 
Olsten Staffing Services 
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. of Lexington 
Personnel Cabinet (KY State 
Government) 
Plexus Electronic Assembly 
Progressive Insurance 
Radisson Plaza Hotel 
ROTC 
SAFECO 
The Sherwin-Williams Company 
Six Flags Kentucky Kingdom 
Speedway Super America 
State Farm Insurance 
Target Stores-Assets Protection 
Texas Instruments, Inc. 
Timken Company 
Trim Masters, Inc. 
United Parcel Service 
US Navy Officer Recruiting 
US Secret Service 
Vector Marketing 
Wal»Mart Distribution 
Westfield Companies 
Accent 
► Inside Accent 
Theatre department performs 
The Robber Bridegroom 
tonight through Saturday./B5 
No one in Iraq can pretend that life is any better than unbearable - Raed Battah 
When Raed 
Battah visited 
the U.S.- 
bombed civil- 
ian shelter of 
Al-Ameriyah in 
Baghdad, he made a promise to 
Urn Reyda, who lost nine mem- 
bers of her family, that he would 
go home to America and speak 
the truth. 
Since that visit, Raed, who 
graduated from Eastern in 
December, has dedicated his time 
and energy to nonviolence with 
particular efforts to lift economic 
sanctions against Iraq imposed by 
the United Nations and enforced 
by the United States 
"It is my belief that the U.S. 
intends to cripple Iraq to the 
point that the damage is literal- 
ly irreversible," Raed said. 
Born in America and raised 
by Iraqi parents, Raed was once 
accused, by a friend, of being a 
"closet Iraqi." 
The moment he said that, it 
was one of those moments in 
my life where I had to step back 
and really re-evaluate what role 
I was going to play in this strug- 
gle," he said. 
Raed then decided to 
embrace his nationality and 
make a difference to his people. 
He contacted a Chicago- 
based organization called 
Voices in the Wilderness, a nonvi- 
olent activist group leading a cam- 
paign to end the economic sanc- 
tions imposed on Iraq. Kathy 
Kelly, co-founder of VTTW, was so 
moved by his passionate plea to 
help, she called Raed within a few 
hours of receiving his e-mail. 
By August, Raed was one of 
the seven VTTW delegates travel 
ing to Iraq. 
"Voices in the Wilderness pro- 
vides its delegates an invaluable tool 
for gaining information related to 
sanctions and for witnessing first- 
hand the effects of sanctions at the 
most personal levels," Raed said. 
This was important to Raed 
because, as a journalist, he knew 
he needed facts to be convinc- 
ing. 
"I am the eyes and ears to one 
of the many causes that escape 
the mainstream media, yet affect 
our mainstream morality," Raed 
said 
Raed's father, a physician, 
gathered medicine and medical 
textbooks, both of which are pro- 
hibited by the sanctions, for Raed 
to take to the Iraqi people. The 
penalty for transporting goods 
across Iraq's borders is as much 
as 12 years in prison and $1.2 mil- 
lion in fines. 
But Raed's suitcase was never 
checked. 
"I was a little disappointed 
because the whole point was to 
openly violate the sanctions laws," 
he sakl. 
With about 60 relatives living 
in Iraq, Raed said he felt like the 
prodigal son returning home; 
there was such a celebration 
when he arrived. However, it was 
not just his family, but also the 
Iraqi people, who welcomed the 
delegates with open arms. 
"Often was the case that 
upon returning to our hotel in 
Baghdad, several members of 
the group would break down 
in sobs and ask 
themselves and 
each other, 'How 
can they continue 
to be so compas- 
sionate, so lov- 
ing, despite this 
social night- 
mare?" Raed 
said. 
The people of 
Iraq have no future 
and simply live 
from day to day, he 
said. 
"No one in Iraq 
can pretend that 
life is any better than unbear- 
able," he said. 
A campaign for children 
Raed, who is a regular Iraq 
analyst for KWAB, Working 
Assets Broadcast, in Boulder, 
Colo., said bombing, combined 
with sanctions, kills 250 children 
a day. More Iraqi children die in 
one year than all the U.S. casual- 
ties in the Vietnam War, he said. 
"Since December of last year, 
the U.S. has maintained the 
longest bombing campaign 
since the Vietnam War. People 
don't realize that Congress 
never passed a law halting the 
hostilities against Iraq," he said. 
Yet Raed said Congress knows 
very little about the economic 
sanctions. 
His latest trip with VITW 
sent him to Washington in 
January to lobby for congres- 
sional support. 
"Washington, D.C. was very 
majestic and disappointing," Raed 
said. "I took very few pictures 
because I simply was not interest- 
ed. I'll go back when I can be 
proud of everything those build 
Raed Battah 
graduated 
from Eastern 
last fall. 
ings stand for." 
While in Washington, Raed 
fasted from solid food for 28 days. 
He also marched on the White 
House, gave lectures, met with 
dozens of organizations and gov- 
ernment offices, appeared on tele- 
vision and radio and gave inter- 
views to newspapers and maga- 
zines. 
"It was really an amazing expe- 
rience," he said. 
Raed took part in a nonvio- 
lent protest Feb. 14 at the U.S. 
mission to the United Nations in 
New York. He said he believes 
it is the defining moment of his 
campaign against the sanctions. 
Although the protest was 
peaceful, he and 85 people were 
arrested for disorderly conduct 
"It was truly the most 
American thing I have ever done," 
Raed said. 
An adovacy journalist 
Eastern broadcasting profes- 
sor Ferrell Wellman called Raed's 
efforts "advocacy journalism." 
"It is my intention to help 
rediscover and revolutionize jour- 
nalism by reducing the amount of 
disconnect a reader has with the 
writer, and further stand in soli- 
darity with the people and causes 
I advocate," Raed said. 
He stood with more than 300 
protesters in New York with his 
camera rolling as other members 
of the media were escorted to the 
designated press area. 
"I stood there among the peo- 
ple, letting the world on the other 
side of the camera know how it 
looked from a demonstrator's 
point of view," he said. 
Raed said he wants Americans 
to stop holding the Iraqi people 
accountable for the actions of 
Saddam Hussein. 
"I want Americans to know 
that for 10 years Iraqis have 
watched their children die of dis- 
ease, starvation and bombing all 
done in the U.S.'s name, but that 
despite all this, Iraqis still greet 
Americans into their country with 
open arms and hearts, and perpet- 
ual understanding and forgive- 
ness," Raed said. 
Once a man who wanted noth- 
ing less than fame and fortune, 
Raed now has a much different 
kind of life in mind. 
"Now I want to be a nobody in 
a world that can live in peace with 
each other," he said. 
Raed's article, "A Visit to Iraq," 
can be read in the January edition 
of www.spintechmag.com. 
Raed visited the grave of his mother's father while 
relatives still living in Iraq, a country ravaged by the 
Photo submit 
in Iraq. "I never met him," Raed said   Raed has about 60 
economic sanctions enforced by the United States. 
Raed traveled with the Voices of the 
Wilderness to Baghdad to deliver medi- 
cine and medical textbooks, both of which 
are prohibited by economic sanctions. The 
penalty for transporting goods across 
Iraq's borders is as much as 12 years in 
prison and $1.2 million in fines 
Corey King/Progress 
GROW comes to Eastern for 4th time 
GROW focuses 
on research for, 
by women 
BY KRYSTAL ROARK 
Assistant Accent editor 
Eastern is helping women 
GROW together for the fourth 
time. 
An annual multidisciplinary 
conference, Growth and Research 
Organization for Women, focuses 
on research by women or of inter- 
est to women. 
Virginia Wright, an economics 
professor at Eastern, came up 
with the idea for the conference 
while she was the executive direc- 
tor of GROW Inc., a nonprofit 
organization that treated and stud- 
ied prescription drug use and 
abuse among women. 
Wright discovered many 
other people were doing inter- 
esting research for and about 
women. 
"We had the reports, the ques- 
tion was how to tell people about 
What we had learned and involve 
those people who were doing the 
research for women to share their 
findings," Wright said. 
The first GROW conference 
met in 1982, and in 1984, Eastern 
first volunteered to serve as host 
for GROW. 
"From that point on, it moved 
all around the state," she said. 
Wright said although only 40 
or 50 people came to the confer- 
ence the first year, word-of-mouth 
has helped the numbers rise each 
year. 
"We had a pretty good base 
that first year.  _^_ 
GROW Confer MIC# 
i Today 8 a.m.-5 p.m., 
Friday 8-10 a.m. 
t: Perkins Bonding 
but keeping it 
going is the 
trick," Wright 
said. 
GROW, 
which will be 
held today and 
Friday in the   I 
Perkins   ■^^^^^»^»" 
Building, will 
offer workshops, presentations by 
students and professionals and 
three research roundtable discus- 
sions. 
Wright said GROW provides a 
supportive environment for those 
who are presenting at a profes- 
sional conference for the first 
time. 
"It enables females, particular- 
ly female students, to present in a 
nurturing environment," 
Meredith Wells, an assistant psy- 
chology professor and GROW 
hospitality chair, said. 
Wells also thinks Eastern's 
location is a plus for the female 
researchers. 
"Female students can present 
their research without, traveling 
very far," she said. 
Wright said women in adminis- 
trative positions come to the con- 
ference, giving them the opportu- 
nity to meet women in other 
fields. 
"The Eastern 
women profes- 
sors work very 
well together," 
said Connie 
Callahan, co- 
coordinator 
along with 
Wright for this 
■^■^■^■^ year's GROW 
conference. 
Wright will deliver this year's 
keynote address, "Ideas: Where 
They Come from and What We 
Do with Them." 
"The whole conference is 
about ideas and the development 
of research ideas," Wright said. 
Dorothy Sutton. a poet and 
English professor at Eastern, will 
give a presentation on where 
ideas come from in poetry. 
Wright said about 650 people 
from research areas such as 
English and language arts, social 
sciences and physical sciences 
have addressed the conference 
over the years. 
Callahan. an associate profes- 
sor of graduate level counseling, 
along with Sue Strong will con- 
duct the conference's first work- 
shop today. 
The workshop, "Wild Women 
Don't (iet the Blues." looks at 
depression in women in the 
United States and how the treat- 
ment and overmedication for 
depressive disorders do not 
address socialization issues for 
women. 
"We're supposed to train women 
to put family, God and country first. 
Women must understand what 
their needs are and be able to bal- 
ance them," Callahan sakl. 
An alternative model for a 
healthy woman will be presented 
during the workshop, which will 
conclude with a group cry from 
"Xena, Warrior IYinccss." 
A mother/daughter team, will 
deliver the last workshop today, 
which focuses on ways in which 
food and cooking influence moth- 
er/daughter relationships and 
how these cooking lessons pro- 
vide a framework for creativity 
and decision making in their 
adult lives. 
Pamela Papka Sexton, the 
first coordinator of GROW, and 
her daughter, a professional 
chef who was also the first stu- 
dent presenter at GROW, will 
conduct the workshop. 
Paper presentations on drum 
therapy, surviving ovarian cancer 
and lesbianism are a few of the 
topics to be discussed at the con- 
ference. 
"It's a good way to look at 
women's issues and research and 
to realize just as many women as 
men are conducting research." 
Callahan said. 
Wright said she thinks what 
people bring to the conference 
has a lot to do with what they gel 
out of it. 
"It's a part of life-long learning. 
For those of us who come back 
year after year to bring findings 
within our research, it has to do 
with what you bring and what you 
take," Wright said. 
A reception will be held Friday 
at the Richmond Area Arts 
Council from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. 
The group (iirl Tribe, formally 
known as Sister Drum, will per- 
form at the reception. 
"It's a time for us to really have 
some fun and get know each 
other," Wright said. 
Wright said anyone is welcome 
to attend the GROW conference. 
Registration fees for both days are 
$10 for students and $50 for non- 
students and professionals. 
Attendance for one day for non- 
students and professionals is $30. 
Although on-site registration is 
welcomed, pre-registration for 
Friday is recommended. The 
reception and brunch cost $9 for 
each meal. 
Schedu Ie of 
Thursday Workshops 
8-11:30 a.m. 
"Wild Women Don't Get the 
Blues" 
"Giving Voice to the Silenced 
Feminine" 
"Food in Family Culture" 
Paper Presentations 
2:30-5 p.n. 
Reception 
Richmond Area Arts Council 
5:30-7:30 p.m. 
Friday Paper Presentations 
8-10:10 a.m. 
Brunch 
10:15-10:45 s.m. 
Paper Presentations 
10:50 am-noon 
Research Roundtable 
10:50 a.m.-noon 
Whafs TAP 
►Tap the "Tap" 
Have a campus event 
or activity? CaD Jennifer 
Muffins at 622-1882 or 
contact us by e-mail: 
<progress.acs.eku.edu> 
► Movies 
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MEATBALL 
HERO 
A sandwich our mama 
would be proud of 
Madison 
Harden 
INTERNET • PAGERS • CELLULAR 
56k Internet: $17.95/mo. 
Pager Service: $11.00/mo. 
Cellular Service: $10.00/mo. 
No Credit Approval Required 
S27-B Lcighway Drive 
623-1500.624-3002 
www.dMpdl.coni 
CONFERENCE 
8:40 a.m. 
Grow Conference, a con- 
ference exploring 
women's research. 
Perkins Building 
MEETING 
6:30 p.m. 
Organizational meeting 
for the 2000 Adult Softball 
Leagues. 
Basement of Recreation 
Center. 321 N. Second St. 
DEBATE 
7:30 p.m. 
"Should the United States 
Abolish the Death 
Penalty?" The public is 
welcome. Oxford-style 
debate sponsored by 
Philosophy Club. . 
Adams Room, Wallace 
Building 
RECEPTION 
5 p.m. 
Grow Conference recep- 
tion, cost $9. 
Richmond    Area    Arts 
Council 
HOOPS 
6 p.m. 
Eastern     Women     vs. 
Eastern Illinois 
Paul McBrayer Arena 
8 p.m. 
Eastern vs. Eastern Illinois 
Paul McBrayer Arena 
CLASS 
8 p.m. 
I .earn sign language 
BSU-classroom 
PLAY 
8 p.m. 
Musical  theatre,   "The 
Robber Bridegroom." 
Admission $6: Call 8135 
for tickets. 
Gifford Theatre 
FR'DAY 
DEADLINE 
Last day to register for the 
March 3rd UWR. 
CONFERENCE 
9 a.m. 
Grow  Conference, a con- 
ference exploring 
women's research 
Perkins Building 
INTRAMURAL 
6:30 p.m. 
Badminton 
Weaver Gym 
PLAY 
8 p.m. 
Musical   theatre,  "The 
Robber Bridegroom." 
Admission $6; Call 8135 
for tickets. 
Gifford Theatre 
SATURDAY 
HOOPS 
2 p.m. 
Eastern     Women     vs. 
Southeast Missouri 
Paul McBrayer Arena 
4:15 p.m. 
Eastern  vs.  Southeast 
Missouri 
Paul McBrayer Arena 
PLAY 
8 p.m. 
Musical  theatre,  "The 
Robber Bridegroom." 
Admission $6: Call 8135 
for tickets. 
Gifford Theatre 
SUNDAY 
RECEPTION 
2-4 p.m. 
Eastern Art Department 
Invitational High School 
Art Exhibit opening recep- 
tion. 
Giles Gallery, Campbell 
Building 
MONDAY 
MEETING 
4:45 p.m. 
Phi Beta Lambda FBLA 
meeting. All majors wel- 
come. 
Combs Building Room 307 
PRESENTATION 
7:30 p.m. 
"New World Economy," 
presented    by    Peggy 
Rivage-Seul, League of 
Women Voters. 
Berea Public library 
MUSIC 
8 p.m. 
Student Recital 
Kim Scott-Piano 
Gifford Theatre 
MUSIC 
8 p.m. 
Trumpet and Percussion 
Recital; Jonathon Martin 
and Rob James 
Gifford Theatre 
WEDNESDAY 
DEADLINE 
Priority Deadline for sub- 
mitting financial aid 
forms for intersession and 
summer school 
SOFTBALL 
3 p.m. 
Eastern vs. University of 
Kentucky 
Gertrude Hood Field 
FUNDRAISER 
3-6 p.m. 
Hoops for Hearts spon- 
sored by HyPer Club 
Weaver Gym 
BIBLE STUDY 
5- 6:30 p.m. 
Everyone welcome: bring 
your Bible. 
Multi-purpose room at 
BStl 
MEETING 
7 p.m. 
Women's Activist Group 
Jaggers   Room;   Powell 
Building 
MUSIC 
8 p.m. 
Student Recital 
Derick Bowman-Horn 
Gifford Theatre 
JOB FAIR 
3-7 p.m. 
Spring Job Fair 
All students and alumni 
welcome 
Keen Johnson Building 
UPCOMING 
THURSDAY, MARCH 2 
PRESENTATION 
7:30 p.m. 
"A      Musical       Romp 
Through Women's 
History," presented by 
singer/songwriter Gerri 
Gribi, part of Women's 
Studies "Celebration of 
Appalachian Women." 
South Room, Keen 
Johnson Building 
RECrTAL 
8 p.m. 
Faculty voice recital fea- 
turing Mickey Ballard. 
Gifford Theatre 
FRIDAY, MARCH 3 
CAREER DAY 
9:30 a.m.-noon 
Health Sciences Career 
Day. 
Keen Johnson Ballroom 
MUSIC 
8 p.m. 
Faculty jazz quintet 
Gifford Theatre 
Wl Of H CHICKS 
ittttiStMti 
RICHMOND 
SOS EASTERN BYPASS 
(NEXT TO SOFT SHOE) 
623-1199 
-Payroll    - 
»Tax Refund 
•Money Order* 
•Government 
•kieurence 
•Person*!, etc. 
Nature's Treasures 
218 South Porter Dr. #3 
(behind Denny's) 
623-4344 
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 11a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Sun. noon to 5 p.m. 
•Specializing in rare 
fish and hand 
fed birds 
•Full line pet store 
H^ 
TEST 
5 p.m. 
University 
Requirment. 
Combs Building 
Writing 
Don't wait 'til you get to the 
beach to get a tan ... 
GET IT NOW AT 
606-624 9351 
636 University Shopping Canter 
Richmond, KY 
HOT NEW BULBS! 
open 7 days per week 
Mardi 
Gras 
Madness! 
Coming 
soon 
to 
The 
Eastern 
Progress 
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$1 
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OCEANFRONT 
TAN-IN 
invites everyone to come 
in Monday 28th and 
celebrate with us. 
VOTED #1 
Tanning Salon in Madison County 
(LANDSLIDE WIN) 
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M^i School Art 
James Branaman/Progress 
A High School Art Exhibit is now open in Giles Gallery. 
"Stark Contrast" is an acrylic painting by Todd Fox 
BT JeWMTCB MUUJM6  
Assistant Accent editor 
What is art? Is it the image of Tupac 
Shakur? Is it Superman flying through 
the air? Is art a collection of Hershey's 
miniatures? 
High school art students from across 
the region are display- 
ing such works on the 
walls of the Giles 
Gallery in the 
Campbell Building. 
The  display  fea- 
tures works in mixed 
media,   silk   paints, 
pencil,      computer 
graphics and photography. There are 
also numerous sculptures and other 
handmade items such as jewelry, hand- 
bags and a birdcage. 
The styles of the pieces vary as 
much as the titles. Works entitled 
"Puke," "Impotence" and "It's a Hard 
Ufe" line the walls of the gallery. The 
diversity of the works was apparent in 
two pieces. One piece was a painting of 
an Ethiopian woman in traditional 
dress during a coffee ceremony. 
Hanging below the painting was a pen- 
cil drawing of a farmer and his pickup 
truck. 
The pieces all seemed to evoke some 
sort of comment, be it analytical or 
eGMs* Gallery 
straightforward. 
"I don't understand some of it," said 
Adam Noe, a junior police administra- 
tion major from Fort Thomas. "I just 
don't think you can call photography 
art" 
Noe did say he felt the work was very 
high quality and the students probably 
spent a lot of time 
working on it. 
"My mom is 
an art teacher, and a 
lot of the stuff she 
brings home isn't half 
as good as this. I just 
think this stuff is 
much more time ori- 
ented," Noe said. 
Some other students seemed to take 
a more analytical view. 
"A lot of it is what you would 
expect, but a lot are what you wouldn't 
really expect to see," said Honora 
Jacob, a post-graduate student from 
h'xington 
"It's not all academically focused. 
Much of it is very conceptual for high 
school students," she said. 
The exhibit will be open through 
March 16. There will be a reception 
from 2-4 p.m., March 27. Hours for the 
exhibit can be obtained by calling the art 
department at 622-8315. 
High school students define art FsacoutTbe EaBtemt 
Progres8 * 
<www.progress.eku.edu> 
Big Brothers, Sisters raise money 
BY JAIME HOWARD 
Accent editor 
What would it be like to have a 
younger brother or sister, but not 
be biologically related to them? 
Volunteers of the Big Brothers 
& Big Sisters of the Bluegrass 
know what it's like. 
Erica Brown, a 21-year-old psy- 
chology major from Greenup 
County and a volunteer of Big 
Brothers & Big Sisters, knows 
too. Brown, a member of Kappa 
Delta Tau service sorority, which 
is involved in the program, has 
been a volunteer for almost a year 
now. 
"It started off as a co-op," 
Brown said. "But I really believe 
in the program." 
To become a big brother or big 
sister, a volunteer must apply with 
Dale Suttles, regional manager of 
Big Brothers & Big Sisters of the 
Bluegrass. 
Bowl for Kids 
"You have to commit to one 
year," Brown said. "You have to 
give three to five hours per week, 
go through an interview with 
Suttles, a background check and a 
formal interview with Suttles." 
Brown said once this process 
is complete Suttles talks to the 
children in the program and tries 
to   match   their 
personalities with 
the volunteers'. 
After that, the vol- 
unteer meets with 
the       assigned 
child to see how 
they    mesh.    If 
everything is line, 
the      volunteer 
begins (o create a 
bond with her new friend. 
Suttles said most of the chil- 
dren in the program come from 
low-income, single-parent homes 
and are between (> and Hi years 
old. lie said the children benefit 
greatly from the program. 
"We try to heighten self- 
esteem and make them feel wor- 
thy," Suttles said. "They miss 
fewer school days, fight less and 
their grades are better." 
Bowl for Kids Sake, a Big 
Brothers & Big Sisters fund-rais- 
er, will take place on and off cam- 
pus this 
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■a   semester. 
Each 
team will take 
pledges    for 
the number of 
pins they can 
knock   down 
during a howl 
a-thon tourna- 
ment 
The on-campus event took 
place Wednesday at the bowling 
lanes   in    Powell   Recreation 
Center. Brown was the on-campus 
coordinator of the bowl-a-thon. 
Brown said various prizes were 
Saturday, noon-6 p.m. 
: Maroon Lanes, off 
Big HW Avenue 
given to competing teams. The 
first team to raise $200 received a 
hat for their team captain. Teams 
raising $40 received a T-shirt, and 
the team that raised the most 
money received a meal for two at 
Applebee's. 
The off-campus fund-raiser, 
coordinated by Suttles, will take 
place Saturday and Sunday from 
noon to 6 p.m. The event raised 
$1,800 last year, and Suttles 
thinks the same amount or more 
will be raised this year. 
Bowl for Kids Sake off-campus 
is being held at Maroon Lanes. 
Suttles said the event consists of 
mostly companies who will enjoy 
free bowling, pizza and door 
prizes. 
Anyone interested is compet- 
ing in the off-campus bowl-a-thon, 
or volunteering to be a big broth- 
er or big sister should contact 
Dale Suttles at 624-2318. 
FAST 
ROBUST 
ENJOYABLE 
SizzLnsr 
EALTHY 
We all 
have 
issues. 
It's just 
that some 
of us get 
to write 
about 
them. 
The 
Eastern 
Progress 
Leadership 
designed for current end emerging student leaders to gain new Kites network 
with other leaders, share resources, and develop specific leadership slats 
SAT • MAR 4-8:15 AM - 3:30 PM 
Keen Johnson Building 
- COST AND DEADLINES - 
Praragiatar by Fabruary 28,2000 
$16/paraon; $10/paraon If a group aanda flva or 
more students; plaaas submit materials together. 
On-Site registration: March 4,2000 
$2Q/person. no group discounts. 
Call Carl Heigle at (606) 622-3655, 
or email at saohalgl0aca.aku.edu 
Presented by: 
EK.U Office of Student Development and the E-LEAP Tea 
and keep on chillin'! 
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A New & Contemporary Message 
presented through hot music, 
straight talk and real people 
 to give you hope. 
Every Saturday Night 
5.30 pm Coffee House 
6 00 pm Message 
7 00 pm Fellowship 
-Casual — 
Fellowship Hall 
Back Entrance 
First United Methodist 
Comei of W Mam S Church Slropt 
623-3580 
www rirhmoncJfumc ofg 
STOP BY AND LET US CREATE 
A MASTERPECE FOR YOU! 
TRY A GRAB AND GO SALAD 
TO COMPLIMENT YOUR PASTA. 
THIRSTY THURSDAYS at . . . 
750 BUD LIGHT 
LONGNECKS 
500 SCREWDRIVERS 
Until 11:00 PM 
500 WHISKEY & 
$2.50 PITCHERS 
ALL NIGHT! 
150 MAIN ST. 
RICHMOND 
Must be 18 to enter after 8 p.m. 
^ 
*%tl|/-' 
WEDNESDAYS 
LIVE MUSIC BY 
BIG DAVE ADKINS 
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Larger crowd wanted for job fair 
Spring job fair 
will showcase 70 
employers 
BY JENNIFER MULUNS  
Assistant Accent editor 
The Division of Career 
Services is hoping to attract a 
larger group of students to its 
annual Spring Job Fair. 
The fair, which will take place 
March 1. will have later hours to 
help boost the attendance of stu- 
dents with busy schedules. 
Career Services feels the new 
hours are in the best interest of all 
students. 
"We're having it at a later time 
because we're trying to make it of 
more use to our students," said 
Art Harvey, director of Eastern's 
Division of Career Services. "We 
realize that a lot of our students 
are involved in programs that take 
them away from campus during 
the day. This 
time frame will 
make it possible 
for students who 
have not attend- 
ed in the past to 
attend." 
The event will 
feature more 
than 70 employ- 
ers representing 
a broad range of careers. 
Employers from accounting, 
insurance, banking, law, telecom- 
munications, food services, recre- 
ation, military, manufacturing, 
construction, education, entertain- 
ment, aviation, retail, health care, 
government, law enforcement, 
corrections and fashion will be on 
hand. 
Career Services encourages 
all   students 
and alumni to 
attend 
because    of 
the potential 
jobs or intern- 
ships      they 
could receive. 
According to 
Career 
Services, 
many graduating seniors often 
get an on-the-spot interview and 
eventual employment. 
Wednesday. 7 p.m. 
Keen Johnson 
Bunding 
Underclassmen can receive 
information about summer jobs, 
internships and co-ops. 
The event will be held from 3-7 
p.m. March 1 in the Keen 
Johnson Building. A shuttle bus 
will be provided from the 
Stateland Lot on Kit Carson Drive 
to the Keen Johnson Building. 
Everyone is encouraged to 
bring a resume and to dress pro- 
fessionally. 
The fair is sponsored by 
Career Services, Cooperative 
Education, Multicultural Student 
Services. Services for Students 
with Disabilities and the Eastern 
Progress. 
For more information about the 
spring job fair, contact Career 
Services at 622-1568. 
You won't believe what 
he's found on The Lost 
Highway 
Check out Paul's column in the 
next week's issue of 
on me EDGE 
Do You Remember 
What You Did 
Last Night? 
You vomited on the rug and I had 
to clean up the mess. 
You thought it was cute to pull the 
fire alarm while you were drunk and 
the whole dorm had to stand outside 
in the middle of the night. 
You went home with a man you 
didn't know and I stayed up all 
night worrying about you. 
You passed out in the car and I had 
to carry you back up to our room. 
This isn't you. 
this is too much alcohol. 
You're my friend and I care. 
Wake up.  I want my friend back. 
sponsored by EKU Substance Abuse 
AOTI 
Cut-A-Thon 
Lanes 
Hairstyling 
Center 
\aircutsfor only $7. 
Nailsets will be 
available for only 
Feb. 28th 
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Downstairs Powell 
outside the grill. 
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Sun Shoppe 
Tanning Salon 
310 E   Main Street 
623-81IO 
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
 Satuday 11a.m.-4 p.m.  
Monthly $25.OO 
10 visits $18.00 
15 visits $25.00 
20 visits $32.00 
With this ad get $2 off any 
package or bottle of lotion. 
EKU BBQ and Grill 
7:30AM 10:OOAM 
HEY STUDENTS: 
SPRING BREAK 
FUNDS RUNNING 
LOW? 
Sera-Tec Plasma Center has new 
fees for the new year! 
Repeat donors earn: 
1st - $15       2nd - $25 
(Donations must he made in the same Mon.-Sat. week) 
New donors earn: 
1st - $20      2nd - $25 
(2nd donmion made within 10 daysi 
Limited time offer 
SERA-TEC 
292 SOUTH 2ND STREET 
RICHMOND, KY (606) 624-9815 
What's the most important meal 
of the day, partner? 
Get along over to EKU BBQ and 
Grill in the Fountain Food Court, 
Powell Building, for our 
home oooked breakfast. 
Beginning Monday February 
28th. Available MonFri 
7:30am 10:00am. 
After breakfast you'll be ready 
to hit the trail! 
Don't forget to use your great 
Progress coupons! 
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he Woods steals 
The Robber Bri 
Play combines 
music, comedy 
to pull off big hit 
BY JENNIFER MULUNS 
Assistant Accent editor 
The Eastern Theatre 
Department's performance of 
The Robber Bridegroom" is sure 
to have people laughing this week 
in the Clifford Theatre. 
Based on a short story by 
Kudora Welty. the play features a 
cast of 10 characters and a chorus 
of 11. 
The performance is made even 
better by a small Bluegrass band, 
which is perched on the stage 
throughout the show. 
The musical comedy is set in 
1795, in Rodney. Miss. Rodney is 
a small town that soon begins to 
grow with settlers. Along with the 
settlers come robbers and the 
pursuit of love. 
One such robber is Jamie 
Lockhart, also known as the 
Bandit of the Woods. lockhart. 
played by Jonathan Adams, wears 
berry stains on his face when he 
is disguised as the Bandit of the 
Woods. 
He often brags about the fact 
he is no ordinary thief; he "steals 
with style." However, his style is 
somewhat cramped when he 
meets up with IJttle Harp and Big 
Harp, a pair of thieving brothers. 
The Harps and Ixxkhart plan 
to rob the same man, Clemment 
Musgrove. Musgrove is tricked 
into sleeping in the same room 
with Lockhart, but during the 
night, little Harp and his talking 
bird Raven enter the room to rob 
the men. Instead, lockhart makes 
it appear he is rescuing Musgrove 
from little Harp. 
In exchange for his rescue, 
Musgrove invites I .ockhart to din- 
ner and offers the hand of his 
daughter Rosamond, played by 
Rose Coleman, in marriage, 
lockhart accepts the invitation 
slyly, planning to steal all 
Musgrove owns. 
That could upset Musgrove's 
greedy, selfish wife, Solome. 
James Branaman/Progress 
The Robber Bridegroom, a short story written by Eudora Welty, is a musical performed by the theatre depart- 
ment Emily Carroll, above, plays Mother Solome, a greedy, serfish wife 
VIM Robbw 
Emily Giglia Carroll, who plays 
Solome. gives one of the most col- 
orful and humorous performances 
of the play. The tattered, dirty 
apron woman with disheveled 
hair is the second wife of 
Musgrove, and she more than 
despises Rosamond. 
When Musgrove returns from 
his trip with 
kitchen utensils 
for her and a 
fancy dress for 
Rosamond, she 
really lets her 
jealousy shine 
through. She 
begins to brag 
to her husband 
about how 
much her fin- 
gernails grew 
while he was gone. "Ain*t no 
woman from here to Biloxi grow 
cartilage as fast as me." she 
brags. 
Solome continues to show her 
hate of Rosamond by sending her 
out to pick herbs in the woods, 
and bribing a less-than-smart boy, 
Goat, to push her in the ravine. 
I.ukas Patrick Murphy gives a 
WhM: Today-Saturday 
8 p.m. 
B Qrrford Theatre 
hilarious performance as GoaL 
While in the woods, 
Rosamond encounters the 
Bandit of the Woods, and he 
takes her new dress and 
chamois. Naked, Rosamond flirts 
with the thief, but he sends her 
on her way. 
When she returns home, her 
father is 
^^^^^^^^ shocked and 
thinks she is 
lying. He soon 
realizes, after 
Solome makes 
her tell the story 
32 times, she is 
telling the truth. 
He then 
announces 
Jamie Lockhart 
is coming to din- 
ner, but Rosamond is not interest- 
ed in Lockhart She has fallen for 
the Bandit of the Woods. 
Rosamond and the Bandit 
begin an affair, with Rosamond 
never suspecting his true identity. 
As time goes by, she becomes set 
on learning the truth, so Solome 
tells her a sure way to get the 
berry stains off his face. Solome, 
of course, has the ulterior motive 
of ruining Rosamond's relation- 
ship with the Bandit, and she suc- 
ceeds. 
When the Bandit discovers 
Rosamond removed his mask, he 
becomes enraged and tells her 
their relationship is over. 
Rosamond resents her mistake 
and begins to search for 
I-ockhart. Lockhart becomes lone- 
ly for Rosamond as well. The two 
continue to search for each other. 
During that time. Solome is mis- 
taken as Rosamond by Little 
Harp, and is thrown over a cliff. 
The town rejoices. 
Nine months later. Lockhart 
finds Rosamond, who has recent- 
ly given birth to twins. 
Overjoyed, the couple decide to 
marry, and Rosamond gets not 
only her robber, but her bride- 
groom as well. 
The play will be performed 
through Saturday. Performances 
begin at 6 p.m., and the cost for 
admission is $6. 
Tickets can be purchased by 
calling 622-1323. Reservations are 
recommended due to limited seat- 
ing. 
JAVA CITY 
EXPRESS 
LOCATED IN THE LOBBY 
OF THE JONES BUILDING 
OPEN 
7:30AM-10:30AM 
MONDAY-FRIDAY 
SERVING JAVA CITY COFFEE 
AND OTHER 
BREAKFAST ITEMS. 
The 
Eastern 
Progress., 
The 
OTHER 
Thursday 
tradition 
Winners in the Early Bird Meal Plan Contest were: Zack 
Sterbling, $50.00 Flex; Kristi Kuzma, $100.00 Flex, and pictured 
is Meagan Coleman with David Freeland, Director of Dining 
Services, with her new 19" TV/VCR. 
623-7473 
620 Eastern 
Bypass 
Specials 
| wrrh this fld | 
Wot* 
20min. beds 
•1 reg-vte* 
$3 with 
this ad 
•$5 off a* 
packages 
of 10 or 
more with 
coupon 
Experience the 
DIFFERENCE 
Hot bulbs? 
ALWAYS!! 
Richmond's 
only 
60 bulb 
9 minute bed 
for a deep 
long-lasting tan 
Intro pack: $19.95 
Preparing for the CPA exam? 
Need to meet die 150-hour 
educational requirements for 
Ohio, Kentucky, or Indiana? 
Investigate the ONLY 
MASTER 
OF ACCOUNTANCY 
program in the greater Cincinnati area 
• 30 semester hour program 
• Experienced, knowledgeable, concerned 
faculty 
• Fulkime program 
• Can complete in one calendar year 
• Lowest tuition in the greater Cincinnati area 
• Tuition reciprocity for selected students 
• Graduate assistantships 
• Scholarships available 
For more information, phase 
contact the Department of 
Accountancy at 
(606) 5724526 or 
www.nku.edu/-aaountancy 
NORTHERN 
KENTUCKY 
UNIVERSITY 
Mike's Warehouse Liquor 
▲      302 Big Hill Ave. 
623-5932 ♦ 
Across from Home Tobacco 
Welcome Race Fans 
REV up for savings! 
12pk Bud/ Bud Lite cans $6.49 
12pk Bud bottles $6.90 
12pk Coors/ Coors Lite cans $5.99 
24pk Keystone Lite $7.99 
Boones Farm 750 ml $1.99 
Deyde Kyper Puckers $7.49 
Jack Daniels 4pk coolers $3.99 
Morton Vodka 750 ml $3.99 
Kentucky Tavern 750 ml $5.99 
^-^                 Kegs Available                ^L&r 
You must be 21 with a valid I.D. 
Please designate a driver. 
The 
Cat 
in the 
Hat 
will be 
appear- 
ing live 
next 
week 
in 
The 
Eastern 
Progress fc 
Progress 
JEREMY- 
STEVENSON 
MontMl Floss 
Track title 
up for grabs 
in OVC meet 
I must begin with an apology. 
The toughest part of this job 
is finding room for everything. 
Each week I get three pages to 
fill. By the time the ad space is 
accounted for. I'm lucky to have 
two pages left. 
So, I apologize to all the 
teams who do not feel they get a 
fair shake. I promise you all that 
my staff works very hard to do a 
good job here. 
OVC CHAMPIONSHIP 
The Colonel track team heads 
into       the       OVC       Indoor 
Championships this weekend.   I 
do   not   know 
why they call it 
the OVC 
Champion- 
ships; they 
should call it 
the Eastern 
Invitational. 
The Colonels 
have dominated 
the OVC 
Championships 
like no other 
team in the his- 
tory of the 
OVC. m—^^^ 
In a 15-year 
span, the Colonels have managed 
to     win     45     of    61     OVC 
Championships; the women have 
never finished lower than third. 
WHO TO LOOK FOR 
When the teams take to the 
track this weekend, Coach Rick 
Erdmann feels the Colonels have 
a good chance to make runs at 
top three finishes in both men*s 
and women's overall standings. 
In the men's events. 
Erdmann feels the 3000m. 
5000m and the mile will all pre- 
sent good chances for the 
Colonels to finish strong. 
Eastern has two of the 
strongest distance runners in the 
OVC. James Mutuse and David 
Kabata should Finish high in the 
distance events. 
Senior Jaidante Burton should 
be a factor in the 400m. according 
to Erdmann. 
Eastern wide-receiver Alex 
Bannister will represent the 
Colonels in the hurdles. 
The women are defending ()VC 
indoor champions. 'Ihe ladies fin- 
ished in first place last year, beating 
second place SEMO by 24 points. 
Erdmann says Kenyatta 
Grigsby is Ihe one to watch in 
the 60m hurdles. Grigsby has 
the fastest 60m time in the OVC. 
In the sprints. Davina 
McCluney will have a good 
chance to finish very high. 
The leading returning scorer 
at the meet for the Colonels is 
Celestina Ogbolugo. Ogbolugo 
competes in the 1500m and the 
800m. 
GIVE THEM A HOME 
Some things do not make sense. 
I always wondered why I 
would see our distance runners 
tearing up Main Street I thought 
it was normal practice, even 
though, sometimes it would be 
below freezing outside. 
No, it is not normal practice 
for a runner to practice for 
indoor meets outdoors. 
How can we have an indoor 
track team, but no place for them 
to practice? 
What would Coach Kidd do if 
every afternoon they cleared one 
side of the AC parking lot and said. 
"Here you go coach, this asphalt is 
here for you and your team. Good 
luck, and go win us a championship." 
Well, that is exactly the situa- 
tion our track teams face. They 
compete in indoor meets, but 
have no place to prepare. 
The amazing thing is our 
women's team won last years 
indoor championship, and the 
men finished fourth. Many of the 
other OVC schools have places, 
indoors, for their teams to prac- 
tice, but we still beat them. I 
commend both teams 
They are the only teams on 
this campus subjected to inade- 
quate facilities. 
I admire these runners. I see 
James Mutuse all the time, run- 
ning. I can see his breath in the 
air. but he is training for an indoor 
meet. Now that my friends is an 
oxymoron if I have ever seen one. 
I have heard that our new 
wellness center will have an 
indoor track. I hope it does 
Teams that represent this school 
as well as our track and cross- 
country teams do deserve a 
place to hang their banners. 
Tourney bound 
BY DEVIW KLABER  
Assistant sports editor 
Just two weeks ago. it seemed 
like the lady Colonels basketball 
team had gotten back on track 
with two big home wins' Good 
things do not last forever, 
though, as the women came tip 
winless in their last two regular 
season away games of the year. 
With the two losses, the 
women lost their chance to host 
an OVC tournament first-round 
game and fell to 6-8 in the OVC 
and 11-14 overall. 
The Lady Colonels have two 
regular season games remain- 
ing, which are both at home 
this week. 
Regardless of what happens 
in these two games, the women 
have already locked up a spot 
in the conference playoffs. 
"We clinched a tournament 
berth, and that's what you want 
to do. This gives us an opportuni- 
ty to win the OVC tournament" 
said coach Larry Joe Inman. 
"But these last games are still 
important as far as tournament 
seeding is concerned. If we lose 
two, then we could really drop 
down. It's a real dog fight," Inman 
said. 
Ihe lady Colonels traveled to 
Murray on Thursday, and were 
beaten 94-83 by the second-place 
Racers. 
Eastern came into the game 
needing a road win. but came 11 
points short, due in large part to 
Murray's dominating offensive 
performance. 
The Racers hit a blistering 
57.4 percent of their field goal 
attempts, and also shot 50 per- 
cent from three-point range and 
84 percent from the charity 
stripe. 'Ihe 94 points scored by 
Murray were their highest scor- 
ing total in three years. 
"We gave up easy baskets in 
the first half, and didn't play 
very good defense at all." 
Inman said. 
The lady Colonels, on the 
other hand, started out the 
game ice-cold. The women hit 
only 14 of 38 field goal attempts 
in the first half, including an 
unusually paltry 0-5 from 
behind the arc. 
Inman thought the Lady 
Colonels did not get into their 
game all night. 
"I felt like our offensive exe- 
cution was very poor. It seems 
like we're a horrible shooting 
team on the road." Inman said. 
"This team plays off emotion a 
lot of the time. When things are 
going bad we have a tendency of 
playing bad." 
The women rebounded from 
their bad first half with a good 
offensive performance in the sec- 
ond half. 
The Lady Colonels could not 
slop the red-hot Racer scoring 
barrage in route to a 94-83 loss. 
Eastern sophomore guard 
OVC 
Fat). 2» The Lady Cotonats 
will play at either Murray 
State. MidoTa Tennessee or 
UT-Maron in the first round 
of the tournament. 
. 4-6 Second round 
games and the champi- 
onship game wtfl be played 
inNashvWe. 
Mikki Bond led the Lady Colonel 
attack with 20 points, five steals 
and four assists. Junior center 
Candice Finley, and sophomore 
guard Zoey Artist also had big 
games with 14 and 16 points 
respectively. 
Four Racers scored in double 
figures for the game, including 
game high 26 points on 10-12 
shooting from junior center 
Monica Gadsen. 
With the win, Murray will be 
hosting a first round OVC tour- 
nament game for the first time in 
school history. 
The Lady Colonels bad first 
half shooting continued against 
UT Martin on Saturday. The 
women shot just 22 percent from 
the field and scored only 21 
points in the opening half. On the 
other hand, the Skyhawks played 
brilliantly in the first 20 minutes, 
scoring twice as many points as 
the lady Colonels on their way 
to a 42-21 halftime lead. 
In the second half. Eastern's 
shooting improved, but the lady 
Colonel defense could not stop 
the opposition for the second 
strait game. 
Foul trouble also con- 
tributed to the loss, as the 
Lady Colonels committed 31 
personal fouls and were defeat- 
ed handily. 92-70. 
"We had a lot of foul trouble, 
and when you have everybody 
sitting on the bench over there 
by me, then it's hard to win." said 
Inman 
Senior guard Maria Gearhart 
scored game-high 21 points for 
Eastern. Gearhart. who is having 
a standout season in her last go- 
around as a lady Colonel, is in a 
close race for the OVC scoring 
title with only two games remain- 
ing. She trails Austin Peay's 
Brooke Armistead by only one- 
tenth of a point. 
Other notable performances 
against UT Martin included 
sophomore Zoey Artist's 13 
points, four steals and four 
assists. Fellow sophomore 
Crystal Mason scored 11 points 
and grabbed 8 rebounds. Both 
were career highs for Mason. 
'Ihe lady Colonels finish up 
the regular season this week with 
two home games in McBrayer 
Arena. 
Corey Wilson/Progress 
Candice Finley grabs a rebound against TSU earlier this season. The regular season ends this weekend 
Baseball team loses first three to UNC-Wilmington 
Progress/ file photo 
The Colonels hope to end an early season slide when they face Furman this weekend. 
BY JOHN HAYS   
Sports writer 
The Colonels baseball team 
found themselves a long way from 
home last weekend as they jour- 
neyed to the North Carolina coast 
to battle the Seahawks of UNC- 
Wilmington. The Colonels opened 
their season losing three straight 
games, including a doubleheader 
on Sunday. 
In the series opener on Friday. 
Wilmington scored eight runs off 
Eastern starter Corey Eagle in Ihe 
bottom of the second inning on 
their way to a 14-9 win. The 
Seahawks, led by designated hit- 
ter Stephen Grady's four for five 
performance, were helped along 
by the Colonels poor defense. 
Eastern committed five errors, 
allowing Wilmington to jump to a 
10-3 lead after six innings of play. 
Sophomore catcher Mike 
Schneider, led Eastern on two for 
four from the plate and four RBI's. 
In relief of Eagle (0-1), sopho- 
more Nic lively Struck out five in 
live innings of work. 
In the opening game of the 
doubleheader, Wilmington 
scored three runs in the bottom 
of the eighth inning off reliever 
Keith Murnane. The Seahawks 
won 6-3. 
'Ihe CDIonels tied ihe game in 
the top of the sixth inning on a 
two-run double by Jason Sharp 
More 
Look for a preview of this sea- 
sons OVC race on B8. 
and a sacrifice fly by Tom White, 
sending Wilmington starting 
pitcher Jack Templeton to tin- 
showers in favor of reliever 
Anthony Kozol (1-0). 
Eastern starter Scott Santa 
pitched six impressive innings, 
giving up three runs on four 
hits while striking out four bat- 
ters. 
'Ihe Colonels, who stored jusl 
five runs on 20 basehits. were led 
by seniors Brad Sizemore and 
Adam Basil. Sizemore went five 
for eight in the doubleheader. 
scoring a run in the second 
game. Third baseman Basil con- 
tributed four hits in seven trips to 
the plate, including a three for 
four performance in the first 
game. 
The Seahawks (4-3) look 
advantage of Eastern starter 
Chip Albright hitting seven runs 
in the first inning and sending 1L' 
men to the plate on their way to 
a 11-2 victory in the nightcap 
Sunday. 
The Colonels next game is 
Saturday, Feb. 26th. They travel 
to Furman for a doubleheader. 
Starting time is slated for noon. 
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Men lose 14th in row 
BY AWWEW fear   
Sports writer 
It has been 14 games since the 
men's basketball team felt the thrill 
of victory. Instead of the happiness 
a player feels when the buzzer 
sounds, the Colonels have feh the 
dismay that can also go along with 
the buzzing that ends a contest 
The last time Eastern could 
rejoice in the locker room after 
winning a game was in January 
when they defeated conference 
foe Tennessee Tech. 
The Colonels (6-19 overall. 2-14 
conference) tied their losing streak 
of the 1994-95 season last week as 
they dropped two more games. 
The first loss came to Murray 
State on Thursday as the Colonels 
lost 101-68. Murray State (19-7 
overall, 12-3 conference) trailed 
Eastern for the first five minutes 
until Ray Cunningham slammed 
one home to give the Racers a 10- 
9 lead. Eastern would stay close 
in the first half, but never have 
the lead again. 
The Racers went out to a 20-15 
lead before junior DarceD Williams 
nailed a three pointer to bring the 
Colonels within two at the 9:26 
mark. It was Eastern's three point 
shooting keeping them in the 
game  in  the  first half. The 
Colonels shot 37 percent from 
three-point range in the first hah*. 
The game was still close at the 
6:37 mark as freshman Brad 
Borgman put in a three pointer to 
bring the Colonels within three. 
Murray led 27-24 before they 
went on an 8-0 run, and kept the 
Colonels scoreless for nearly three 
minutes. Borgman nailed his sec- 
ond three of the half to break the 
scoring drought, and Eastern trafled 
36-27 with 2:23 to go in the half. 
The Colonels trailed 44-33 at the 
break. Freshman Chris Garnett 
and junior Lavoris Jerry had back- 
to-back dunks to end the half. 
The Racers came out speeding 
in the second half jumping out to a 
55-35 lead behind the duo Aubrey 
Reese and Isaack Spencer. 
Eastern was forced to take a 20- 
second timeout Sophomore Sam 
Hoskin made a jumper after the 
break, but Murray never let up. 
Spencer had a two-point 
answer for Hoskin's jumper, and 
the Racers broke off to a 13-5 run 
with 11:35 to go in the game. At 
the 8:46 mark. Eastern was play- 
ing with a 30-point deficit, which 
they could never overcome. 
Hoskin and Garnett teamed up for 
13 points a piece to lead the 
Colonels in scoring. 
The Colonels would find them- 
"■■•II » DaSKVYMNI 
The Colonels finish up Irw 
season at home this week- 
end. 
Feb. 24 The Colonels host 
Eastern Illinois at 8 p.m. 
Fab. 26 The Cokmate host 
SEMO at 4:15 p.m. to 
close out the season. 
selves in another loss on Saturday 
at UT Martin's Skyhawk Arena. 
Eastern was down 74) to UT Martin 
in the first two minutes of the game. 
Eastern battled back to tie the 
game at the 16:51 mark behind the 
scoring of Hoskin and junior John 
White. 
The two teams battled back 
and fourth, and Eastern led the 
Skyhawks 2013 after a Whitney 
Robinson three-point bucket 
Martin was starting to close the 
gap when Hoskin scored on two 
buckets to put the Skyhawks down 
by four with 8:12 to go in the half. 
The first half was too good to be 
true for the Colonels, and the sec- 
ond half was the everlasting night- 
mare they have suffered all year. 
UT Martin came out and tied 
the game immediately after a short 
jumper from Okechi Egbe. Martin 
then took a one-point lead off a 
free throw from Steve Sensaba. 
The Colonels did not get a basket 
until Robinson hit a layup almost 
four minutes into the second half. 
The Skyhawks led 50-44 at the 
15:03 mark before Morris put in a 
three-point basket to narrow the 
lead to three. Martin began to get 
away with the game as they led 
the way 65-58. Robinson hit two 
free throws to cut the lead to five. 
The Skyhawks had a quick 
answer with a jumper from Byron 
Benton with 8:30 to go. 
At the 5:15 mark. Eastern 
inched closer. Morris hit a three 
pointer, and they trailed by four. 
67-63. With 3:50 to go, the 
Skyhawks were leading the 
Colonels 71-69. Eastern had just 
tied the game after freshman 
Ricardo Thomas dunked over the 
Skyhawks. Martin came back 
down the court with the answer, a 
Hayden Fresco jumper. 
At the end of regulation, the 
Colonels had been defeated 82- 
75. It looked, for a time, that 
Eastern might snap the losing 
streak and win the game, but 
their efforts were futile in the 
end. They lost again, for the 14th 
time in a row. 
Women's tennis gets two out of three 
BY JEREMY STEVENSON 
Sports editor 
The Eastern women's tennis 
team had three meets over the week- 
end. The Colonels hosted Western 
last Friday. Xavier came into town 
on Saturday, and the meets conclud- 
ed Sunday with Morrhead paying 
the Colonels a visit 
Friday, the Colonels backhand- 
ed the Hilltoppers back to 
Bowling Green. The Colonels 
beat Western 63. 
Sandy Swanepoel, April Dixon, 
and Kelli Williams all won in sin- 
gles competition for the Colonels. 
The duo of Susan Furgeson and 
Dixon combined to claim victory 
in doubles play. 
Saturday was not as sweet The 
Colonels hosted Xavier University, 
and fell in a heart breaker 5-4. 
Eastern's number two player 
Swanepoel continued her winning 
ways by winning her match. 
^v 
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James Branaman/Progress 
Susan Ferguson returns during her singles match on Sunday. 
Swanepoel dropped the first set, 
but came back 60,6-2 to put away 
her opponent 
In    doubles    competition, 
Eastern took two of three match- 
es. Tara Williams and Swanepoel 
combined to win their doubles 
match 8-3. Andie Hill and Kelli 
Williams hooked up to win their 
doubles match 9*. 
Intramural Programs 
Spring Break 
Ski Trip 
Canaan Valley, West Virginia 
March 19-23, 2000 
Cost: $150 
Includes: 
Transportation 
3 1/2 Days of Skiing 
4 Nights Lodging (2 per 
room) 
Breakfast for 4 Days 
Road Trip Package (furnish your own transportation) 
5 days skiing 
5 nights of lodging 
free breakfasts 
Cost: $136 
Ski rentals (cost $14/day) are NOT included in the above prices. 
Call 622-1244 for more information. 
The Colonels got back on the 
winning road Sunday against 
Morehead State. Eastern sent the 
Eagles flying home with a loss. 
Eastern took the meet 5-4. 
Furgeson, Eastern's number 
one player, came back after two 
losses to win her match in 
straight sets, 6-4, 60. 
Swanepoel went undefeated in 
singles play over the weekend. 
Swanepoel won her match 6-4, 6- 
4. 
Tara Williams and Kelli 
Williams also had wins in singles 
competition. Tara Williams won 6- 
1, 6-3, and Kelli Williams won her 
match 6-1,60. 
Morehead got the better of 
Eastern in doubles play, winning 
two of three matches. Andie Hill 
and Kefli Williams gave the Colonels 
their only win in doubles, 8-2. 
The Colonels swing back into 
action at home on March 3 
against Wright State. 
Tired of 
calling mo 
and dad 
everytim 
your walle 
gets a little 
flat? 
Use the 
classifi 
ads on 
to find the 
right job for 
you. 
Is anybody out there? 
If you have a good story 
idea, call Jeremy at 1882. 
THE BOTANY BA 
 HLNLKOMU ME>(c»a>v* 
Tired of not getting what you pay for? 
If so, come into 
OCEANFRONT TAN-IN and 
GET A 
TAN!! 
623-8993 
Extended Hours! 
Ten years serving 
Madison County 
Our reputation speaks for usl 
Twelve 30 min. Wolff Beds 
One 15 min. Hex Stand-up unit 
Voted Best Tanning Salon in 
Madison County. 
A FOOT OF FUN. 
You have to eat. You might as well enjoy 
one of Subways footlongs. 
12 INCHES OF MOUTH WATERING, 
APPETIZING FUNFILLMENT 
-<?-^_ 
OEDE© 
WE DELIVER • 624-9241 
Corner of Second and Water St. 
BASKETBALL 
vs. 
EASTERN ILLINOIS 
THURSDAY, rtBRUARY 24th 
LADY COLONELS JL       6:00 PM 
COLONELS 8:00 PM 
AND 
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI 
SATURDAY, TEBRUARY 26th 
KK11 Retired Faculty & Staff Appreciation Day 
All retired EKU Faculty & Staff receive Complimentary 
Admission, with ID, to the women's and men's games. 
LADY COLONELS ^fc^'    2:00 PM 
COLONELS -^17      4:15 PM 
STUDENTS, FREE ADMISSION WITH VALID ID. 
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OVC baseball begins Hey, YOU. Have you used a Progress coupon today? 
Middle Tennessee, Eastern Illinois 
will be toughest tests for Colonels 
irJOHNrUVa  
Sports writer 
With the smell of spring in the 
air, images of warm weather flash 
through our minds. The slapping 
of leather, the thump of the bat 
accompanied by the hoarse, 
robust command. "PLAY 
BALL!!!!" are sounds most plea- 
surable to the ears of sports fans 
in the spring. 
Here's a glimpse at the Ohio 
Valley Conference.according to a 
pre-season vote by the league's 
baseball coaches. 
Middle Tennessee 
The Blue Raiders, who finished 
last season tied for second place, 
return seven starters from a team 
which won 15 of its last 20 games 
and reached the OVC 
Tournament championship game. 
Senior third baseman and All 
OVC Player of the Year Josh 
Pride lead Head Coach Steve 
Patterson's team. Middle is also 
lead by All-OVC second base- 
man/outfielder Bryan Peck. 
MTSU returns their top three 
starting pitchers, led by Dewon 
Brazelton who was a 2nd team all- 
conference pick as a freshman. 
Joining Brazelton are senior 
Jamie Powers and junior left- 
hander Kris Lammers. 
The Blue Raiders garnered six of 
the possible eight first place votes 
on the ballot, 61 overall, making 
them the team to beat in the OVC. 
Eastern Kentucky 
Coach Jim Ward's Colonels are 
expecting to contend fcr Ihe OVCcrown. 
Eastern is returning six 
starters from last year's team, 
which set or equaled 17 school 
records, leading the league in bat- 
ting average (.328), home runs 
(97) and RBI's (97). Senior first 
team All-OVC first baseman Lee 
Chapman leads Eastern. 
Chapman, a third-team preseason 
Ail-American pick, is joined by 
senior third baseman Jason Sharp 
and senior second baseman Adam 
Basil. Both Sharp and Basil were 
2nd team All-OVC selections in 
1999. The Colonels return last 
season's top two starting pitchers, 
sophomore Chip Albright and 
senior Corey Eagle. Sophomores 
Scott Santa and Spencer Boley are 
expected to bolster the starting 
rotation. Senior closer Mike 
Martini, a second-team All-OVC 
pick, leads a veteran bullpen 
including seniors Shane Billau 
and Jeff Sharp. 
Eastern Illinois 
Coach Jim Schmitz's Panthers 
are hoping to repeat last year's 
performance which saw EIU cap- 
ture its second consecutive OVC 
title and its first OVC Tournament 
title. Returning five starters, EIU 
is led by senior third baseman 
Matt Marzec, senior shortstop 
David Mikes and junior second 
baseman Josh Landon. EIU's 
hopes rest on senior OVC Pitcher 
of the Year John Larson along 
with junior Mike Ziroli and south- 
paw Nick Albu. 
SEMO 
SEMO returns seven starters 
from 1999. Coach Mark Hogan's 
Indians are led by senior outfield- 
er and All-OVC first teamer 
Jeremy Johnson, the league's 
reigning batting champion, senior 
right fielder Phil Warren and out- 
fielder Charlie Marino. SEMO 
has to replace six pitchers and 
will rely upon senior Lanson 
Debrock to carry the load. 
Austin Peay 
Coach Gary McChire returns five 
players from his 1999 starting lineup. 
Senior outfielder and first team 
All-OVC Buddy Dubois lead the 
Governors, who batted .318 as a 
team and averaged seven runs a 
game. Joining him will be senior 
catcher/first baseman Joe (.ancaster 
and senior second baseman Greg 
Troy. Senior reliever Nathan 
Stecker anchors a veteran bullpen. 
Tennessee Tech 
Second-year Head Coach Mike 
Maacks Golden Eagles hope to improve 
on last year's disappointing mark 
Sophomore catcher Michael 
Meihls and senior outfielder Chad 
Rogers will lead the way offensively 
for Tech, while senior Casey Bough, 
who tossed a no-hitter last year, wiD 
head the pitching staff. 
Murray State 
Replacing seven starters from 
1999's team will be top priority for 
Coach Mike Thieke. Senior short- 
WASH 
CREAT TANNING 
■ ' 
first 
- visit 
■ 
New Bulbs! 
Pink I himin<»n mm MII \ \ I aiming < <». 
\\« Hill \\c. »623-0076 
.■I p.in. Mtiii Vii    I" J III   I'11  III  NUI 
1059 BEREA RD. 
RICHMOND, KY. 
623^9580 EATOOD 
THIS IS HUGE MEGA SHRIMP VALUES 
i SHRIMP & I KM Sfl CHIC KINJ&IRIIS 
Corey Wilson/Progress 
Adam Basil and the Colonels are ready for a run at the OVC crown. 
stop Chris Johnson wiD look for help 
from juniors Nathan Taylor and 
Jamiko Sands. The Thoroughbreds 
return six pitchers, including sopho- 
more Aaron Russelburg. 
Morehead State 
The Eagles are led by senior 
shortstop Sam Hoefner and 
senior third baseman Mike 
Reichart. Head Coach John 
Jarnagin will have to replace 
three pitchers who combined for 
13 wins last year. Senior Charlie 
Rutledge leads an inexperience 
staff including freshman Ryan 
Terrell, son of former major 
league pitcher Walt Terrell. 
Tennessee Martin 
Coach Bubba Coates will rely 
on 10 returning lettermen and 
three Division I transfers to 
improve on a disappointing 
rookie season. 
Junior Lanier English will 
return in the outfield where he 
will be joined by Tennessee 
transfer Brian Baker. Seniors 
Brian Washburn and Preston 
Ozment will lead the Skyhawk's 
pitching staff. 
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Inside EDGE: 
Alternative 
comics 
Not for kids and 
not always funny 
Hello 
Records 
Lexington record 
label does things a 
little differently 
Fizzgig 
Are they pop or are 
they rock? 
Well, they're just 
Fizzgig. 
Lisa 
Tatum 
ladv truck 
puller 
rumbles on 
with help from family 
™   CincybaMftoeriRg 
pop/rick soHBd !• 
ft       Richmond 
Rocords 
Sieptan lotteries 
turned IMS passion tor 
music into career 
6 Alternative 
comics 
Comics aren't just 
tor kids anymore 
9UsaTatum 
Lady truck puller at 
home in mans'sport 
11 back EDGE 
Comics, poetry and 
music charts 
Cover art: Bryan 
Wilson provided us 
with a sample of 
his original comic 
The Comic 
Adventures of 
Mayo, The Zen 
Master and His 
Cool Cat Zoe! 
about this EDGE 
"I'll do anything you want as 
long as it doesn't make me look pre- 
tentious. That's my only rule. I'd 
rather look silly than pretentious." 
That's the first thing Stepfan 
Jefferies, president of 
Lexington-based Hello 
Records, told us when we were 
preparing for a recent photo 
shoot. 
Jefferies got into the record 
business because of a deep pas- 
sion for music and creativity, not 
to become popular and super 
wealthy. 
"I'm not looking to march 
around town looking like Mr. 
Cool," he said. "I want people to 
know there's something else out 
there besides what they're hear- 
ing on the radio." 
That's not to say Jefferies isn't 
serious about the record busi- 
ness. Oh no, just the opposite. 
"I'm a very competitive per- 
son," he said. "I want to take it as 
big as it can go and still maintain 
integrity." 
Very impressive/that integrity 
thing. 
I was impressed with many 
things about the 28-year-old 
Jefferies and his organization. He 
gives bands complete artistic 
freedom to create in their own 
style; he doesn't let his own per- 
sonal musical tastes come into 
play when gauging a band and 
he knows few boundaries in 
regard to the bands he'll listen to 
and consider signing. 
"Most record labels concen- 
Corey WHsocVEOGE 
Stepfan Jefferies making a rare club appearance at M.F. 
Hooligans to watch the performance of three bands who are a part of the 
Hello label. In the background, members of South 75 and Gloria Bills per- 
form an all-out version of Quiet Riot's Cum On Feel The Noize. 
trate on one genre, be it all punk 
or all country, and I'm trying to 
keep us from appearing that 
way," Jefferies said. 
W e did something a little 
different with this edition of on 
the EDGE. We tried some differ- 
ent things and we hope you like 
it. There is a lot of "new" associ- 
ated with this issue. And I guess 
that comes with the territory 
when you're trying to create an 
"EDGY" publication. New con- 
cepts should be at the forefront 
of what we're trying to do. 
We've been talking about 
doing an alternative comics story 
for some time and it finally came 
together. Bryan Wilson did the 
cover art and we like the hell out 
of it. Wilson also wrote the story 
and provided us with most of the 
information. 
Something else new for us is 
the Lisa Tatum story. This is our 
first venture into the world of 
motorsports. 
Tatum, 18, has been competing 
as a pulling truck driver for twq 
years. Hers is an interesting story. 
This issue also marks the intro- 
duction of the poetry of Rodney 
Wolfenbarger. Wolfenbarger, 
who graciously submitted sever- 
al poems to us recently, is a 20- 
year-old English major from 
Middlesboro. He enjoys writing 
and says he writes poetry to 
communicate and to understand 
himself better. 
So there you have it; a lot of 
new stuff. I wouldn't say on the 
EDGE is going through a format 
change, but we would like to add 
some diversity to this rag of a 
magazine. 
Anyway, we hope you like it. 
x\s usual, your friendly 
neighborhood EDGE editor has 
run himself ragged trying to get 
to as many shows as he can. 
Fortunately, I haven't had to 
travel far, as there have been sev- 
eral damn good shows in the 
area over the past month. 
Included among these were 
national acts Blue Mountain, The 
Old 97s, Jack Ingram and The 
Bottle Rockets. 
On the local level I caught 
shows from The Fosters, South 
75, Gloria Bills, The .357s, The 
Blueberries, Green Genes, AM 
Static, Debonaire and The 
Kentucky String Ticklers. 
There are lots of shows coming 
up, so get out to your local club 
and support the live music scene. 
Paul Fletcher 
on the EDGE is a special publication 
distributed monthly as an insert to The 
Eastern Progress. 
Editor: Paul Fletcher 
Advertising: Chris Guyton 
Contributing writers: Allison Altizer, Jamie 
Gaddis, Gina Vaile, Bryan Wilson, Rodney 
Wolfenbarger 
Photography: Corey Wilson 
Contributing cartoonist: Keven McQueen 
uutt.progrtNveku.edu 
117 Donovan Annex, Richmond, KY 
Phone: (606) 622-1881 Fax: (606) 622-2354 
E-Mail: 
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NOW SHOWING IN 
GILES GALLERY 
IN THE JANE CAMPBELL BUILDING: 
EKU Inivitational 
High School Art Show 
Hours: M 
W 
F 
Closed 
3:30-5:30 
11-2 
T 
R 
F 
1:30-5:30 
11:45-2:45 
1-4 Sat.     2-5 
FiWle out? 
Not if these boys 
have anything to 
say about it 
FIZZ:    1. to make a hissing 
or sputtering sound, 2. to 
show excitement or exhilara 
tion. 
GIG:   1. a person of odd or 
grotesque appearance, 2. to work 
as a musician. 
FIZZGIG:   l. A kick ass 
powerful band from 
Cincinnati who will 
soon be playing in "M 
Richmond. They have 
absolutely nothing to 
do with the above 
mentioned definitions. 
Fizzgig, a six-year- 
old, guitar-driven 
crew, originates from 
Cincinnati and is 
known throughout 
parts of Ohio and 
Kentucky. 
"Me and Mike 
(Paolucci) have been 
together since we were 
really little," said bassist Dan 
Schwartz. "Evan (Brass) and 
Garry (Zink) got with us in eighth 
grade and we've been together 
[everj since." 
Although once considered a 
local Cinci band, Fizzgig has aspi- 
rations of being the new regional 
quartet to talk about. 
To name a few of their success- 
es, during the fall of '99, they won 
the University of Louisville's 
Battle of the Bands. The most 
recent accomplishment was play- 
ing in the Ernie Ball National 
Competition, which started with 
4,000 of the most talented bands 
in the country. And where did 
these boys end up? Playing 
against the top 16 unsigned bands 
across the nation in Dallas, Texas. 
They will also be playing at the 
Fizzgig Festival on the U of L 
campus April 3. 
Although they have only been 
playing seriously for a few 
months, they have achieved what 
many only dream of. 
"We made mistakes that we 
have learned from," said guitarist 
Garry Zink. * 
"The whole experience in mak- 
ing it to Dallas had its ups and 
downs," said guitarist Evan Brass. 
"But we definitely learned from 
it." 
Fizzgig lists bands like 
Smashing Pumpkins, Radio Head 
and Super Drag as influences. 
Their new demo. Orange, has a 
mixture of different sounds and 
lyrics. 
"Most of our songs aren't nega- 
tive in any way," said drummer 
Mike Paolucci. "Our music 
reflects the way we 
are and our life expe- 
riences." 
Fizzgig's musical 
message will keep 
fans guessing from 
song to song. Songs 
may start fast and end 
up slow. This band is 
definitely not one of 
those who sound the 
same in every song. 
"There is such a 
diversity of our songs, 
especially in our styles 
of beats," said bassist 
Dan Schwartz. "The music shows 
different views and angles about 
everything." 
Since they do have such a dif- 
ferent sound, Fizzgig really can't 
be pigeonholed into one genre of 
music. 
"We hate it when people ask us 
what type of band we are," Zink 
said. "The question is so hard to 
answer." 
"We suppose we are an alterna- 
tive rock band," Brass added. 
"That is the closest way to 
describe ourselves." 
Fizzgig will make an appear- 
ance at M.F. Hooligans on March 
9. 
"We are excited about playing," 
Paolucci said. "There seems to be 
a cycle of the same bands and 
now there will be someone new 
on the scene." 
"Live bands don't have much 
support though," Schartz said. 
"We need to get everyone to come 
out and give bands a chance." 
■■•tayHwcftl 
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Looking forward. 
The boys in Fizzgig are 
ready to get serious 
and start looking to the 
future in regard to their 
music. 
Lett: Fizzgig is (from 
left): guitarist/vocalist 
Evan Brass; bassist 
Oan Schwartz; drum- 
mer Mike Paolucci and 
guitarist/vocalist Garry 
Zink. 
Photos by Corey 
WmorVEDGt 
f Hello! 
i Something big's 
going on over 
Lexington 
With a burning 
passion for 
music, and a 
niche for busi- 
ness, Stephan 
Jefferies, 28, decided in 
October of 1997 he wanted to 
start a record label. 
"1 did it because I didn't 
want to lead a normal life," 
said Jefferies, who is the CEO 
of Global Music Group, ICC, 
which is head of Hello 
Records. "I find it satisfying 
[to be in the record business] 
because I'm not in a band, but 
I still put out good music." 
The company started only as 
a sideline for Jefferies and his 
partner Tony Patino. Together 
the two concentrate on finding 
bands which sing American 
rock 'n' roll, punk rock and 
country/rock. The first two 
albums released under the 
label came out in April of 
1998. The ball started rolling 
quickly from there. 
Last summer, Jefferies and 
Patino made the leap and 
made Hello Records their 
career. Their mission: to get 
local bands recognized. 
Now they have two offices. 
Patino is head of the Tampa 
branch, and Jefferies of the 
main office in 
Lexington. 
Jefferies operates 
the business with 
some of the 
strategies major 
record labels use. 
"To operate 
like a real busi- 
ness, we have to 
operate with 
some of the same 
strategies," he 
said. "Major 
labels do a lot of 
marketing, and 
that's something 
we do well. Also; we record in 
good studios so our projects 
are just as good of quality as 
the large labels." 
Though Hello Records may 
use some of the same strate- 
gies, Jefferies noticed some 
shortcomings in the way 
national labels treat their 
artists. 
"Most are very poor with 
their interpersonal skills," he 
said. "They use [artists] and 
treat them pretty badly. We 
offer more management, more 
so than the big labels. Most 
labels sign a band, record their 
CD, put it out and that's about 
all they do. We offer the bands 
tour booking capabilities 
which for many bands, such as 
Gloria Bills or South 75 who 
have never been on tour, it's • 
hard—it's tough to book your 
own tour. We can at least get 
these guys started." 
John Mann, of the band 
Pleasureville, says being affili- 
ated with Hello has been an 
important asset to the band. 
"Hello Records has definite- 
ly helped with our success," 
Mann said. "Without them we 
couldn't have gotten our expo- 
sure in venues like 
Philadelphia and New York 
last summer. We've put out 
two records already, it's been 
great." 
Pleasureville has been with 
Hello for the past year and a 
half. 
Hello Records gets bands 
started and then sticks with 
them as they 
grow. Unlike 
most record 
labels, Hello is 
not concerned 
L    with its artists 
'    selling hundreds 
of thousands of 
copies of their 
CDs, nor are 
they pushing to 
turn their artists 
into superstar 
millionaires. 
"It would be 
great if some of 
our bands could 
sell 60,000 
records—we'd be dancing in 
the street naked," Jefferies 
said. "But at the same time, 
I'm happy with them selling 
5,000—and I always tell the 
wmmmm 
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guys that sign on, 'don't 
worry if you aren't making 
five million [dollars], if you 
make $30,000 and can live and 
have fun, that's great too.' We 
are capitalizing on the growth 
of mid-range sales. Major 
record labels see that as a 
loss." 
An extensive publicity pro- 
gram allows Hello Records to 
promote its bands on the 
radio, in retail outlets and 
advertisements in magazines 
and publications around the 
country and essentially the 
world. The company does a lot 
to market bands who sign on 
the label. Making the artists 
available to as many retailers 
and customers around the 
world is a major concern for 
the company. 
"We are trying to create new 
circuits for some of our more 
unknown bands, so they can 
be exposed and become regu- 
lars," Jefferies said. 
"We use the notoriety of our 
West Coast bands to get some 
An eye on Lexington. 
Well, at least on the 
Lexington music scene. 
Stepfan Jefferies, above, 
runs Hello Records from the 
top floor at 100 East Vine 
Street in Lexington. 
Jefferies started the label in 
1997 with his partner Tony 
Patino. What started as a 
sideline has now turned into 
a career for the competitive 
Jefferies. Hello has signed 
several area bands over the 
past year-and-a-half. 
Left: South 75 guitarist 
Lance Landreth, right, joins 
Gloria Bills bassist Jerad 
Morse during a recent M.F. 
Hooligans show which also 
featured The .357s. All 
three bands are on the 
Hello label. Stepfan 
Jefferies made a rare club 
appearance to attend the 
show. 
Ptwlo« by Cowy Wltoon/EDGE 
of the Central Kentucky bands 
out there. We really focus on 
the development of our 
band. We nurture them. Other 
labels record them and put 
them out. We nurture bands." 
The attitude is what many 
bands like and respect about 
the company. 
"We got involved with 
Hello by some friends who 
said they were a pretty good 
company to work with," said 
continues on next PGQS 
Continued from page 4 
Hello: Nine new albums to be released in next two months 
"Ben Pnelaft of Pointus CoPilot, 
who has a CD coming out in 
April. "We've only been with 
them since December, and so 
far, they've been gems and 
trusted us to make the right 
decisions for the band." 
One goal of the company is to 
get bands and their music rec- 
ognized by the general public. 
Jefferies is a strong believer that 
there is a quality of music out 
there other than what is played 
on the radio. He thinks that 
popular music today doesn't 
even measure up to most of 
what is not popular as far as 
song writing and quality is con- 
cerned. 
Now, Hello Records is ventur- 
ing out and exploring other gen- 
res in music beside good old 
American rock. A new label is in 
the works called 
True Villain Records and is con- 
centrating solely on hip-hop. 
Based in the Bronx, NY, the 
label expects its first release in 
June or July of 2000. 
Other new labels are not out 
of the question for Jefferies. 
"If some fifteen year old girl 
came in here and sang knock 
out country music, I would just 
start a whole new label and give 
them a chance," Jefferies said. 
"Most record labels concentrate 
on one genre be it all punk or all 
country and I'm trying to keep 
us from appearing that way. At 
the same time, however, it 
would be a strain to put hip-hop 
on Hello's label." 
Expansion and progression 
has allowed the company to 
branch into three divisions. 
Jefferies is head of the actual 
record label, which signs the 
bands and records the music. 
Patino is in charge of 
One Source Music, 
which deals with .ill 
the tour booking for 
the bands. The third 
division, the fastest 
growing of the three, 
is CMC Network 
Internet division. 
Hello Records has 
developed software 
which allows radio 
stations to have their 
own personal, cus- 
tomized, online 
music store. 
Customers can buy 
CDs, T-Shirts, 
posters and concert 
tickets both from bands signed 
on to the Hello label and from 
big name popular bands. Tour 
dates are posted and musical 
instruments are also sold on the 
websites. 
In the near future. Hello 
Records will be moving the 
Internet division to Atlanta 
where a large media company 
Message From 
Paul 
DuittM57Ctievy 
Steptan 
will generate several million 
visitors to the Internet stores per 
year, and thus, create massive 
retail sales. 
After being kept quiet, Hello 
Records is making its way into 
the mainstream music industry. 
With distribution across the 
globe and worldwide bands 
signed on, Hello Records is 
slowly climbing towards the 
top. 
"I definitely was surprised 
when we had the global success 
[being from Lexington]," said 
Jefferies. "I'm a competitive per- 
son and I want to take it as big 
as it can go can and still main- 
tain integrity. It's very hard to 
maintain integrity and respect 
while at the same time running 
a successful business. I'm not 
doing this to march around 
town looking like Mr. Cool, 
which has been the trend in the 
past. I'm doing this because it's 
creative and fun." 
In the future, 
Jg.        Jefferies hopes to 
start more successful 
labels and continue 
to have a good time. 
The idea is to fran- 
f     chise. Though being 
the top record label 
in the world would 
be awesome, Jefferies 
"      says he is happy 
with just being suc- 
cessful with what he 
Jefforfts   does- 
In the next four 
weeks. Hello will 
release albums from 
The .357s and Rabby 
Feeber. Another seven albums 
from other artists will be 
released by May. 
For more information about 
Hello Records, visit 
<urwu>.heUorecords.com>. Band 
links are also included at the sight. 
Above: The band 
Gloria Bills plays at 
M.F. Hooligans. 
Gloria Bills are just 
one of several area 
bands signed to the 
Hello label. Hello isn't 
afraid to cross genres 
either. Punk, alterna- 
tive country and alter- 
native rock bands are 
included in their line- 
up. 
Left: Members of 
South 75, Gloria Bills 
and a few fans join 
together on stage at 
M.F Hooligans. 
Pholos by Corey 
WHson/EDGE 
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Just Left of Center 
Alternative indie comics lurking 
slightly outside the mainstream 
Since the inception of comic 
books in American culture, 
comics have been thought of as 
stories and drawings for chil- 
dren. Well times have 
changed, and so have comics. 
Comics are not for kiddies anymore, 
folks. 
Adrian Tomine, a 23-year-old 
college student at Berkeley in 
Calif., writesind draws his own 
comic called Optic Nerve. Of 
course, Tomine's book gets pub- 
lished and distributed through- 
out the country by a small 
press comic book company 
called Drawn & Quarterly. 
Nevertheless, Tomine's , 
comic works prove that 
comics have grown up. 
"1 don't think that 
comics are anymore 
important than other 
print media, 1 just wish 
that they wouldn't be 
viewed as inherently 
inferior or juvenile," 
Tomine said. 
Tomine's stories 
and art in Optic Nerve 
walk the line of real- 
ism. Each story is 
about different 
characters dealing 
with their interactions and 
involvement in social situations and 
interpersonal relationships. Optic Nerve 
is considered one of the best indepen- 
dents in the comic book underground. 
As for Tomine's attitudes on working 
in the underground comic field, he just 
does what his work is labeled. 
"1 do alternative Comics because 
that's the label that's been put on the 
tyjje of work I do," he said. "T Think my 
stofcies and art are Actually fairly main- 
stream, but then tHe comics business is 
pretty backwards." 
Mainstream comics can be summed 
up in two words, Marvel and DC. Of 
course there are other mainstream 
comic companies, but Marvel and DC 
are the big guns running the show in 
the mainstream market. 
In the Marvel/DC style, stories are 
commonly centered around super- 
heroes and fantasy-based situations. 
Adult themes .ire covered in these Sto- 
ries, but these books are still considered 
/juvenile. 
The art in mainstream comics is 
extravagant and flashy. Superheroes are 
rendered as super-sized, muscled gods 
doing impossible stunts with webs and 
ropes. 
In the inde- 
pendent or alternative 
comic book, stories can be about 
anything and the aiTcan be done in the 
.afust's own individual style, which he 
/ or she sees hjfting to the type of story 
-   bring told.  / 
Independent comic boolcxreator 
bi« Drechak-r also d<*s a comic^..- 
t~lor Dnurffift Quarterly calleer 
rtefe. »_ 
"I do alternative comics because the 
medium-suifsiny artistic desire*;". 
Drechsler said/"Hike?<f5ries jlnd-l.like 
drawing and I can do both,tqgether in 
comics." -    •'      ""—- 
In Drechsler's Nowhere comic, 
Drechsler writes autobiographical, com- 
ing of age stories in her own personal, 
artistic style. The coloring of the book is 
unique to comics because it is only two 
tones and it looks similar to watercol- 
ors. 
"The reason I do comics such as 
Nowhere is that I have a story to tell and 
this seems to me to be the best way to 
tell it," Drechsler said. 
Anything 
can be told and said 
in independent comics. True 
to life, autobiographical, his- 
torical, mythological, fiction- 
al and stories that are just 
downright fun and silly. 
Serious poetry, for all 
you poetry lovers, can be covered in a 
small press comic book. 
For example, John Porcellino's King- 
Cat, which is self-published by 
Porcellino, has zen poetry included in 
the comic. Porcellino takes the poem 
and draws pictures to accompany the 
writings. 
The drawings by Porcellino are done 
in simplistic, very minimal lines creat- 
ing effects, which make the comic a 
beautiful indie book. 
Another example of how anything 
can be told in indie comics is Palestine 
and Soba, two titles by journalist Joe 
Sacco. 
In Palestine, Sacco takes the readers on 
the sojourn of his journalistic coverage 
of the conflict in the Middle East 
between the Palestinians and the 
Israelis. Sacco investigates the conflict 
between the two factions of people by 
interviewing and socializing with both 
sides to see each other's personal view 
and experiences from the situation. 
In Soba, Sacco covers the 1992-95 
Bosnian War. Sacco tells the gripping 
story of a young man named Soba who 
is dragged into the war. All Soba really 
want- 
ed to do was 
be an artist and musi- 
cian. 
Trie art of Sacco's books are done in 
his style of detailed cartooning. 
According to Chris Oliveros, publish- 
er of the small-press company Drawn & 
Quarterly, factors included in his selec- 
tion of indie artists for Drawn & 
Quarterly consist of their ability to 
write, draw and storytelling. 
"They had to have an innate sensibili- 
ty as to make it all work," Oliveros said. 
But in the business of small press and 
independents, anyone with an idea and 
story to tell can create an indie comic. 
Similar to the self-published King-Cat, 
Tony Consiglio's Double Cross is his 
own self-published comic. Consiglio 
works a day job in New York, and on 
the side, he self-publishes his own 
comic book. 
"I really enjoy doing them," said 
Consiglio about indie comics. "Whether 
I make money or whether I don't make- 
money, I still enjoy doing comics." 
In Double Cross, Consiglio's tells hilar- 
ious 
sto- 
ries 
that 
will 
crack a 
funny 
bone. 
One such 
story was 
about him 
and his 
girlfriend 
riding on 
the subway 
arguing 
whether 
Consiglio 
should eat 
chocolate cake 
[ 1- for dinner and 
then deciding if 
he should write a 
story about it. 
The cartoon art of 
Consiglio fits his 
sense of humor, 
wise-cracking stories 
in Double Cross. The 
cartooning brings back 
memories of classic 
issues of Mad Magazine. 
The point of the small 
press and independent 
comic books is, for what- 
ever kind of story a person 
wants to read, and whatever aesthetic 
vahie the eye wants to see, it can be 
found and done in the simple comic 
biHik. 
Comics even have the potential to be 
Pulitzer Prize winning material. In 1992, 
Art Spiegelman's Maus, A Survivor's 
Tale won the Pulitzer Prize. 
In Maus, Spiegelman tells the com- 
pelling story of his father's life in World 
War II. Spiegleman's father was a Jew 
in the Nazi prison camps of Auschwitz. 
Maus is done in traditional comic 
book fashion, with the Nazis being 
depicted as cats and the Jews as mice. 
Comics can depict all aspects and 
expressions of life, the good and the 
bad, like any other book, piece of art, 
music or film. Comics are another medi- 
um for self-expression and understand- 
ing. 
According to Oliveros the aesthetic 
Continued on page 8 
Want comicsP 
■era's where 
to look 
In Richmond: 
Castle Komix, 205 S. Third Street 
This is one of two stores in the 
Richmond area. Primarily, Castle 
Komix carries mainstream titles, 
but indie comics can sometimes 
be found. Castle Komix will also 
make special orders for those 
really hard to find indepen- 
dents. 
Heroes Retreat, 218 S. Porter 
Drive 
Heroes Retreat also carries 
mostly mainstream comics, 
but special orders can be 
fulfilled. 
In Lexington: 
Red Rock Collectibles, 929 Liberty Rd. 
Red Rock carries the widest selection of indepen- 
dent comics in the area. Recent titles and back 
issues of the latest and greatest comics can be 
found and ordered from Red Rock. 
Thee Olde Book Shoppe, Euclid Ave. (across from 
Lynagh's Music Club). 
At this shop, in the back issue 
boxes, some wonderful 
treasures can be 
found if you search 
long enough. (I found 
Joe Mart's Peepshow #2 
from Drawn & 
Quarterly. This issue is 
really hard to find, but 
after digging through sev- 
eral boxes in the main- 
stream section it surpris- 
ingly turned up.) 
All comics pictured are from Drawn & 
Quarterly and used by permission. 
Optic Nerve is drawn and written by 
Adrian Tomine. Sof Boy is drawn and 
written by Archer Prewitt. Peep Show is 
drawn and written by Joe Matt. Pictured 
above is a sample from Dirty Plotte. 
which is drawn and written by Julie 
Doucet At right is a sample from The 
Same Old Story by Maurice Vellekoop 
See page eight for 
Bryan Wilsons tip Imlle 
comic picks and some 
cool comic Web sites. 
1 
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Alternative comics: Not for the kiddies 
Continued from page 7 
value of comics is reaching 
greater levels of possibilities. 
"Just over time we're getting 
a larger volume of work," 
Oliveros said. "Over a 10 or 15- 
year period, you can really see 
that we (the small press comic 
book community) have 
improved a lot." 
The underground comic 
movement began to promi- 
nently surface in 
the 60s and its 
anti-war move- 
ment. As revolu- 
tion and protest 
began in the U.S. 
on a political and 
social level, a rev- 
olution in comics 
began with 
Robert Crumb 
and other artists 
putting out 
anthology-sized comics. 
The 70s and 80s saw a small 
decline in the indies, but some 
ground-breaking comics began 
in this time frame, including 
the Hernandez Brothers' love 
& Rockets, and the longest run- 
ning independent to the pre- 
sent date Dave Sim's Cerebus. 
The 90s up to the present 
date have seen the largest 
surge in independents as of 
yet. Small press companies 
have multiples and the larger 
indie publishers, such as 
Fantagraphics and Drawn & 
Quarterly, have grown to add 
more titles to their catalogs. 
One of the most successful 
titles of the 90s was Eightball by 
Daniel Clowes. Eightball, which 
is put out by Fantagraphics, is 
a keeper. Stories, which 
Clowes depicts in his cartoon 
style, are often terrifying, 
funny, and bittersweet. 
Clowes takes the reader on 
stories, which 
leave them para- 
noid, and feeling 
deathly ill all 
over, adding cold 
sweats for punch. 
One of his best 
and highly 
regarded serial- 
ized stories in 
Eightball is 
Chostworld. 
Chostworld is the 
bittersweet tale of two female 
best friends, Enid and Becky, 
and their relationship from 
graduating high school and 
their attempt at life afterwards. 
Chostworld is currently being 
thrown around by film devel- 
opers as a full-length feature 
A documentary about 
Robert Crumb is currently on 
video. Interviews with Crumb 
and his family discusses 
Crumb's life and work. 
inoi6 comic 
Websites 
As for the ins and outs of 
actually creating your own 
comic and shooting for star- 
dom, Debbie Dreschler gives 
some advice. 
"For people who want to do 
alternative comics, be patient, be 
independently wealthy," 
Dreschler said. "Also, in my 
experience, you pretty much 
have to spend all of your time 
getting the comic done. So you'd 
better really like doing it because 
it's going to be your life!" 
In issue 13 of Double Cross, 
Tony Consiglio goes through 
the pains and hardships of self- 
publishing. In today's comput- 
er age, with a scanner, paper 
and a little ingenuity, your own 
mini-comic could be done. 
See for yourself, check out 
some indie comics, and you 
might find they're actually 
pretty dam cool. 
Writers Choices 
Bryan Wilsons top comic picks 
i. Drawn & Quarterly. 
Anything from this small- 
press Canadian publisher is so 
good it's hard to pick the best 
one. If you can find anything 
by Drawn & Quarterly, pick it 
up! Great enjoyment awaits in 
a Drawn & Quarterly comic. 
Anything from autobiogra- 
phy, history, surreal, fiction, 
and even stories about Huxley 
and Leary's friendship and 
their adventures in psyche- 
delia. 
2. Eightball by Daniel 
Clowes. 
Eightball is a sure-fire win- 
ner. All of Clowes stories have 
something interesting to say, 
even if it is sometimes a strange 
read. Some of the characters 
drawn in Clowes surreal, 
haunting cartoon style have 
some of the most peculiar, and 
strang psychosis. These charac- 
ters would be at home in any of 
film director David Lynch's 
films. Oftentimes a Clowes 
story gives me cold sweats and 
sick feelings in my stomach 
that last a few days. Blah! 
3. King-Cat by John 
Porcellino. 
Porcellino has one of the best 
indie/mini comics around. 
Hailing from Illinois, Porcellino 
gives autobiographical stories, 
history stories of jazz musicians, 
and sometimes his renditions of 
poems into comic book art. 
Porcellino's art style adds to the 
story's cleverness. 
4. Magic Whistle by Sam 
Henderson. 
This mini-comic is for every 
one who just wants to laugh 
(and I mean laugh). Some of 
Henderson's stories make no 
sense. You scratch your head 
and say "That was so stupid, 
but it was the funniest thing."(If 
you have no idea of this feeling, 
pick up Magic Whistle). 
5. Spit and a Half. 
This is another small-press 
company with so many good 
titles that it's hard to make a 
choice. This company is based 
in Illinois, and is home to King- 
Cat. Comics on the Spit and a 
Half catalog are very similar to 
King-Cat. Check'em out. 
BEST LOCAL ORIGINAL and COVER BANDS! 
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March Dates 
Wed. 1st Union City Allstars 
Thur. 2nd Supafuzz with Twist $5 
Fri. 3rd Catawampus Universe $5 
Sat. 4th Witchazel with Kidympcus 
Wed. 8th Ornamental Concrete with guest 
Thur. 9th Fizzgig with Big Breakfast Band 
Fri. 10th Heavy Weather with The Trustees of Modern Chemistry 
Sat. 11th Blue Honey with guest 
Wed. 15th Union City Allstars 
Thur. 16th The Fosters with Dhar Machine 
Nightly 
Drink 
Specials 
Open 7-12 
No Cover Before 8 
Wed.-Sat. 
Fris. 17th Garden Hose 
Sat. 18 Sweet Evil with Witchazel 
Wed. 22nd Joey & Deuce Unplugged 
Thur. 23rd Mary Janes with Chiaroscuro 
Fri. 24th Pound with guest 
Sat. 25th Catawampus 
Wed. 29th Joey & Deuce Unplugged 
Thur. 30th South 75 with Blue Honey 
Fri. 31st Chiaroscuro with Debonaire 
Eastern student rearing through the world of truck pulling 
i 
Photos submitted 
Eastern student Lisa Tatum, 18, competing in a truck pulling competition at Louisville's Freedom Hall in February of last year. Tatum has been driving for two years. 
Lisa Tatum is 18 
years old, has red 
hair and drives a 
6,200-pound, 
super modified, 
two-wheel drive 
Chevy S-10. But 
onjy for competition. Truck 
pulling competition, that is. 
Tatum graduated from 
Nelson County High School 
last spring. Born and raised in 
Bardstown, Ky, she has been 
driving a pulling truck compet- 
itively since she was 16 years 
old. 
"Instead of getting my [learn- 
er's] permit, I put on my fire 
suit and got in the truck," 
Tatum said. 
She is one of the 
youngest drivers in 
the sport, and one 
of only approxi- 
mately four women 
to compete. 
Truck pulling is a 
relatively new 
sport, akin to tractor 
pulling. 
"The object is to 
pull a sled weighing 
60,000 pounds or 
more down a 300 
foot dirt track," she 
said, "to see who 
can go the farthest." 
Tatum's father sparked the 
family's interest in the sport 
when he began driving compet- 
Who said 
motorsports aim 
for girls? 
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gi 
itively in 1985. Her brother, T.J., 
started when he turned 16 in 
1993. So, in 1997, Lisa simply 
followed in her family's foot- 
steps. 
Her mother is the only mem- 
ber of the family 
who is not involved 
in the sport. The 
Tatum family owns 
an auto-parts store 
in Bardstown, 
where Lisa's father, 
mother and brother 
work. Lisa's mom 
merely tapes her 
family's competi- 
tions. 
"My Mom's kind 
of the cheerleader 
of the bunch," 
Tatum said with a 
grin. 
In fact, Lisa smiles a lot. She's 
tall, slim and chic, hardly the 
image one might expect from a 
truck-pulling driver. She's well 
spoken, yet authoritative. It is 
easy to see the determination, 
which helps her win competi- 
tions. 
Lisa competes almost every 
weekend. When she turned 16, 
her father graciously stepped 
down, allowing her to use his 
truck. Now he serves as Lisa's 
crew chief. T.J. still drives a 
truck in the competitions; a 
truck named Extreme Pleasure. 
T.J. and Lisa compete against 
one another in almost every 
competition. 
"I love my brother," Tatum 
said. "He is my mentor in so 
many ways. We compete every 
weekend, yet he tunes my 
engine and gives unconditional 
support, no matter who is win- 
ning." 
Lisa's truck is white with the 
name Foolish Pleasure embla- 
zoned on the side in purple. 
For her 17th birthday, Tatum 
designed her own fire suit. The 
suit is a deep grape color, sport- 
ing the name of her truck 
amidst a backdrop of black and 
white checkers. 
"I wanted something more 
feminine," she said. 
Her fingernails have purple    . 
flames, her "lucky flames," air- 
brushed onto the tips. The 
events she is competing in are 
underlined in purple ink on her 
schedule. 
This season, Lisa is compet- 
ing on the nationwide ATPA 
circuit. Last summer, Lisa's 
competitions took her to places 
as varied and far-flung as 
Florida, Pennsylvania, 
Missouri, New York and Texas. 
The ATPA, in conjunction 
with ESPN2 and Speedvision, 
broadcasts most of the events 
nationwide. In The Driver's 
Seat, a show on ESPN2, high- 
lights the events and snippets 
of interviews with the drivers. 
"On Sunday, most families 
go to church, then come home 
and watch cartoons or some- 
thing," Tatum said. "We all get 
together and watch ourselves 
on ESPN- 
Many people scoff at, what 
appears to be, the simplicity of 
the sport. 
"People always ask me if 
they can drive my truck," 
Tatum said. "I tell them, 'If you 
can start it all by yourself, then 
you can drive it as much as you 
want." 
According to Lisa, it takes 
two or three people to even 
start the vehicle. Once you get 
continues on page 10 
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o 
3 /2-Supafuzz w/Twist 
3/3-Catawampus Universe w/Joey 
and Deuce 
3/4-Witchhazel w/Kidympcus 
3 /1—Ornamental Concrete 
3/5-Fizzgig w/Big Breakfast 
3/11 -Heavy Weather w/Trustees of 
Modern Chemistry 
3/11-Shake 
3/15-Union City All-Stars 
3/18-The Fosters w/Dhar Machine 
3/17-Garden Hose 
3/1 •-Sweet Evil w/Witch Hazel 
3/22 -Joey and Deuce 
3/23-The Mary Janes 
w/Chiaroscuro 
3/24-Pound w/White Noise 
3/25 —Catawampus Universe 
3/29-Shake 
3/2 -Ray's Musk Exchange 
3/3 -Born Cross-Eyed 
3/4-Yonder Mountain String Band 
3/§-The Fakes w/The Fosters and 
Quiver of Jasper 
3/1 •— Catawampus Universe 
3/11 -The Riverside Project 
3/15-Bluetowne 
3/1 ft-DeliciousTrip Attendants 
w/TripWOIuck 
3/17 -Green Genes w/Kentucky 
String Ticklers 
3/ll-TheMoodogs 
3/21 -Peter Searcy 
3/22—Monte Montgomery 
3/23-Heavy Weather w/The Hub 
3/24-The Galoots 
3/25 -Robbie Fulks w/Anna 
Fermin's Trigger gospel 
3/21-Altan 
Tatum tackles truck pulling 
started, there are other aspects to 
consider, such as manning both 
the right and left brakes. 
"If s a lot to think about in a 
short amount of time," Tatum 
says as she shrugs. 
The sport is not only difficult, 
but also dangerous. The engine in 
Tatum's truck is a 526 cubic inch 
jpl Hemi with 2,000 horsepower. 
The motor runs on alcohol instead 
of gas. Lisa explains the engine is 
a solid block, and the alcohol 
evaporates cooler than gas, thus 
keeping the engine cooler. 
The truck is equipped with 
several safety devices, 
including a body, 
which lifts completely 
up. When asked how 
dangerous the sport 
really is, Lisa's face 
rums serious and she 
replies, "I wear a fire 
suit.. .the potential for 
danger is there." Although her 
brother once caught on fire, Lisa 
said she has burned up lots of 
motors, but never had any major 
fires. 
Establishing her place among 
the other drivers has been diffi- 
cult for Tatum, but well earned. 
"People used to say, 'Oh, 
there's Tony's daughter, trying to 
drive that truck'," she said. 
But she has worked hard to 
win their respect. She almost 
always finishes in the top ten, and 
describes herself as very lucky. 
Yet, one wonders if it is luck or 
sheer talent and determination. 
The sport of truck pulling is 
growing by leaps and bounds. 
Tatum describes it as new and 
growing, and this year on 
ESPN2, truck pulling is getting 
more coverage than drag racing. 
In the predominately male 
world of truck pulling, Lisa is 
like a breath of fresh air. 
1 won't lie, I'm pretty wild and I 
like to be different," she said. "1 
want to bring young people to the 
sport. I like the^public aspect and 
the attention. I'D do any little thing 
to get attention" 
And her fan base is growing. She 
_ said the response has been wonder- 
ful. Guys appreciate that she does 
it, girls connect with her because, 
well, she's a girl. 
Tatum is currently a 
^m ja^fe    freshman at Eastern, 
majoring in broadcast 
journalism. She is usu- 
ally on the receiving 
end of interviews, but 
hopes to be on the 
other side of the cam- 
era one day. The only 
concrete plan she has 
for the future is to be able to sup- 
port her racing habit. 
"I can't imagine being 50 and 
not driving the truck," she said. 
"The adrenaline, oh man." 
Tatum has chosen to master a 
sport, which usually caters only 
to men. She has a vast apprecia- 
tion for all facets of truck pulling 
including mechanical knowl- 
edge. Feisty and determined, she 
is a force to be reckoned with. 
Scoff if you will, but Lisa Tatum 
is passionate about truck pulling 
and proud of it. So, turn on 
ESPN2, and check out truck 
pulling. If anything it is worth 
seeing the proud redhead, arms 
flung high above her head, cheer- 
ing for her sport 
» 
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SC'H 
Learn 
Bartending 
*2 week course 
*day or evening classes 
*free placement assistance 
(606)269-6060 
154 Patchen Drive-Suite 97 
 Lexington 
4.50 
A Minute 
$5 
105 Minutes 
UMVERSITY 
BOOK & SUPPLY 
1090 Lancaster Rd., Richmond, KY 40475 
Phone:(606) 624-0220 Fax:(606) 624-9982 E-MaihtextOmis.net 
Available in $5, $10, and $20 cards. 
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Poetry 
by Rodney Wolfenbarger 
Bird 
i'm pressed for words 
in the worst way 
i'd rape my soul 
but it's already paid 
i've searched my mind 
which revealed no clues 
turned to my heart 
and found it empty too 
i've used myself up 
have nothing left to give 
should have saved something 
for myself instead 
i've pawned my hope 
and sold my dreams 
lost my voice 
and broke my wing 
i'm hostaged 
somewhere inside 
held captive 
by my own mind 
I'm Beared 
and afraid to move 
divided 
on what to do 
and the ransom 
whal the price 
the going rate 
for discarded life 
on the eve of extinction 
and nothing left to do 
my back against the wall 
on the avenue 
and the streetlight 
keeps me in it's eye 
a hired assasin 
is a lonely night 
I've burned my last cigarette 
and the firing squad's taking 
aim 
hope the chalk moonlight 
pencils out my name 
i'm watercoloring 
in the rain outside 
drowning in 
the shallows of my life 
my feet are getting wet 
and the water's 
gonna rise 
sure hope i wake 
from these 
blinfolded ej es 
multi-color memories come 
back to me 
to infest IIH mind 
tied between opposite horses 
a prisoner ol opposing times 
between |)OM and then 
hostaged in my dreams 
held tor ransom 
in an unshaven scene 
recounting stones 
stepping and thrown 
wondering how i woke up 
here 
losing sleep 
from disbelief 
drumheads torn in my inner 
ear... 
EDGE charts 
Top college albums   Top CDs (locally)     No Depression top 5 
1. Mi 
Midnite Vultures 
2. fflodest mouse 
Bulding Nothing Out of 
Something 
3. flni Difranco 
To The Teeth 
4. Takako hlinekawa 
Fun 9 
5. Foo Fighters 
There is Nothing Left To 
Lose 
Source: <www.cmj.com> 
l.ftC/DC 
Stiff Upper Lip 
2. Smashing Pumpkins 
Machina: Machines of 
God 
3. Bone Thugs 'n' 
Harmony 
Btnhresurrection 
4. Uertical Horizon 
Everything You Want 
5. Dr. Dre 
Chronic 2001 
Source: Recordsmith 
I.John Prine 
In Spite Of Ourselves 
2. Ronstadt/Harris 
Western Wall: The 
Tucson Sessions 
3. Uarious Artists 
Return OfThe Grievous 
Angel: A Tribute To 
Gram Parsons 
4. Lyle Louett 
Live In Texas 
5. leftover Salmon 
The Nashville Sessions 
Source: No Depression 
<www.nodepression. net> 
next EDGE 
Coming next month: 
The .357s: Lexington sharpshooters cranking out good ol' American 
rock 'n' roll. 
Summer music preview: Several of our area bands have been work- 
ing hard in the studio preparing new material. We'll have the full run- 
down on who's doing what in next month's issue. 
We'll also preview the best new material from national acts as well. 
Lost Highway: EDGE editor Paul Fletcher will be back out there to 
bring you stories from the highways of rural America. 
WEEKEND 
KUMCM25.2999 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
11M AN    BYJWUNG* BILLIARDS 
Tl mdraght Ponei Rec Cm* 
11 MAM    THEPttSBeiTMLCAMPMOttWHYNOTMKY? 
AN UN^AMPAIQN RALLY 
1 Mm about tie tour major canctdatos. voter ntormeson rag 
atom vote Mm now to get n»of«e<1 n party poMcs "Hyde 
Part" comer - ipeM tof jrou cancMatt tear oWr) speat 
tortiwi'FMljrrgPOllOOindlOIMiMnls Comer outside 
PIMM BuUng inclement mttm Pom* Ground Floor by 
Food Court entrance) Tf 1 00 PV Sponsored By Deparrnerl 
OtGotrsmtnent 
430PM T>CP«aOENTIALCAlH>AlOM:«VHYNOTMKY7 
AN UWCAMPAION FIM FESTIVAL 
The Big Law' Home documentary about ccai etectons 
and tit -a«jm to pubic He of former President Rmard Nnon 
oLeste County KY Foea—d by bnafdaassion and rafted 
nants lorary 101 T#600PM Sponsorad by Department of 
Government 
S 00 PM     RACQUETBALL TOURNAMENT 
fcntor on fie spot outside racquMbalcourt »t0' BegleyGym 
Men i and Women i ano*) atmraaon tournament Sponsored 
by Intamura Prooram* 
600 PM    TH*U ANNUAL CASMOMGHT FOR UNITED WAT. 
M are tweed 10 attend fie Caeno bngo and boxing games 
free'cod and plenty of fur Admsson {300 Aucton tor many 
j eat pnzes began at 8 30 PM Coma ion tit fjn and nafe 
oenefl Unaad A'ay'c-OMrt man Hoot obey T*900PM 
7 30 PM    SMAERfBMOWRrrEftOEmaRBI. 
Keen Jonrson BuUng Souti Room Sponsored Dy Women s 
SUMS and P-eutents Ofltet 
24-HOUR    COMPUTER LAB: ACTS LIBRARY 
715 AkfEtTENDED LilRARY HOURS 
Open M • 1 00 PV 
1100 AM    BOWLNG1BN.UARDS 
limdnajnt Potrel Ftec Center 
11 45 AM    BEOLEYWEIGHTROOM. 
Open ■ 10 PM Begtoy BuMng 
12 NOON    WOMEN"STENMSOUAORANGULAR 
tKU t% Wngnt Stal* Greg Adams 'erne Center 
100 PM     TH€Pf«Sre«mALCAI»PAl<W WHYt^OTINKY? 
A^•UN-CAMPAIO^lFILIlFESTrVAL 
°So Yot Want To 8uy A President''' Scafng documentary 
about r>g spenders corporate |ets and row presidential cam 
pagrts are funded Frst jhowi r .anuary '9% McC'eary 
Lounge .McG'eary Buading  nidd« door downstars turn 
ngni) Refrastimarti provided Ti 2 30 PM Sponsorad by 
Department of uwemmeni 
2 45 PM     THEPRESIOENTIALCAMPAIGN WHYNOTWKY? 
AN UN-CAMPAIGN FIMFESTIVAL. 
"he Education of Maggie lautorer' A woman runs tor Con 
jress r Notn Carotna ti <994 tyng to mn a dean campaign 
■vfi no negatve Macks on tier opponent .VJ sie wr or lose 
and why1' McCreaty Lounge iMcCreary BuMng rnddto door 
downstairs turn tghti Refreshments provided Sponsored by 
Department of Govemme'it 
4 00 PM     30EFX THEATRE 
Powei Parting .ot :• 10 00 PM 
7MPM    IBALLStNGLEELWINATIONPOOL TOURNAMENT 
E"ler an tie spo> <i the Recreate Area 8**ds Room of tie 
Powei Buadng =rst prte $130 Wzard Pool Cue art hard 
snel case sponsored by mtamu'al Programs 
(00 PM     DJ WITH SOUND » LIGHTS. 
' J mdmgrt POM* Rac Canter 
10 00 PM    FREEPZZA 
"owel Rec Cenw 
10 00 PM    REDP1NBOWLMG 
r< It 30 PM Power, Rec Ct rMn Apptobee'sgiftcenykcaies : 
24-HOLR    COMPUTER LAB ACTS LIBRARY 
UTMBMT 
8 " «M S^nWG 2000 L EAOf RSHIP CONFE RENC t 
>sign*a for cuient and emergng student leaders to gain i 24-HOUR 
new ideal network w*i otier leaders snare resourcaa and 
develop spec*: eadersne Ui f, per person Cal Can 
Heole al 606-622 3855 or emal at saoneiglOacs e«u edu Tl 
3 30 PM Sponsored by tie l-.tAD and Cfflce of Student Oev* 
■MM 
9 00 AM   THEWRiTMOCEHTER 
Open ■ 1 00 PM (C«M «nne> 173) 
KM AM   EXTENDEDLfJRARYHOURS 
Open Ml 100 PM 
10 MAM    INDOOR ROCK CLN0MG 
At Cfcnb r me n Ltirgton Leevaig Powei Bulding m 10 00 
AM Return by 200 PM Cost 119 per parson Iransportaton 
provided Cal 622 3855 to prt-regMar 
12 NOON     JOEFX THEATRE 
Powrt Paring lot r*6 00 PM 
I'M PM     BEGLEYWEIGHTROOM 
Open ■ 1000 PM Begtoy BuMng 
2MPM    THEPRESCENTIALCAMPAIGN WHYNOTWKY? 
AN LnVCAMPAIGNFILN FESTIVAL 
'BtMartn ' What happens when a Senator nas a breakdown 
and pus out a contact on heraat*> r*s nfMbtons and common 
sense fai away and le becomes the best poktoan ever Fof 
lowed by bne! dacusson and refreshments Lerary 128 Span 
sored by Oepartnerrl of Government 
4 » PM     BOWLINGsHLLIARDS 
Ti rmdnoht PowM Rec Cantor 
5M PM    WOMEN"SlENNISCRIADRANGLERCONTtlUES 
Westom Carotna Greg Adams Tennc Cantor 
6:M PM    EKUPOPSSPECTACULAR 
Concert wa feature popular setocaons from EKU OrcheUa 
University Sngers Symphonc Band Vocal jazz Ensemble 
Percusson Eisembto Trombone Ensemble Tuba Ensemble 
.azz Ensemble and Clamet Eisemtle Brock Audnonum 
$10 00 Adrrasscn Frst Weenend s providing a Imtod rumbtr 
of free K»eB to studerts and may oe peked up n '28 Powei 
BuMng begrnng March 1 A vakd E KU skKtant 10 card must be 
presented when pekng up the tcket 
I.MPM     BALLROOMOANCEMWEAVERGYM 
Dance lessons Dl 9 00 PM Genarel Dancng 9 00 °M M ' 2 0C 
MMnght Admission S3 00 for students $8 00 for nonskidents 
Sponsored by EKU Dance Theate and tit Blue Grass Chapter 
afUSABOA 
6MPM    DJ WITH SOUND » LIGHTS 
T« rmdnqht Powei Rec Cento- 
10MPM    REDPtNBOWLING 
Ti •' 3C PM Powei Rec Cento-  iVWi Applebees git cerMV 
CMM.) 
11MPM  FREESUBS 
•i ' 00 AM Merbr HM -Btmpies' Convenience Store Orange 
J uee Squeewg Contost Pnzes awardea  I* you haven I tied 
a Ettnpies you raver: Md a real sub" 
24-HOUR    COMPUTER LAB ACTS LIBRARY 
IOTPM    WOKN'STENMSCXJAORANGULARCOmiNUES 
Bernont  yeg »dare Terns Cento* 
1 M PM    BEGLEY WEIGHT ROOM 
Open M <C DC PM Begiey Burang 
2'MPM    WHOWANTSTOBEAI500AIRE? 
* jotonce memoers wa be selected randomly to be contestants I 
to wr up to S500 each itiector atf at made unto three S500 
prizes are awarded 'Voro Thettre Open 10 anyone who is a | 
student ^tudertAaarri'SludenriiieStafiwaserveasLatlres 
Sporsored oy R«A and Tie Fes! Weekend ;ommrtlee 
4MPM    THE PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN WHY NOT* KY7 
AN iJN-C AMPAIGN FILM FESTIVAL 
'"-imarv ' c*>rs    fhn-y disguised aaaged account of the | 
CHiton campa^n saied on book by a tormer "losidei' Fr* 
owed by brief dscjssxm and refresnmerts ICrary 128    T* I 
r X °M Sponsored Sy Departnent of Govemme-r 
4MPM    BOWLINGiBlHARDS 
Ti rnonqhl Powei Rec Center 
7:MPM    JAVACrTYCOFFEE 
Readng Room Mail .orary 
COMPUTERLAB ACTSLIBRARY 
3DEFX 
CofftMnlng full 30 vlaJon with afivironrnfiUI aftectt (EFX) 
IMAGINE ... a ttMertr* wtiara spidari crawl up your lag! 
Wind blows through your halrl Monatora brsatr» on your 
neckl All Baba anseuaa In your face! Dinosaurs knock you 
backwards! Rain sprinkles on your 
haadl Laser beama surround you I And 
an octopus pinches your nose! All this 
and more happana in tha All-New MOS 
3D EFXTnaatral  
OWEU PARKING LOT 
Fri • Mar 4 • 4-10 PM 
Sat - Mar 5 • Noon-6PM 
T*«r Department of Government presents 
THE PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN: 
WHY NOT IN KENTUCKY?? 
AN UN-CAMPAIGN RALLY 
11: i0 a.m.   1:0O p.m.. Corner ounidr Powrll Bldg. 
I im Irment wrtihrr. ftmrll uixtund floor b, food I ourt tntrtner) 
AN UN-CAMPAIGN FILM FESTIVAL 
"The Big lever." Thursday, 4:iO fc.-OO p.m. (library 108) 
"So You Want To Buy A President 7," friday. I KM-): 10 p.m. 
lAAxCreary lounge) 
" Ihe I rliMjtion Of AAaggie lauterer." Friday. ):4S p.m. 
(AAcl reary lounge) 
"Buhvorth," Saturday. 2KM   4: \Q p.m. (library I >8) 
"Primary Colors." Sunday. 4:00 b:00 p.m. (library H8) 
L«I 8 BALL SINGLE 
ELIMINATION 
TOURNAMENT 
FRI • MAR 3 • 7:30 PM 
Enter on the spot M 
POMfEU REC CfJfTUI BILUARDS ROOM 
I FIWT PRIZE ' FIRST PRIZE • FIRST PBI7F 
fioo WlZMIPIIieiE w^unsiEueisi 
Sponsored by Intramural Programs 
T   H   EUt   A   T   I   0   N   A   L 
10 Celebs We'd 
Love to Date 
I    2nd Annual 
College Sex Survey 
Top Tips 
for Online Lovin' 
V-Day True Stories: 
Love Bites 
Student Activists: 
Fight for Your Rights 
Jennifer Love Hewitt-The perfect date? 
February 2000 
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COLLEGES.COM   PRESENTS 
I 
MUSICIANS. ACTORS & ACTIVISTS SPEAKING OUT DN GLOBAL AFFAIRS 
^^f                  ^H 
. JL 
THE SPITFIRE TOUR IS THE FIRST EVER PACKAGE TOUR OF 
MUSICIANS. ACTORS AND ACTIVISTS SPEAKING OUT ON GLOBAL 
AFFAIRS. CREATED IN-PART BY ZACK DE LA ROCHA (RAGE 
AGAINST THE MACHINE). THE SPITFIRE TOUR AIMS TO EXPOSE. 
ENUGHTEN AND ENTERTAIN. WHILE INSTIGATING ACTION. 
THE SPITFIRE TOUR WILL BE TOURING COLLEGES 
CAMPUSES IN SPRING AND FALL FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
LOG ON TO WWW.C0LLEGES.COM. 
WOODY HARRELSON - ART ALEXAKIS ■ JELLO BIAPRA - EXENE CERVENKA • ANDY DICK • PERRY FARRELL • MOON ZAPPA 
JONAH GOLDBERG ■ KENNETH COLE ■ MICHAEL FRANTI ■ JULIA "BUTTERFLY" HILL ■ ICE-T • KENNEDY ■ TOOD McCORMICK 
KRIST NDVOSEUC ■ ROSIE PEREZ ■ AMY RAY ■ CECILIA RODRIGUEZ ■ TRACEY CONATY 
60T ISSUES? 
WIN AN OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK YOUR MIND 
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING IMPORTANT TO SAY? DO YOU WANT TO SAY IT ON THE SPITFIRE STAGE? 
THE SPITFIRE TOUR IS DIVING YOU THE CHANCE. ALL YOU HAVE TO 00 IS LOG ON TO C0LLEGES.COM AND SPEAK YOUR MIND. 
ONE WINNER WILL BE PICKED TO PERFORM ON THE SPITFIRE STAGE. FOR COMPLETE RULES, LOG ON TO WWW.COILEGES COM/SPITFIRE 
DON'T JUST SIT THERE. GET INVOLVED. 
ll!R INI0RMA1IUN UN HIIW ID RDUK SPITFIRE Al YDUR SCHOOl VISIT WWW CDLIEGES COM/SPITFIRf 
> 1      C I   I   I   I C   I 
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contents 
Features 
8   Love Bites 
An assortment of Valentine's Day 
horror stories 
11 College Sex Survey 
U. gets the inside scoop on your sex lite 
12 V-Day Top 10 
The Top Hi Celebs we'd most want on 
our doorstep! 
14   Fight for your rights to protest 
It ain't the'6ds, but student activism is 
going strong. 
18   Wanted: Your Eggs 
The hottest commodity in medical 
circles? The unfertilized human egg. 
Departments 
4   U. Views 
Weird Stuff U. got in the mail. 
6    Life 
Wrcstlcnuma.   GH Beware, 10 Tips 
for Online Luvm'. 
20   R&R 
CD reviews. Jason Stuart on campus. 
Howl Games, Movie Previews, It's Hip 
to be square. 
22   DearBlabby 
You ask - we answer. 
ad    abOUt    U.    An your. aaiiaWibn. what «  n» 
Natbaaf Coaan Mtttitm la al abort, nan I cam fran and what ri 
dob*; bi ■» a—ajaji mil   H la i aaMniaJ mini —In 
Hurt'. wrtBo* tar iM a? abaleiita (Toy's natko tkat Mi ol th. ph» 
toa anal fcaX— an by ahaJeflta, tool. U. oan LIIHHI now*, atu- 
do* ataeblao ajal aabirlabawaat U la wali»i<iil tmmtl tba —f 
■aaaaapaatar at 27S —p— aaHaaabJa. 
Iiaa'ia bHaiaalail bi wrwbar. labbn phobia or do*n ■■> atjaat lor 
tha map aim, or oo> 111*1 M aa. haam U. It your macubw. aa tad 
a* whet you a*, and whet you 'a «k. to chorea. Wo an fob* to bo 
inakaoj a tol of cheaaoa aaal a* want to know who! bltliaala you H you 
bam • abary am or tram* aumaBam houaaabu at your achoai thai 
you the* wo ohouad km*, about aoiid * car »oy. Tel m oho you'd Bh. 
la aa* en (In cow and what you'd *ke u road about Soad your ataaa 
mmmam 
students rant and rave 
Weird stuff U. got in the mail 
I had no idea how much of a target for corporate America we college students are until I spi   I 
some time interning at ( '. Magazine. Every day. part of my interning duties included opening '   ' 
mail — stuff would pour in from movie studios, music labels, soda companies, video game maki 
tech product manufacturers and every other kind of corporation imaginable. And they would try to convince u 
write about their products by sending us all kinds of freebies and promo items. Most of the stuff they sent was pretty cool. Hey. who's goi 
turn down free CDs. movie passes and food? Uut I gotta tell ya, some of the stuff they sent was just downright weird. So weird that We I 
to show you.Take a look at the ( '. Magazine mail grab bag: 
■ Star Wars: The Phantom Menace 
Read Along Book and CD from Kid 
Rhino — Guess 
those PR folks think 
college students are 
still learning to read. 
According to the 
promo, "word-for-word 
narration helps expand vocabulary and 
increase reading comprehension." That 
should come in handy for all you English 
majors. 
■ Angle Stone Black Diamond CD 
and "Pick of the Year Afro Pick — 
This CD came with a 
^^^^ real afro pick stuck 
j^Hfc in   Angie    Stone's 
^^L hair.   And   just   in 
RL^b    case we didn't pick 
'vHfip      up on this  promo, 
   they sent us a sec- 
ond one a few days later. 
■ The Secret to Prosperity of Life 
According to author 
Ann Reynolds, this 
34-page booklet con- 
tains all the secrets to 
prosperity. Geez. if I 
read this. I won't even 
have to finish college. Here's just one 
tidbit from the intro: "Its [sic] fabulous, 
that is what you will say after having 
devoured one after another the pages of 
this absolute masterpiece." 
■"Heather's Arrest,'1— A single from 
Gift Horse, and a pair 
of Handcuffs — "One 
listen and you're locked 
in," says the promo 
piece from Pinch Hit 
Records. Well, we don't 
know why Heather got 
arrested, but maybe it was for sending 
out cheezy plastic handcuffs. 
■ Dye Magnet — Oh 
boy! It's a new scien- 
tific laundry break- 
through! Stop the 
presses! Guess we'll 
hang onto this for 
that big "Laundry 101 
we're planning. 
cover story 
■ Trojan Condoms, T-shirt and 
Baseball Cap — It's the new 
microsheer polyurethane ultra-thin 
condom for latex-sensitive condom 
users from Trojan.  And dammit, we 
think that's a great 
product that stu- 
dents need to know 
about and we'd 
love to do some 
in-depth research 
on this one. But 
c'mon, who's going 
to wear a T-shirt and cap with a 
condom name on it? 
■ The Damp-Rid Hanging Dehumidifier 
Interactive Media Kit — The box says 
it's "loads of fun" and 
you know what? We're 
going to take their 
word for it. Call us 
crazy but we never got 
around to checking out 
the CD-ROM that 
comes with this dehu- 
midifier which claims to prevent 
mildew, mold and other musty odors. 
By Alexel Othenln-Glrard, 
Editorial Intern, 
U. of California, Berkeley 
Sot 
'nail 
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Time matters. 
The fate of the company is in your hands. 
Every second counts when you're competing ai Internet 
speed. And the faster your Web application is developed, 
deployed and maintained, the faster your competition will 
drop out of sight. 
The solution? Get to market faster and easier than ever 
before with Pervasive Software's Tango 2000. Use Tangos 
powerful, multi-platform environment to develop your ideas 
with double the speed of any other development software. 
Create applications that sizzle with sophisticated personaliza- 
*W Oxnpu— a ■ ttpmma traoamarti o< AppW Coww inc   thagkjM com »» a Ifadanw* 
of magkfta com me   Haftoc* Fravjm Too* n a tradamail, ol Harbc* FraigW Toott 
IUMAOCOOO 
don capabilities. Give yourself the same competitive edge 
Tango has given leading companies like Apple Computer-, 
theglobe.com'" and Harbor Freight Tools'". 
Download your Free Tango Demo today! 
Grab the time-saving advantages of Tango 2000 absolutely 
FREE. Visit our Web site and download our FREE fully 
functional Tango 2000 demo. Or call us now to get your 
demo on CD. 
www.pervasive.com/speed i 
Hurry! This offer ends 
March 16,2000. 
1-800-S84-6235 
PEIVASM 
XSOFTWAH 
The Freedom to Create Applicatk 
for Everyone, Everywh* 
news, students and stuff 
eSTLERIAIlia 
Students Get Ready to Rumble 
C'mon,admit it. You can't wait for Monday nights when you can tune into all the fighting, chair 
tossing and yelling on TV. But we're not talking Jerry Springer. We're talking professiona' 
wrestling. And it's hot. 
At college campuses all around the country, we're saying so long to traditional faves Hl« 
Monday Night Football and tuning into wrestling (WCW and WWF are the most popular). Why 
"Wrestling is the greatest thing to ever happen to me. Without it, I'd have no direction in m. 
life." says Andy Strahan. a senior at Trinity International U. in Deerfield, III. Andy's brothe 
Dan Strahan, a sophomore at Northwestern U., agrees. He and his Northwestern buddie 
gather every Monday to watch professional wrestling because of the "athleticism and the stop, 
lines." Those storylines created by writers, known as bookers, who produce scripts much in th. 
same way as writers do for a network sitcom, include everything from the bizarre (wrestlers fallin; 
off the stage) to the downright dangerous (remember how Owen Hart died while being lowered int- 
the ring?). "It's like how women enjoy soap operas," Dan says. "Professional wrestling is a man- 
soap opera."   Olivet Nazarene sophomore Elizabeth Wiegers personally agrees: she says she'' 
rather   see   a   daytime   soap   hunk   than   Hulk.   "I   think   it's   retarded,"   she   says   o' 
BJUstJke-yoUrJake professional wrestling. "It's so fake." Yeah sure... and Days of Our Lives is so real. 
By Justin Winerman, Northwestern I 
WOnDeRtwins 
At Davidson College, Playing Sports is Twice as Nice 
When you stop onto the campus of Davidson College in North Carolina, you might feel lik. 
you've stepped into .1 Doublemint gum commercial. By some bizarre twist of fate, the school boasl 
eight sets of twins who play on the athletic teams. "It was just good recruiting on the part of Oil 
coaches," says Dean of Admissions Nancy Cable. "They discovered good students and athletes wli 
just happened to be twins." On the men's soc- 
cer team, two sets of identical twins hit the 
playing field — juniors Chris and Andy 
Murray and sophomores I )erek and Jeremy 
Kilburn. "It's kind of neat to have some guys 
that have the same athletic interests and arc 
tw ins. too," says ('hns. "My brother and I have 
tried to be older brother figures to thcni."The 
soccer field isn't the only place where the ath- 
etes are two told. The women's volleyball and 
,u rosse teams as well as the men's football and 
wrestling teams are also seeing double. Sounds 
like it could be double trouble for the rets. 
Photo courtesy of Davidson (.W/<v< 
Doable your pluwra. Football: Ryan and Corey Crawford; (ocean Andy and 
Chris Murray, Derek and Jeremy KHbum; voneyba": In auaHaii and lennnVr 
Orfaca; lac roue: Sank and Hair Otto; wmtknr Andy and Harley Friedman 
e      www.colleges.com February 2000 
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GH Beware Get the 411 on this date-rape drug 
I )ate rape drugs such as rootles have 
been a scourge on college campuses for 
some time now, but now there's a newer 
substance garnering national attention: 
gamma-hydroxybutryate, or (iHB. Also 
known as Liquid X, Liquid Ecstasy, G- 
Jiuce. Gamma 1" or Cherry Mcth, the 
drug has been used recreationally and 
produces a high similar to that of alco- 
hol. Currently it's illegal to sell (!HB but 
legal to possess it. and doctors are 
allowed to prescribe the drug. 
All of this could change very soon, 
however. In the past couple of months, a 
bill has passed both the House and 
Senate that would make GHB what they 
call a "Level 1" drug, as tightly regulated 
as heroin and cocaine. If this bill passes 
the House again and Billy Boy in the 
White House signs it. it will become law. 
Some professionals have debated 
whether GHB could be considered a 
date rape drug at all. In reported rapes 
involving the contamination of a drink 
with GHB, many have identified alcohol, 
not GHB, as the prime culprit. U. 
Magazine will be reporting on future 
legislation and development regarding 
GHB and other issues regarding 
date rape'' 
liy Mtmui Whiiramitt, Ohio ( . 
p 1 ] To avoid getting drugged T   W f                   1 with GHB, take these 
common sense measures. 
f •   Don't leave your 
drink unattended 
or exchange drinks 
j 
with anyone else. 
<J •   Don't accept a drink W from anyone, even 
—P^^ if you're sure your 
^ parents would love him. 
^wV •   Avoid drinking from a 
■    , 
large open container 
• *■*               — think twice before 
*    « ̂ _^^^^m      diving into that big tub 
^•^ 
~ 
of Harry Buff. Know 
"~^l                your drinking limit. 
"^^ l>li,.h. liy k.lly \l.  Miirdofh-KUt, 
Hake /,M,.i   / 
10 Tips for Online Luvin' 
Click here for help with your virtual relationship 
Feel more like clicking away at your keyboard 
than trying to click with that special someone 
at a bar or club? While students are turning to 
the Internet more and more for romance, stu- 
dents from coast to coast have offered advice 
on how to make your web-based love work out. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Honesty is the best policy. Don't conjure up a 
fake persona to impress the object of your 
desire. If you want your IMs to yield a real 
relationship, you're bound to be caught if you fib. 
Look both ways before crossing the information 
superhighway. Be cautious with every move 
you make online — who you talk to. what you tell 
them and who you give your phone number to. 
Tb better to receive than to give. Don't give 
more than you're receiving from your 
"Netthrob." If they're not putting as much into 
the relationship as you are, it's not worth it. 
Time will tell. While you may be using the fast- 
paced world of the Internet to pursue that spe- 
cial someone, your relationship needn't be 
fast-paced as well. Don't rush into calling 
them, meeting them or spending hours online 
with them. 
Judge a book by its cover. Ask to see pics 
upfront and expect to do the same. Don't 
waste your time only to lose interest when you 
finally see what they look like. 
Interface to interface. Your personalities may 
click online, but don't expect your hi-tech com 
patibility to work in real life. Things change 
when you actually meet the person face to face. 
Hot 22/F dancer = Nasty 53/M plumber. Don't 
take what your Net lover says at face value. 
Keep in mind that weirdoes abound on the 
Web. and the person on the other computer 
may not be who they say they are. 
Be smart. Make sure you know what you're 
getting into before you start running up sky 
high Internet or long distance phone bills. And 
don't travel across the country to meet them. 
The more, the merrier. If you do decide to 
meet face to face, bring some friends, and 
meet that romantic 'netter in a public place 
halfway between where the two of you live. 
10. Go with your gut When in doubt, go with your 
instincts. If you think they're not being truthful, 
you're probably right. 
/()■ Man Scdensky, NewYork ('. 
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It'll take years 
of therapy for 
these random hearts 
to deal with the per- 
manent damage leftover 
from Valentine's Day. All of a 
sudden, being single doesn't 
sound so bad. 
V-Day 911 
I decided i<> .isk out a guy I met during 
orientation for Valentine's Day freshman year. 
Chad showed up .it my apartment with 
bags lull of groceries and promised to make 
me .1 meal IVI never forget. How prophetic. 
I lalfway into whipping up this gourmet 
buffet, he collapsed on my kitchen floor For 
a split second. I thought he was joking 
around and doing some kind of bizarre break- 
dancing move. Then I realized he was having 
an epileptic seizure. 1 he ''11 operator told nte 
to shove something in his mouth to keep 
him from biting off his tongue. When I tried 
to Stuff a dishrag into his mouth, he nearly hit 
my linger in half. We both ended up in the 
Emergency Room. 
- Merrill, I Vlanova I'. 
Cooking Up Trouble 
I had been dating this cute chef for a few 
months, and I wanted to do something 
really special for him on t|ns Valentine's I >ay 
because it was also his birthday I'd planned a 
roman- 
tic dinner at 
an        expensive 
restaurant       in      San 
Francisco   that   required   a 
eredit card  to  hold  the reserva- 
tion   I also bought him a huge cook- 
book and wrote a gushing inscription on the 
inside cover so he'd think of me whenever he 
used it. He dumped me before we even made 
it to the restaurant   Ills big breakup line? "I 
have   to   do   this   to   save   the   relationship." 
Whatever  Not only did they charge me $7S 
for breaking the reservation. 1 couldn't return 
the cookbook because Id written in it. 
-Kim, .S'.II/ Francisco Stale I'. 
Be Italian Stallion 
I was still livuigat home my freshman year. 
so my social hie wasn't exactly booming. 
About a week before Valentine's Day, my dad 
mentioned that one of his clients bad an 
exchange student from Italy who wanted to 
experience the romantic occasion American 
style. Even though he was in high school. I 
had visions of a tall, dark Konieo with a rose 
clenched in his teeth sweeping me off my feet 
(like I said. I didn't get out much), so I agreed 
to go out with him.The big day arrived, and 
tins skinny, pimple-faced dork showed up on 
my doorstep — "ehautieured" by my dad's 
client — With grocery store-bought flowers 
(fluorescent price tag still attached), wearing 
shoes that were obviously three sizes too big 
for him. We got dropped off at a nice restau- 
rant, and he ordered the most expensive stuff 
on the menu. He didn't understand the 
exchange rate and didn't have enough money 
to pay lor everything, so I had to bail him out. 
lo add injury to insult, be asked me to dance 
and crushed my feet with his boats. 
When he walked me to the door after the 
date was over,he had the worst salmon-breath 
from dinner and tried to maul me right there. 
in plain view of our "driver." At the same 
tune, my dog was on the porch loudly licking 
Ins goods It took every ounce of willpower 
not to heave right there on his size 1 Is. 
■DeeDee, Brown I' 
Ob, Brother! 
When I left lor college freshman year. I 
dumped my hometown sweetheart because I 
didn't  wan)  to  be tied down to  a senior in 
www.colleges.com February 2000 
high school when I'd have .1 fresh pool of 
prospects at my new school. My Grand Plan 
backfired. All the hotties were either taken or 
interested in older guys. When I went home 
tor winter break, I tried to win back my ex, but 
she said she needed tune to "think". I left for 
school again, but made my younger brother 
(who went to the same high school) promise 
to keep me updated on her love life. As 
Valentine's Day approached, my brother men- 
tioned that she was showing interest in some- 
one else, so I decided to 
fly home and surprise 
her. I was hoping my 
big, romantic gesture 
would convince her to 
take me back, but 
Grand Plan No. 2 went 
up 111 tlanies. I barged 
into her room, wear- 
ing a tuxedo and car- 
rying a huge bouquet 
of flowers, only to 
find her half-nakec 
On top ot my brother. 
I )oes it get any more 
Jerry Springer than 
that? 
•Geoff, ( (.7-1 
Grrrl Talk 
I never thought I'd 
be one of those bit- 
ter chicks who dis- 
guise their 'I'm 
single' moping by 
weai ing bla< k and 
boycotting Valentines Day. but 
there I was: .1 sorry, single, C'upid-bashmg, 
man-hating grrrl getting ugly drunk by myself 
at a bar on the most romantic day ot the year. 
When a girl, who looked just as down-and- 
out as I felt.joined me at the bar. I thought I'd 
found a kindred spirit. She explained that 
shed recently broken off a three-year relation- 
ship and felt like drowning her sorrows in 
tequila. Many, many shots later, we stumbled 
out of the bar arm-in-arm. yelling abotll w I1.1l 
pigs men are. how girls rock. etc. All of a sud- 
den, she slams me up against the side ot a 
building and tries to sink her tongue down 
my throat. She was a lesbian! (Not that there's 
anything wrong with that). 
-1 bnessa, ('. a) I liginia 
1 Three's a Crowd 
I My girlfriend lived in an off-campus apart- 
i  nient with another girl, who happened n> be 
- single  Being the giving guv (hat I am, I vol- 
unteered to be both of their Valentines. We 
had talked about bringing another player 
into our sex life, so I thought this was my 
big chance. Hut before I headed over to their 
apartment on Valentine's Day. I started won- 
dering it I'd be able to "perform" tor both ot 
them. I was incredibly nervous, so I took a 
tew big swigs ot vodka to calm my nerves. 
We ate an enormous home-cooked meal at 
their apartment and polished oft a tew bot- 
tles ot wine, so I was full ot liquid courage 
When they started clearing the table and 
cleaning up. I said I had to go 
I decided to "sneak out" ot my room to get a 
little action. My booty call was a stealth suc- 
cess, until I started tip-toeing back up the 
stairs. I tripped on my nightgown and went 
crashing down the steps. Not only did I break 
my arm. which meant I couldn't go skiing. I 
was totally busted because my nightgown was 
on inside out. I spent the entire weekend in 
that house with his mother glaring at me like 
I was some kind of slut who was corrupting 
her innocent son. 
■Kcndta, Boiton College 
Flashdance 
to the bathroom .1111 
disappeared.The last thing I remember was 
taking off my clothes ami parking it on then 
couch. I woke up the next morning, still 
naked, with the words "Tiny Tim" written 
across my stomach and an arrow pointing 
down South. 
-. Ilex, Vordham I '. 
Sin City 
My boyfriend had planned a romantic 
weekend tor us at his parents' ski house in 
Vermont. Unfortunately, he neglected to tell 
his holy-roller parents, who showed up two 
hours after we arrived. After a big guilt-rid- 
den lecture they agreed to let Us stay, but we 
weren't allowed to sleep 111 the same room. 
My boyfriend was banished to the basement, 
two floors below, and 1 got stuck in the room 
next to Ins parents. In the middle ot the night. 
I'm not the kind 
of guy who's 
into going to 
strip clubs, but I 
was single .\m\ 
bored, and it was 
the night before 
Valentine's Day 
my senior year. I 
went to an "exotic 
dancing" club and 
met a stripper 
named Star. We 
talked the whole 
night and seemed to 
really hit it off. She 
told me about her 
family, where she 
grew up and how she 
got into dancing. She 
kepi telling me how 
different I was from 
other guys and that I 
was a good listener. 
When she mentioned 
she didn't have any 
plans tor Valentine's I >ay. 1 told her I was Dying 
solo. too. She asked me it I wanted to go out 
the next night alter her "shift" was over. (>! 
course, I said yes. I he next day. my roommates 
were bugging me to go out with them. I did- 
n't wain to tell them about my date with Star, 
but they wouldn't take no for an answer I 
finally told them.and they insisted on going to 
the club w 11I1 me to see her. I didn't want them 
to blow it tor me. so I made them promise to 
show up later and sit at another table. When I 
arrived at the club that night, it was pure may- 
hem. Flashing lights, copcruisers, paddy wig 
ons-the works. It was a raid I he\ were hauling 
giiK out of there in handcuffs and arresting 
them tor prostitution. My friends pulled up a 
lew minutes later — lust in tune to see Si.11 
being dragged out of the club, kicking ami 
screaming. She saw me standing there staring at 
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Vote For The Top 
Make-Out CD 
Of 1999 
Which CO of the 
past year was 
the most likely 
to get you into 
a lip-lock? Our 
online voters 
picked Mary J. 
Bhge'sAtory 
as the steamiest CO of 1999. Vote for 
your fave at 
V Beck - Midnite Vultures 
V Chemical Brothers - Surrender 
V Fiona Apple - When the Pawn... 
V Mary J. Blige - Mary 
V Moby - Play 
V Nine Inch Nails - The Fragile 
Vote For The Top 
Date Movie 
Of 1999 
Date movies are a sure-fire way to get 
your honey in the mood. We wanna 
know which 1999 flick really upped 
your AQ (action quotient I. Our online 
voters pegged Sleepy Hollow as the top 
date movie. Vote for your pick at 
www.coHeges.com. 
V The Bachelor 
V Notting Hill 
V Runaway Bride 
V Sleepy Hollow 
her and she hollers. 'Maybe SOUR- other time! 
Come by next week!' My friends will never let 
me forget it. 
-Hill, Northwestern I'. 
Blind Date Disaster 
Every year on Valentine's Day. my fraternity 
throws one of those "screw your brother" 
parties tor the single guys, and someone sets 
you up with a date. You either get totally 
hosed and end up with a dog, or the person 
hooking you up does you right. I found out 
who was in charge of pn king my date and 
begged him to call up Diana, this girl I was 
dying to ask out. I only knew her first name, 
but I described her m detail and he said he'd 
see what he could do. The morning of 
Valentine's I )ay. I got a slip of paper in my 
mailbox with my date's into. There was 
I >iana's name, phone number and dorm 
room. Score! I called her to tell her when I'd 
be picking her up. and she sounded really 
excited. I was at her door at 7:30 p.m. sharp, 
but the Diana who answered the door wasn't 
the Diana I had in mind. She was the 6*5" 
center for the women's basketball team. Oh. 
did 1 mention that I'm 5*5"? 
-Dean, I'. of Michigan 
More Bites 
We asked members on the ColIeges.COm site 
if they have any V-Day horror stones they 
wanted to share. Here are the best, er. 
worst stories. 
Double Trouble 
I went on a double (.late with a friend and the 
date was going tine until we got back to my 
date's house She told me she wanted to have 
sex with my friend and that they had talked 
on the phone before the date ami agreed [ 
was heartbroken. I was dating the girl for 
almost six months, 
- Dan, lihnira College 
Mama's Boy 
I was supposed to go out with this guy but he 
said his mom was sick and he didn't want to 
leave her alone so I went out to the movies 
with my friends. When we were standing in 
line, he happened to be standing in trout of us 
with another girl who looked like she could 
pass as his mom. I thought it was his mom at 
first, but then she kissed him. I was grossed 
out. 
Friends ft Enemies 
I was 15 at the tune and my boyfriend dec id 
ed to dump me at a Valentine's I )av dance and 
make a big scene out of it just so my best 
friend would go chasing after him. Lo and 
behold. I find out that my best friend and my 
boyfriend had been sleeping with each other 
for two months. 
- Collie, Iowa Lakes Community College 
Doggone It! 
My ex-boyfriend gave me three puppy dal- 
mations tor Valentine's Day and the puppies 
were fro/en (literally) to death, but be gave 
them to me anyway, 
- Meghan 
Me, Myself fi 1 
The horror is that in I1' years of my life. I've 
only had a date for Valentine's I )av one time. 
Never had a problem in the man dept. - just 
on Valentine's I )ay! 
- Eryltah, Coppin State College 
She Was A He 
I found out that my girlfriend was a trans- 
sexual! 
- Anonymous, Purdue ' 
In The Dumps 
I got dumped on Valentine's Day. 
- Shpli.mii-, Lincoln I 
See-Food Supper 
My boyfriend and I went out to eat on 
Valentine's Day .utA as soon as we got into 
the iar. he threw up what he had just fin- 
ished eating  It was so nasty, ami I smelled 
liked seatood It was just horrible. 
- ,\MI )■. Louisiana State I 
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Survey 
U. gets the inside scoop on your sex life 
Welcome to U. Magazine's second annual college sex survey 
conducted on Memolink.com. We asked students all around the 
nation about the most intimate details of their sex lives, and guess 
what? They told us. And now we*re telling you what more than 5,000 
students had to say about one of our favorite indoor sports. 
i 
Howdy, Pardner 
In the numbers game, 53% oi us have II.KI 
only one or no sexual partners. Only 1(1% 
claim to have done the nasty with I" or 
more partners. 
Making the Grade 
Looks like hooking up with our profs 
isn't .is prevalent .is we thought. Only 2% 
say they've gone the "extra credit" route. 
My One and Only 
Wlu'ii it comes to bonding, 68% of us arc 
in monogamous relationships, 
My Cheating Heart 
Cheating happens outside of class, too. 
2x"u ot us admit that we've cheated on a 
past or current significant other, hut 41% 
of us have been cheated on. i hich! 
Tonight's Not the Night 
It you think spring break is the place lor 
one-night stands, wake up. Only ''",, of us 
have hooked up with a hottie lor a single 
night on spring break. 
The Naughty '90s 
More than .Sir,, ot us think college stu- 
dents haw sex more often now than they 
dul In yean ago. 
Don't Click Here for Love 
Guess the Internet isn't the superhighway 
to love — only 16% of us have ever dated 
someone we met online. 
Cheap Dates 
When it comes to Valentine's Day. f>< >'".. ot" 
us plan on spending less than $50. 
Safety First 
I ess than half of US (only 4(>"") always use 
birth control contraceptives. (londoms are 
the No. I torin used most frequently to 
prevent pregnancy and also to protect our- 
selves t'roni sexually transmitted diseases. 
No Time for Baby 
Pregnancy is our biggest concern in 
regard to having sex (-H >"•-). Getting 
HIV/AIDS ranks second with  19%. 
Source: I '. /'i>// conducted on Mcnwlink.com 
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Celebs We'd Most Want to Show 
Bust out those candy message hearts, it's Valentine's Day again. And to 
Hollywood heartthrobs who send us into cardiac arrest. We've grabbed Cupid's 
Sarah 
Michelle 
Cellar 
Watch Out!     The 
butt-kicking vampire 
slayer can stake us 
any time. A glance from this evil-fighting femme fatale is enough to bring even 
the dead to life. And as a college freshman, she's no longer jail bait! We'd 
vanquish any demon to get a shot at loosening her black belt. 
Perfect Date: Kickboxing class. Work up a sweat while maintaining full body contact. 
Jennifer 
Lopez 
Angel on Earth! Call her a Renaissance 
woman for the millennium. Not only are the 
curves of this pop vixen Out ot Sight, but 
there's nothing this sultry siren can't do. She 
acts, she sings, she dances. And she's got 
the best booty on the planet. Is there any 
question? Yes, we want her love. Perfect 
Date: Shopping. Spends hours gazing at 
her luscious bod without looking like a perv. 
Brandy 
Be Mine! Best not make this "Boy is Mine" 
diva jealous. Just ask Monica. No matter, this 
soulful star has pipes, poise and a 
pretty enough package to make even the 
most wayward lover a fan of monogamy. Give 
her the props she commands, and if you're 
lucky, you might be what's she's doing next 
summer Perfect Date: Dancing at a night- 
club. Get down with the teen queen of soul 
Jennifer 
Love 
Hewitt 
Be Good! One look at 
everybody's favorite girl 
next door, and you know 
that all you need is Love. 
This Texas-grown Time of 
Your Life star should be 
ready for some rebound 
action, since both Bailey 
(Party of Five) and Carson 
Daly (MTV) have been left in 
the dust. Better not get too 
touchy-feely, though. Our 
wholesome TV queen is as 
pristine as they come. 
Perfect Date: Sharing an 
ice cream sundae If you're 
lucky, maybe she'll give you 
her cherry. 
Cameron 
Diaz 
Home Run! There's something about 
Cameron that makes your hair stand on end. 
This sexy, blue-eyed beauty has a smile that 
melts your heart, a bodacious bod, and she's 
a sports lover to boot Pay attention, though. 
She has a tendency to get her dates all 
zipped up Perfect Date: Baseball game. If 
you're lucky, you might get to first base. 
www. colleges.com 
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B o r e a n z 
up at our Door on Valentine's Day 
celebrate this chocolate-giving holiday of L-U-V, we've come up with a list of 
bow and fired at the 10 celebs we'd love to spend February 14 cuddling up to. 
Enrique 
  Iglesias 
Be Still My Heart! Tall, dark, brooding 
and handsome. Who the hell cares if he 
doesn't have a heartbeat. We'll volunteer 
for a little mouth-to mouth anytime. He 
may play an Angel on TV, but if things go our 
way, a date with this toveable vampire would be 
downnght devilish. Perfect Date: Midnight stroll on the beach. Daytime is out, but a 
little night fever with this sun-fearing sex symbol would certainly bring us to life. 
Olel      Move over,  Ricky 
Martin! It's a hot Latin lover 
without  sexual  ambiguity! 
People magazine calls him one of the sexiest men alive, and we're not arguing. A 
night with this smoldering Latin sensation could produce a rhythm so divine you'll 
be in "Amor" for at least a month. Perfect Date: Salsa dancing. Get close and let 
him shake your maracas. 
Tay e 
Diggs 
Scott 
Foley 
Log On! Only iMac lovers 
need apply to cuddle up 
to this hunky computer 
geek — he's certainly 
made that clear. We're 
sure Felicity's not the 
only one who can get him 
all keyed up, though. 
We'd love to be naughty 
with this straight-laced 
Mr Nice Guy. He can 
hook up with our modem 
any time Perfect Date: 
Coffee at a cybercafe. 
Get crazy by the glow of 
the computer screen. 
Get Your Groove On! No doubt about it, 
we dig this former Rent star. You've seen 
those puppy dog eyes, that sexy smile, that 
chiseled body. Is there really any question how 
Stella got her groove back? He's so hot, getting 
close might cause you to spontaneously combust. 
Perfect Date: Broadway play. Bring him back to 
his theatrical roots and prepare to knock boots. 
Ben 
Affleck 
Blast Off! This Bean Town rocket man sure 
sends us into orbit."Armageddon's leading man 
is smart, funny, and he's got hot friends, too — 
a Good Will Hunting threesome, perhaps? 
We'd deal y^ilh the end of the world if it meant 
hunkering down in a bunker with this heartthrob. 
Perfect Date: Star-gazing. Get dazzled by the scenery, both above and below. 
m 
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It    ain't 
the     '60s, 
but    student 
activism    is 
going    strong 
The militant protest is back. Just .isk 
former Senile Police Chief Norm Stamper 
who resigned this week in die wake of the crit- 
icism by civic leaders, police and others lor his 
handling of the boisterous and destructive anti- 
World Trade Organization demonstrations. 
Marked by sea turtle costumes, National 
Guardsmen and a small but militant sect of 
black-masked "anarchists" who ignited 
violent riots that caused S2<> million in 
property damage. Seattle was ground zero tor 
a growing rage against globalization and 
corporate conglomerates. And F.van 
Hcnshaw-I'lath. a 22-year-old student on 
leave from Hampshire College, was one of 
the tens of thousands there — getting a "real 
world" education. 
Plath gathered stones — police tiring tear gas 
on protesters, anarchists looting and vandaliz- 
ing businesses, courageous individuals lock- 
ing themselves to the door of the convention 
center where WTO officials were meeting — 
and told them to the world via www. mdv- 
media.org., in underground media web site. 
The atmosphere, he says, was "carnival-like." 
"It fell like a revolution," I'lath says. "We had 
taken control of the Streets, and they were ours. 
Now the kids who were gutter punks and 
looked down upon everyday were no longer 
looked down upon. The class roles were 
reversed" Karl Marx couldn't have put it 
any better. 
Activism is nothing new to I'lath. In the 
eighth   grade   he   organized   a   school   walk 
out in opposition to the Persian (Julf War. 
As a student at Hampshire, he started 
www.protest.net. which publicizes news 
about activist issues from around the globe as 
well as a calendar of upcoming rallies and 
protests. On the side, he runs an Internet 
start-up called Metaevents. 
The   New  Activism 
Despite the activity in Seattle, student 
activism is a tar cry from its heyday m the 
1960s. The memories of UC Berkeley and 
Kent State are the stuff of textbooks, today's 
robust economy and relative worldwide 
peace means that activists must overcome 
more student apathy than ever. The 
impending threat of a draft call is no longer 
prevalent. Today's issues are subtler and less 
personal. Instead of the Vietnam War and 
Civil Rights, student radicals tight against 
sweatshop labor and corporate dominance. 
t )ne ot the new radical generals is Josh 
(il.isstetter, a 20-year-old juni6r at Cornell U. 
who just became New York's youngest city 
council member ever in November. (Il.isstetter 
ran on the Green Party platform anil beat out 
a dean at Cornell. 
As one of the founding members of Students 
for Socially Responsible Investing Cornell, 
(Il.isstetter urged the university to invest its 
endowment money m socially responsible 
companies, last spring the group convinced 
Cornells  board  of trustees  to   put   its  S1S.S 
Photographs by Paul Condra - U. of Washington 
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Protesting '90s style at the WTO in Seattle 
million position in Home Depot behind an 
initiative that pushed the company not to cut 
timber from the worlds oldest forests. In August, 
Home Depot announced that it would not cut 
trees in "environmentally sensitive areas." 
Click   here   to   Protest 
Part of today's activism success comes from the 
power of the Internet, says ("ilasstetter. "The 
Information Revolution has struck a chord with 
activists who can constantly exchange insights, 
speak to students and spa-ad their message better," 
says Gtasstetter, who is from a Cleveland suburb. 
"They have the ability to bring people together and 
find a common enemy." 
The result has been a revival of bold demon- 
strations  —  a   throwback   to   'oils  style. At 
Georgetown U.. students led 
an 85-hour sit-in at the 
president's office to protest the 
sweatshop labor used in mak- 
ing official university apparel. 
U. of Illinois students con- 
vinced the Illinois Legislature 
to give one student member 
of the university's board of 
trustees a binding vote — 
against the university's wishes. 
In March of 1997 at the U. of 
Massachusetts, Aniherst, a 
coalition of 150 students took 
over an administration build- 
ing for six days, protesting the 
university's failure to imple- 
ment a range of demands — 
from scholarship money to 
daycare services. 
Even Students for a 1 )emocratic Society, one 
of the most venerated activist groups from the 
'60s, is making a comeback. Originally 
founded in Port Huron, Mich., in June 1962, 
two Northwestern U. seniors restarted the 
group in Evanston, III., after Matthew Hale, 
the leader of the World Church of the 
( ic.itor. spread hate literature throughout 
campus. 
The  Quiet   Riot 
It's not all screaming and hollering though. 
Ryan I.im.a member of Harvard s Environmental 
Action Committee and the co-director of the 
I larvard Student Environmental Roundtable, 
says today's student activism is less combative but 
more sophisticated. Instead of just painting a 
placard and yelling, a less contentious focus is 
now on bringing in speakers with first-hand 
knowledge about the issues. Recendy the 
Roundtable hosted a forum on Environmental 
Journalism with reporters from the Los Angeles 
Times and Otrtlook. 
Either way, polite or antagonistic, the message 
comes across clear: There's plenty wrong in 
the world, and we can change it. 
One of the triumphs of '90s student activism 
is the courage, strength and numbers that have 
been achieved on campus, Glasstetter says. 
"Activists are tied into political thought and 
theory. It's not just people blindly following 
anything. We are replicating what happened 
in the "60s." 
Our forerunners would be proud. 
By John Bah, Northwestern U. 
Top  10 Host-Activist College Campuses 
• Arizona State U. 
• California State U., Northridge 
• Fairfield U. 
• Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology 
• National Autonomous U. of Mexico 
• Ohio State U. 
• U. of California, Berkeley 
•UCLA 
• U. ofTexas, Austin 
• U. ofWisconsin, Madison 
Source: Mother Jones 
Rai    seyourfi    sts 
1960s 
Hot   Topics 
Vietnam  War 
Civil   Rights 
1980s 
Hot   Topics 
International   Human   Rights 
Endangered  Species 
Sexual   Assault 
and 
1970s 
Hot  Topics 
Clean Air 
Clean  Water 
Student* protesting at UC Berkeley, 1966 Female   Empowerment 
1990s 
Hot   Topics 
Gay   Rights 
Sweatshop   Labor 
Legalization of Marijuana 
* 
The  New 
Mi 11enni um 
Hot Topics 
Globalization 
and Corporate 
Dominance 
Immigration 
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Ahhh...spring. For the typical 
college woman, spring likely 
brings to mind visions of budding 
flowers, Frisbee tosses and all- 
night, exam-cram marathons. 
But last spring that .ill changed. 
At college campuses across the nation — 
Ivy Leagues, especially — the spring season 
took on an .ill new significance tor college 
women. It became, essentially harvest season. 
The crop of choice? Eggs. 
Better known in medical circles as the 
oocyte. the unfertilized egg of a university 
female was last season's hottest commodity. 
Ads requesting the eggs of young women — 
often of a certain height, specific eye color, 
and having a high SAT score — ran rampant 
across the nation's university newspapers. In 
exchange for the appropriate woman's egg 
donation, the interfile couples offered as 
much as $5(),IHM) compensation. 
Although the fervor had nothing 
to do with the season, it had to do 
with college women. According to 
the C "enter lor I Hsease ( Control and 
Prevention, "The likelihood of an 
egg being fertilized is 
related to the age of the 
woman who produced 
the egg." And the fact of 
the matter is. according to 
the CDC, the unfertilized 
egg of a healthy, active and 
young female offers a higher 
success rate tor invitro 
fertilization than would 
the egg of an equally 
healthy and active 
older female 
That explains college women as a target. 
But    what    of   the    height,    eye    color 
and intelligence requirements? Despite 
dredging up sneers of genetic engineering 
and ordering a child as though it came from 
a catalog, the requirements were not 
contrived with ill-intent, explains Darlene 
Pinkerton, a lawyer for one of the couples 
who advertised for an egg donor in several 
Ivy League campus newspapers. 
Rather, the family just wanted their child 
to feel as though they fit in well with the 
family — in this case, a well-educated and 
tall one. Reports published by The Chronicle 
ofHigJiet Education stated that more than 300 
women responded to the couple's ad — 
many of them Ivy I c.igucrs: 20 from Yale 
U., 311 from Harvard U.,40 from Princeton 
and 15 from Stanford. 
"I'm not at liberty to say the results of 
their search, but I can tell you they were 
happy with their technique [of advertising 
for donors with specific characteristics at 
college newspapers).This group of women 
is unique," Pinkerton says. "What I am 
hearing is that donor agencies often 
do not have that high caliber 
ot women." 
The method is reason- 
able The requirements are 
understandable. What's all 
the    controversy   about 
then? In a word, money. 
"If it's a donation, why is there 
such a huge payoff? It's land of sick to 
think   it.  but   basically   these 
girls are selling babies. In 
a way, they're prostituting 
their own eggs." saysJamie 
Kushner.  a   Santa   Monica 
College sophomore. 
Not so. says Pinkerton.After the girls who - 
weren't   chosen   as   donors   were   notified. • 
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Pinkerton says she never expected to hear rrxini 
iii in again.Thcn the phone started ringing."It 
\\ >- .1 very pleasant surprise. |The girls who 
'    u-n't  chosen]  said that  once they had the 
■ ■ poitunity   to   think   about   donating,  they 
.   ihzed they really did want to help another 
' n'lily   and   that   money   wasn't   the   issue." 
i ton says."The women we've placed have 
n tor tar less than [the $50,000 offered by the 
inal tamily]" To date. Pinkerton says the 
>r women drawn from that initial ad have 
wd more than 15 families realize their dream 
waving a child. 
'an't wait for spring? Check out your 
iege paper. Eric Wong, advertising manage! 
Harvard U.'s 77ic Harvard Crimson,and Steve 
ea, editor and chief of Princeton U.'s The 
ily Prinattmkm, both agree the number of ads 
king for egg donors have waned a bit since 
pnng, but they haven't exactly dried up 
I don't see them as often." says Wong, an 
nomics sophomore. "But they're fairly 
uent." Of course, that news likely breeds 
e excitement for men. Hut don't worn, says 
ng:"We also have sperm donation ads. 
Is it any surprise that 
financially strapped 
female college 
students responded 
to these ads which 
promise big bucks 
for eggs? 
Harvard Crimson: 
Give the grft of love and life. 
Compassionate egg donor needed. Our 
donor will have the following qualities: 
healthy Caucasian; age 21-30; light 
eyes; 5'6" plus; SAT 1300 plus. 
Compensation begins at $50,000 
The Daily Princetonian: 
Egg Donor Needed! We are a happy • 
and loving couple who has recently dis- 
covered that we are unable to have a 
child on our own. So,we're looking for 
a compassionate woman to help us 
have a baby as an egg donor. Were 
hoping for someone who is bright, 
healthy, between 5'4" and 5'9". with 
blonde or brown hair. We'd be delight- 
ed to find a woman with some 
Scandinavian background. Thanks in 
advance for your kind consideration. 
Compensation $6,500 plus expenses. 
Yale Daily News: 
Egg Donor Needed. Large Financial 
Incentive. Intelligent, Athletic Egg Donor 
Needed For Loving Family. You must be at 
least 5'10"; Have a 1400+ SAT scoie; 
Possess no major family medical issues. 
$50,000; Free Medical Screening; All 
Expenses Paid. 
save BIG BUCKS with Colleges-corn's 
ffiS CCLLE43E6-CCM 
You might  qualify  for financial   aid. 
ThOUSandS    Of   d0llar$   in scholarships go unc 
everv rapl      .      ichievement,      md    professional- 
H    " • pplication. 
Col 1 egeS . COm ■ ••   the best scholarship in1 
free!     • ii   h for funds & grants and find the 
scholarships best.     Flvi      hundred    here. 
a  thousand  there it   all    adds    Up! 
http://www.colleges.com/scholarships 
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cd reviews 
Mudhoney 
March to Fuzz: 
Greatest Hits and 
Rarities (Sub Pop) 
• **• 
Grunge, schmunge. At the core. Mudhoney is and 
always has been a kick-ass rock band, as evident 
on March to Fuzz, a 52-song career retrospective 
of the Seattle underground legends. From 
Mudhoney's early days on Sub Pop up through 
1998s excellent Tomorrow HK Today. March to 
Fuzz stomps through essential tracks and rarities, 
hitting highpoints like "Suck You Dry." "I Have to 
Laugh" and "Touch Me I'm Sick." No Seattle rock 
collection should be without it. 
Lo Fidelity Allstars 
On the Floor at the 
Boutique 
(Skint/Columbia) 
Finally, a party record that may bridge the gap 
between techno- and rap-loving roommates. 
Selected and mixed entirely by the Lo Fis, On the 
Floor at the Boutique is a 21 track slice of unre 
lenting dance floor energy. From the sultry R&B 
of Black Street's "No Diggity" to the old-school 
hip-hop of Boogie Down Productions. On the 
Floor runs the gamut of house-shakin' party 
music. And with three Lo Fi tracks and one from 
Prodigy, there's enough electronica to keep the 
club kids happy. Party on. 
Bernard Butler 
Friends & Lovers 
(Creation/Columbia) 
Ex-Suede guitarist Bernard Butler received mass 
critical acclaim for his 1998 album People Move 
On. but with Friends & Lovers Butler has hit the 
dreaded sophomore slump. While Butler remains 
a gifted guitarist and arranger, the big-rock 
sound of Friends & Lovers seems forced and 
overdone. Only through the sparse accompani- 
ment on "Everyone I Know is Falling Apart" does 
Butler achieve any semblance of real emotion. 
Elsewhere, songs like "Smile" strive for epic sta- 
tus, ultimately falling short. Better luck next 
time, Bernard. 
jason stuart 
on campus ► 
Goldie 
INCredible Sound 
of DrumV Bass 
(Ovum/Ruffhouse/ 
Columbia) 
• *• 
Welcome to Drum'n'Bass 101 with your instruc- 
tor Dr. Clifford Price, a.k.a. Goldie. For 90 min- 
utes, Professor Goldie guides you through a 
two-disc, 26-track aural history of drum'n' bass, 
combining early tracks like Neil Trix's atmos- 
pheric "Gesture Without Motion" with present 
day highlights like Codename John's pulsating 
"Warning" and Doc Scott's Public Enemy-sam 
pled "Here Come the Drums." For hands-on 
instruction. Professor Goldie even includes his 
own "Manslaughter" and "Terminator." Drum'n' 
bass fanatics are highly recommended to sign 
up for this course. 
Orbit 
Pieces in a 
Modern Style 
(Maverick) 
• ••* 
Orbit, the famed producer noted for giving 
Madonna's Ray of Light its electronica under 
score, fittingly describes Pieces in a Modern 
Style as a "chill-out" record. Indeed, the album - 
which includes 11 classical music pieces done 
up Orbit style - is an exercise in pseudo-ambient 
atmospherics that will leave your body feeling 
like a wet noodle. From Beethoven's "Triple 
Concerto" to Samuel Barber's "Adagio for 
Strings," Orbit's lush reworkings find the middle 
ground between classical and electronica. Sit 
back, relax and drift away. 
By Chad Dry den, Ohio U. 
The Gig: Stand-up Comic 
What's Different About Him: He's one of 
the top openly gay comics in the country. 
His First Show: An actor for years. Jason 
never thought about doing stand-up until his 
manager talked him into it. On his first night 
at The Comedy Store in Los Angeles, Jason 
says, "I was so nervous, I was funny." 
College Angle: Jason thought his agent, 
Shelly Weiss at OUTmedia, was crazy when 
she suggested he hit the college circuit. "I 
told her 'they're never gonna let a gay guy 
do colleges — they're too conservative." 
Wrong! "I've been so surprised that I've 
been received so positively," he says. These 
days, the comic who never attended college 
•himself, takes his outrageously witty stand- 
up routine to about 50 colleges each year 
where gay and straight students alike crack 
up at his performances. 
Professor Stuart: On some campuses. 
Jason also gives a lecture called "Coming 
Out in Hollywood: Making it to the Middle." 
Hmm, wonder if you can get credit for 
laughing your ass off? 
Getting in on the Act: Call him an actor 
turned-comic turned-actor. Jason's stand-up 
act has helped him get parts in films and on 
TV shows like Charmed. The Drew Carey 
Show and Murder One. 
Campus Schedule: Check Jason's web site 
at www.jasonstuart.com to see if he'll be 
coming to your campus in Y2K. 
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What's something that everybody does, but nobody wants to admit.? Hey. get your mind 
out of the gutter! We're talking about bowling here. Yeah, that's right, bowling. C'mon, 
we've all hit the lanes for a few laughs, but who would've thought that being a college 
bowler could land you on TV and give you a chance to win $20,000? 
Rockin Bowl, which airs Tuesdays at 8 p.m. (ET/PT) on TNN, pits college bowling teams 
from 16 universities against each other in not-so-traditional events like glow-in-the-dark 
bowling, synchronized bowling, backwards bowling and even answering bowling-related 
trivia questions. Getting into the strike zone are top bowlers from St. John's U., Florida 
State U.. Morehead State U.. U. of Kansas, U. of Illinois, San Jose State U., Ball State 
U., West Texas A&M, Purdue U., Michigan State U., Indiana State U., Western Illinois 
U., Wichita State U. and California State U. (Fresno and Fullerton). 
Bowler Vince Woods, a senior at Cal State Fullerton who is one of only three people ever 
to bowl three consecutive 300-games, is no novice to competition. He's already 
pocketed about $30,000 in winnings from bowling tournaments. But he's planning on 
leaving his game face at home for the Rockin' Bowl competition. "This is going to be a 
lot more kickback, and there'll be a lot of really fun aspects to it." he says. "Whichever 
team has more fun and doesn't get too serious about it is going to win." 
fc. 
lovie previews 
iler Room - New Line - If you're thinking about dropping out of college, 
e notes in this flick where Giovanni Ribisi plays a drop-out who gets 
:ked into a world of greed and corruption as a stockbroker. 
ream 3 - Miramax - The studio's being really tight-lipped about the third 
bailment of this horror franchise, but you can bet Neve Campbell's 
■ dney'll have her mouth wide open so she can scream her head off. 
Vonder Boys - Paramount - An over-the-hill college prof's life is compli- 
ated when he hits the road with one of his students (Tobey Maguire). Katie 
Holmes plays a coed with the hots for the aging Grady (Michael Douglas). 
'ieez. and we thought he was too old for Catherine Zeta-Jones. 
The Beach - 20th Century Fox - A post Titanic Leonardo DiCaprio 
resurfaces on the beach of an Asian island Utopia gone bad. Wonder if he'll 
be able to swim his way to safety in this erotic retelling of Alex Garland's 
bestseller of the same name. 
it's hip to be square 
Boy. hanging out at 
the student union can 
really pay off. Just ask 
Vanessa Bowie, a senior 
at University of Colorado, 
Boulder, who pocketed 
$86,000 in cash and 
prizes from the Hollywood 
Squares after she audi- 
tioned for the show in the student union. Vanessa competed on the show 
during its first ever College Tournament, which aired in November and 
featured celebs like Coolio. Raquel Welch and of course, center square 
Whoopi Goldberg. The creative writing major beat out 13 other contest- 
ants from colleges around the nation, including Robert Aylesworth. a 
senior at the U. of Michigan, who squared off with Vanessa in the final 
round. "All the kids were really great. We created an e-mail list and we e 
mail each other all the time." says Vanessa, who's become something of 
a celeb herself. "All these old boyfriends and strange men have started 
emailing me." she says. And now. for the $86,000 question: what's she 
doing with all that dough? Among other things, she's taking her roomie to 
Disney World, and she's donating to a fund for Columbine High, where 
she competed in speech while she was in high school. Sounds like a 
square deal to us. 
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you ask the questions and you give the advice 
dear blabby, 
Help! I can't pay my phone bill! 
My girlfriend goes to college in 
another state so we talk on the 
phone all the time. I just got my 
first phone bill and it's $280! I 
don't have that kind of cash and 
I can't call mom and dad to beg 
for money.  What should I do? 
- Broke In 
Bryn Mawr 
r Haven't you heard 
of the Internet? 
Get ICQ or AOL IM 
• or some other 
chatting tool and 
save yourself some 
major bucks next 
;. If you don't have one, 
' find a job fast or get a loan 
from someone to pay the bill you owe now. 
Otherwise, you may just have to suck it up 
and ask mom and dad for the money. Tell 
them you realize you made a mistake and 
you won't do it again and promise to pay 
them back with the job you're going to get. 
If you can later on, get a cheaper phone 
plan, buy a cell phone with a free long dis- 
tance plan, or limit your calls. Or sit down 
and write a letter with pen and paper. It's 
always the cheaper and appreciated alter- 
native. — Cynthia, Rice U. 
First of all. you are now in college  and 
should start to become more independent. 
That means that you shouldn't 
turn to your parents when you have no 
money. Now that you are more than old 
enough, find a job that lets you earn your 
own money and gives you experience in the 
work environment. Second, with the 
advances in technology, you can communi- 
cate with your girlfriend in more ways than 
just talking on the phone. I suggest that 
both of you get Internet access and get e- 
mail and an instant message program. This 
will allow you to instantly communicate with 
her without spending a fortune. Though 
phone calls are still more personal, you can 
at least substitute some of these calls with 
e-mail and instant messages. You can even 
attach poems and pictures to your e-mails 
to let your girlfriend know how much you 
miss her, too. When using the phone, try to 
call her during the night when phone rates 
are lower. You can also send her things 
through the mail so she has something per- 
sonal and concrete. A thoughtful letter can 
be re-read over and over again and she can 
read it when she misses you. Be creative. 
Your relationship will last if you remain faith- 
ful and you put some time and effort into it. 
Best of luck to you and your girlfriend. 
— Caroline, UCLA 
Go to www.bigzoo.com! Long distance within 
the US is only 3.9 cents a minute. My 
boyfriend who goes to college in another 
state and I talk every night and it only costs 
each of us around $10 a week. —Tana 
dear blabby, 
Should I come out of the closet 
to my roomie? 
I'm gay, but I haven't told 
anybody yet. My problem 
is that I'm starting to get a 
crush on my roommate, but I'm 
afraid if I tell him, he'll tell 
everyone about me. Should I tell 
him or just suffer in silence? 
- Still In the Closet at UC Santa Cruz 
I think you should first ask the guy if he has 
a girlfriend and if not either ask him if he 
has anyone special on his mind or if he has 
a boyfriend (in a joking manner). I think it 
would be in your best interest to not spring 
something like that on anyone. Just the fact 
of him not knowing you're gay, let alone the 
fact that you have a crush on him, can take 
some readjustment. Communication is the 
key. You should either tell him you're gay 
and if his reaction is cool then tell him or 
ask him what his views are on gay people 
(this way no harm is done). Just remember 
one important thing: it's not just about what 
you want or are comfortable with, it's about 
what he wants and is comfortable with also. 
If he's not comfortable talking about or 
dealing with gays then leave the issue 
alone. You'll be making him feel uncomfort- 
able and possibly ruin any relationship you 
have now.     — Hoosler, Indiana U., Purdee 
I've met this really great guy in a Chat room. He's sweet, he's funny, he says all the right things. I feel like I can tell him anything. 
We really connect and have the best conversations. I think he's my soul mate. We've never actually met - just chatted online. Now 
he wants to meet me, and I'm scared. What if I meet him and things aren't as perfect as they have been? I'm afraid it'll ruin the 
relationship we do have. Should I meet him? - Online All the Time, U. of Wisconsin 
My roomie and her boyfriend are constantly doing the nasty at night while I'm in trying to sleep. We live in the dorms so there isn't 
really any privacy. I don't want to seem like a prude but it makes me really uncomfortable and it keeps me up at night. Should I tell 
her to stop it? - Losing Sleep, U. of Florida 
To answer these questions or to ask your own questions, go to http://www.colleges.com/dearblabby 
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Top-selling 
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At www.steamtunnels.net: News. Downloads. Web Guide. Tech Guide. Music. Local Listings. 
Welcome to Steamtunnels 
Steamtunnels is a new magazine designed to keep you informed, enter- 
tained and up-to-date on the latest in music, entertainment, sports, interac- 
tive gaming, technology, the Internet and whatever else our editors, writers 
and contributors think you would want to know about. The magazine comple- 
ments our web site (www.steamtunnels.net) and will have a national as well 
as local focus on your own college or university. 
Steamtunnels will be published monthly through the end of this school 
year and weekly beginning in August. The web site that is under development 
now will be running with all of your local content in August. Both the maga- 
zine and the web site are works in progress and always will be. We will always 
be adapting to changes taking place in the world around us and in your world 
in particular. 
You can help make Steamtunnels your magazine. Let us hear from you 
with comments, criticism, concerns or suggestions. Everything you send us 
will always be read, considered and responded to. 
Looking forward to hearing from you. 
Meet the staff of Steamtunnels 
Lawrence Centilello. Directoi of Web Site Development. 
Lawrence bungs ,i profound understanding of student Internet 
use and extensive knowledge of the Internet industry's content, 
traffic and evolution to Steamtunnels net. Currently an eco- 
nomics major at Stanford University. Lawrence has spent the 
last two years closely following and building web-based prod- 
ucts and services for college students. Lawrence has already successfully 
produced and launched a major portal web site, a tightly focused commu 
nity web site (Stanford's Underground), and the current web site comple 
ment to Steamtunnels Internet Magazine. When away from his computer. 
Lawrence stays busy by thiashing around the Stanford < ampus on his 
Angel Halo Boy skateboard, extreme skiing in Tahoe and Whistler, and lis- 
tening to trance and techno music  twenty -four houis a clay. 
^ 
Need some extra cash? 
If you're reading this, your college is part of the Steamtunnels network. 
Steamtunnels is hiring campus reps at each of its colleges to provide events 
listings, local content and local web links. Campus reps will be paid a weekly 
retainer. Sophomores and Juniors preferred. Good writing, computing and social 
skills a must. If you want to join the Steamtunnels team, send a cover letter and 
resume to campusjobsC" steamtunnels.net. Steamtunnels is hiring NOW! 
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The The Versus the World (Again): 
Matt Johnson's NakedSelf 
In today's Ricky Martinized climate of 
brainless pop and dance music—a 
period that rivals anything heard in 
either the mid-1970s or entire 1980s for 
sheer insipidness—it's good to know that 
one man, at least, is still 
willing to question just 
where it is that Western 
humanity is actually 
headed as it frantically 
dot-coms its way toward 
some imagined luture 
techno-utopia. 
But then, The The's 
Matt Johnson was never 
exactly a shrinking 
violet, philosophically 
speaking. So it's no 
surprise that NakedSelf, 
his first album of original material since 
1993's Dusk, finds the British singer- 
songwriter ready to once again skillfully 
sabotage a music industry he decries as one 
of "increasing corporatization, 
homogcnization, and general awfulness" 
with his passionate, jagged tales of 
existentialist angst and scathing social 
critique—with the occasional dance beat 
thrown in for good measure. 
Matt Johnson "s NakedSelf \s available on 
Trent Re/nor s Nothing Records. 
'Matt Johnson's music is one of the main 
I began working on Nine Inch) 
Nails." Trent Reznor states flatly. 
While Johnson confessed recently that 
he "never presumes how many fans I have 
left" after such a lengthy gap between 
releases, it is likely that admirers of such 
masterpieces of R&B-laced pop-rock with 
lyrical bite as Soul Mining (1983) and 
Infected (1986) have been hungering for 
the return of one of the few modern 
recording artists who can always be 
counted on to call 'em the way he sees 'em. 
It is this rare quality that led to The The's 
latest being released on Trent Reznor's 
boutique label, Nothing Records: "Matt 
Johnson's music is one of the main reasons 
1 began working on Nine Inch Nails," 
Reznor states flatly. "The passion, the 
honesty, and the nakedness 
of his work opened the 
doors of possibilities in my 
head." Just don't tell David 
Bowie that, Trent. 
Having already 
scrapped an entire previous 
album called Gun Sluts ("A 
wild experiment that went 
too far," Johnson ruefully 
admits). The The's main 
man was in no mood to be 
diplomatic when his 
former label. Epic Records, 
requested a more commercial bent to the 
follow-up, leading to the joining of forces 
with Reznor. NakedSelf tricks like "Boiling 
Point" have a metallic, jarring, electronic 
edge that won't seem alien to NIN fans, as 
Johnson eerily chants lyrics such as "Don't 
you ever feel holy? / Don't you wanna be a 
yogi?" on his eternal quest lor spiritual 
redemption in a mechanized world that 
writer Henry Miller, surely one of 
Johnson's spiritual 
forebears, once called 
"an air-conditioned 
nightmare." Similarly, 
the evocative 
"ShrunkenMan" 
addresses the emasculation of the Western 
subject through the manipulation of 
language, "which has been bastardized and 
diluted through advertising and politics" 
until "words like 'freedom' and 'democracy' 
mean absolutely nothing," Johnson seethes. 
"December Sunlight," meanwhile, returns 
to the more bittersweet emotional terrain 
of Dusk, a gorgeous, evocative ballad of 
longing tinged with the sorrow caused by 
the unstoppable passage or time. 
The The 
Selected Discography 
Burning Blue Soul (4AD. 1982) 
Soul Mining (Epic. 1983) 
Infected (Epic, 1986) 
Mind Bomb (Epic, il*89) 
Dust (Epic. 1995) 
NdhedSell (Nothing, 2000) 
Official web site 
www.thethe.com 
"What's fundamentally important is 
staying true to your own heart" says Matt 
Johnson, "even if it means you're gonna be- 
out of fashion for 10 years." Current trends 
be damned: long after the Martins and 
Spears of today's pop world are gone, 
listeners will still be drawn to the words 
and music of the true artist. Matt Johnson 
is back, and just in time, too.  • 
(jwalkerG tteamtunnels. net) 
Johnny Walker (Black) is ,i regular 
contributor to Steamtunnels, ./ 
contributing editor at Addicted l<> Noise / 
Sonicnei ,uul ,i frequent reviewer for the 
print magazine Request. 
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Har. It Look Like DVD Piracy. Mate 
By Nick Montfort 
Digital Versatile Discs can't be too versatile, according to 
Motion Picture Association of America. Last month two 
court orders were issued at the request of the MPAA, 
requiring Linux software developers in California and New York 
to take code off the web. Their program, DeCSS, is used to 
decode the data on DVDs so the stored video can be played. 
Since licensed corporate interests have proffered players only 
You can start knocking off a DVD 
yourself before a legal referee can 
finish a five-finger cnsc count. 
for Windows and Macintosh computers. Linux developers have 
to crack the code on their own, or give up trying to make their 
machines play DVDs. 
The MPAA, the people who brought you NC-17, claim 
that their encryption scheme prevents copying. This claim is 
central to the lawsuit, which seeks another restriction on 
software development and free access to standard media for- 
mats. In fact, the encryption system, the Content Scrambling 
System (CSS), actually only prevents—or tries to prevent— 
the development of DVD players. This is to let the DVD con- 
sortium have a stranglehold on who can spin the versatile 
discs. The MPAA would leave upstart systems like Linux, and 
the dorms rooms that have adopted them, without DVD 
capability. "This is a perfect case of companies that want to 
screw their customers over." said Linus Torvalds in the 
keynote speech at LinuxWorld. 
You can start knocking off a DVD yourself before a legal ref- 
eree can finish a five-finger disc count. The so-called copy pro- 
tection afforded by CSS doesn't interfere. Just plug the player's 
video output—which would normally go to the TV—into an 
8mm video camcorder, and press record. There's a genuine copy 
protection scheme called Macrovision, which frustrates those who 
try to record onto VHS. Co ahead—try it. You'll get an unview- 
able picture, too dark or too bright the whole time. But this 
method doesn't work on 8mm or Hi-8 video. 
If you're looking to make your midnight media selection 
digitally, don't despair. A more expensive setup, of the sort high- 
flying DVD pirates already use. quickly copies the disc to a new 
DVD. a bit at a time. The new, identical disc plays exactly like 
the original. It even has the same "copy protection" on it.  After 
cracking CSS, one could copy the stored video. The amounts of 
data involved are so massive that it's impractical though. Hard 
disks and even the hardiest networks would clog, trying to dis- 
gorge the deciphered bits. The only people who would bother 
decoding the video on a DVD are developers, trying to make a 
media standard work on a popular, free operating system. Who 
would prevent this? A certain Hollywood-based conglomerate of 
hucksters, dreaming only of proprietary profit as they spoon out 
more mind-numbing fare on silver platters. 
DeCSS defendant Eric Corley (aka Emmanuel Goldstein) of 
hacker magazine 2600 has called for anti-MPAA demonstra- 
tions at movie theaters and studios. Others suggest a 
boycott of DVDs and Hollywood movies. For those 
who missed protesting the Gulf War, here's an excuse 
to raise a ruckus. Picketing a theater could hardly be 
less fun than being infantilized by Baby Geniuses or 
talked down to by Down to You, after all. At the very 
least, learn how to knock off DVDs. With that knowledge in 
hand, it's harder to make the same mistake as the MPAA: con- 
fusing software developers with pirates. • 
nmontfort@steamtunnels.net 
Nick Montfort is a regular contributor to Steamtunnels 
and also writes about computing and culture for Wired. 
Technology Review and Suck.com. 
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All you need to know to buy a cell phone, 
You know you want one—here's how to get it. 
Yes, one day soon you'll be one of them, walking down 
the street, saying to someone far away. "I'm walking 
down the street!" Or in a restaurant saying, "I'm having 
dessert!" You know who I'm talking about. 
They're the cell-ulites. those self-important folks who think 
the world is their own telephone booth, and that you are inti- 
mately interested in overhearing what someone else was wearing 
in psych class. 
But you won't be like that. Promise? No calls on the sub- 
way? No calls while you're in Starbucks? Okay then, we'll give 
you the straight dope on how to buy a cell phone. 
What It Is 
It's simple, and it's complicated. 
The simple part: All you really need to know is what kind of 
cell phone you want (yes. they're different), and how long 
you're going to talk each month. The complicated part? You've 
got choices up the wazoo in both departments. 
First, the hardware. There are three basic types of cell 
phone: analog, digital and PCS. Analog phones are the original 
cell phone, and can be used in 95 percent of the country. The 
downside is that they cost more per minute, and the sound 
quality is not the sharpest. 
Digital phones have better signals and cheaper rates, but 
they "cut out" more frequently if you travel away from 
more populated areas. PCS phones are similar to 
digital. And you may want to look into dual-mode 
phones, which switch automatically from digital 
to analog when you move out of digital range. 
One important thing for the cheap at heart: 
Most good calling plans will give you the phone 
for free if you sign up with them. Unless you 
need a high-tech phone with lasers and giz- 
mos, just take the one they give you. It'll 
do the job just fine. 
How Much Time Do You Spend 
on the Phone, Anyway? 
No this is not about your roommate 
hassling you to get off the horn. 
This is how you decide what 
kind of phone service to buy. 
Unlike your parents phone bill, 
cell phones are billed in blocks 
of time. You buy a block—say 
500 minutes a month 
for $49.95—and 
that's your 
limit. Of 
4' 
The largest local providers 
AT&T Wireless Services 1 -800-888-7600 
Bell Atlantic Mobile 1 -800-922-0204 
BellSouth Mobility 1 -404-249-5000 
Cellular One 1 -800-CELL-ONE 
GTE Wireless Services 1 -800-677-2109 
MCI Worldcom 1 -800-444-3333 
Omnipoint Communications 1 -800-BUY-OMNI 
Pacific Bell Wireless 1 -800-393-7267 
Southwestern Bell Wireless 1 -800-347-5881 
Sprint PCS 1 -800-818-0961 
course you can go over it—but look out, that's where you end 
up paying extremely high "penalty rates." So overestimate the 
time you're going to be on the phone, even though it might 
hurt to pay for time that you don't use. You don't want to pay 
the penalty. 
Another factor in choosing a plan is your ratio of long dis- 
tance to local calls. Plans vary: some offer cheaper rates locally, 
but charge a premium for long-distance. Others offer a higher 
flat fee for all calls, regardless if they are long distance or 
local. You've got to shop around. 
But don't take my word for it. There's a great web 
site, www.point.com. which has information on all the 
deals closest to you. Just type in your zip code 
and it'll provide you with information on your 
local providers. 
And don't forget your promise. No calls in 
I     the movie theatre. We'll come and find you if 
you do. • 
This article was adapted from 
soyouwanna.com. For complete text and links, 
log onto Steamtunnels.net. 
• 
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( Help is on the way 
"Blocks of Time." "Penalty" rates. "Roaming." Text messag- 
ing. A million different plans, changing every day. I know, I 
know—you just can't deal. But there's an alternative to hot- 
wiring the pay phone in the dorm hallway. Check out 
www.decide.com. You'll find a web site that compares every 
calling plan out there (complete with the most recent deals) 
across every cell phone company, and rates the hardware too. You 
won't have to think at all! 
The four most popular plans 
Pick A Plan 
Once you have decided where, when, and how long you plan to use 
your phone, you are ready to contact service providers and see if they 
have plans that not only fit your needs, but also do so for the least 
amount of money. 
As far as the going rates for "blocks" of time, examples of the four most 
popular calling plans from the two most popular providers are provided 
below. Keep in mind, though, that this is a competitive industry, and 
the numbers change so quickly, that our information below serves only 
as a guideline. And prices may differ depending on where you live. So 
do your own research, because ihese companies really want your busi- 
ness and may be offering special deals. 
Sprint PCS (Standard Plan for local calling, long distance costs extra) 
• 30 minutes for $16.99 a month 
• 180 minutes for $29.99 
• 500 minutes for $49.99 
• 1000 minutes for $99.99 
• 1800 minutes for $149.99 
Sprint PCS (Free and Clear Plan for all minutes—does not distinguish 
between long distance and local) 
• 120 minutes for $29.99 a month 
• 600 minutes for $69.99 
• 1000 minutes for $99.99 
• 1500 minutes for $149.99 
AT&T (Digital Plan; local minutes only) 
• 200 minutes for $29.99 a month 
• 300 minutes for $39.99 
• 500 minutes for $49.99 
• 700 minutes for $69.99 
• 1100 minutes for $99.99 
AT&T (One Rate Plan; long distance and local) 
• 600 minutes for $89.99 a month 
• 1000 minutes for $119.99 a month 
• 1400 minutes for $149.99 a month 
Neat Net Tricks 
By Jack Teems 
INTERNET CALL MANAGER 
If you're still using a dial-up modem, my 
sympathies. But to help you avoid paying 
for another telephone line, check out 
Internet Call Manager. The idea is simple. 
You instruct your telephone company to 
set up ICM's toll-free number as a "call 
forwarding busy" number, so that an 
incoming call gets shuttled off to ICM's 
server. A notice flashes on your monitor 
that a call is coming in. You then have sev- 
eral options to notify the caller that you're 
busy and the call should be returned 
shortly, that you will return the call, or of 
course you can ignore the message alto- 
gether. ICM provides a log of callers, and 
the latest version has voice mail, caller ID 
nicknames, message-waiting indicator, do- 
not disturb feature, personalized or pro- 
fessionally recorded messages, and other 
features you should look into. The soft- 
ware is free at www.internetcallmanager.com 
and so is the trial period. The ICM service 
plus the "call forwarding busy" feature, 
combined, cost less than $5.00 per month, 
much less than another phone line. 
FASTER PRINTING BY DESPOOLING 
Printing a big job, and want to get it 
done faster? Computers spool print jobs 
so you can work on other things while 
the job prints in the background. You can 
speed up some print jobs by despooling 
Right click on your printer's icon from 
StartlSettingslPrinter, choose the Details tab 
and Spool Settings, x on the option to 
'Print directly to the printer" and back out 
with OK. 
SEARCH WITH THE 
PERSONAL TOUCH 
Sometimes you like the human touch. That's 
what makes LookSmart special. You phrase 
your question at http://looksmart.com/live/ 
and send it. And a real person responds— 
none of that Boolean stuff. Okay, so it may 
take 24 hours for a reply, but you don't get 
a gazillion worthless matches either. • 
Jack Teems (jteems@steamtunnels.net) 
publishes Neat Net Tricks from Rapid City, 
SD. For more Neat Net Tricks, visit the web 
site at www.NeatNetTricks.com 
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free stuff 
Free Stuff Center 
www.freestuffcenter.com 
Yes. it is what it sounds like. Free stuff in 18 
different categories including the mundane 
(free screen savers, free software) to the irre- 
sistible (free cash—that's right cash, free web 
master tools). Check out the free business 
cards under "Samples." 
voting 
Presidentmatch 
www.presidentmatch.com 
Don't know who to vote for? Can't be bothered 
to go through the particulars of each candi- 
date's policies? No worries. The powers-that-be 
at AOL sent a questionnaire to all eight 
Democratic and Republican presidential candi- 
dates. You fill in your responses to the same 
questions and presto—the guide displays, in 
ranked order, who you agree with and thus, who 
you should vote for. Presidentmatch eliminates 
fringe candidates and third party candidates, so 
it's mainstream all the way. 
Select Smart—President 
www.selectsmart.com/PRESIDENT 
Check yourself with selectsmart—answer 17 
questions to find out your best presidential 
match. Between this site and presidentmatch.com. 
you should reach a consensus. Although it's 
much easier to use than presidentmatch.com. 
it includes fringe candidates. So while it may 
give a more accurate profile of how you think. 
it doesn't help if you really don't know who 
you want to vote for. 
research aid 
Grammar Now 
www.grammarnow.com 
Check up on your writing skills by logging on 
to this handy web site, where you can ask 
any composition, research or formatting 
questions and have an answer from a skilled 
grammar expert. Better still—it's free, reli- 
able, filled with links to other writing 
resources and takes much less effort than 
trekking to the writing lab. 
shopping 
Bluefly 
www.bluefly.com 
Bluefly offers a good selection of semi-trendy 
designer and chi-chi boutique brands at cut 
rates. It has a range from high-end designers 
(Prada, Calvin Klein and Cucci) to more cutting- 
edge boutique items. With men's and women's 
clothing, housewares and gifts up to 75 percent 
off. shopping is still a bit pricey but it's much 
more affordable. Hit the My Catalogue feature 
to customize your search by product type, 
designer and size. 
search engines 
Google 
www.google.com 
Have you ever needed to do an online 
search and wound up with hundreds of 
completely irrelevant sites? Despite its 
laughable name. Coogle is one of the 
fastest growing search destination sites on 
the web—and deservedly so. It is fast, effi- 
cient and right on the money. Google's 
commonsense approach weeds out all of 
the useless results and delivers exactly what 
you're looking for. 
free money 
AIIAdvantage 
www.alladvantage.com 
Get paid for surfing the net. Yeah—really. All 
Advantage wants to monitor web users in order 
to find out what sites are hot—and they're will- 
ing to pay you 50 cents an hour to track your 
cyber course. All you have to do is sign up— 
and a little viewbar pops up on the bottom of 
your screen to count the time you spend 
online. It really adds up. especially because you 
also get paid for referrals—the more your 
friends surf, the more money you get. Several of 
us at StPamtunnels have been making a steady 
35-40 burks a month. 
money matters 
Fool 
www.fool.com 
From investment tips and tax questions to read- 
able info on how to get out of debt, this idiot's 
guide to handling money has all sorts of easy- 
to-digest financial advice. Whether you're look- 
ing for a job or to get rich quick, you'll certainly 
be entertained—and you just might learn 
something too. 
jobs 
The Pavement 
www.thepavement.com 
If you're a senior and have zero work experience 
(no. lifeguarding doesn't count), then perhaps 
a visit to this site is in order. It provides access 
to a national database of entry-level and early- 
career job opportunities, as well as products 
and services that help you deal with money 
management, apartment-hunting, relocation, 
car-buying and more. 
No need to type   em in! You'll find hot links to these sites and more at 
8    www stPdmtunnels.n*'! 
sports 
Fansonly 
www.fansonly.com 
For college sports fans, there's no equal. 
Fansonly features comprehensive information on 
every college varsity sport, including the latest 
news and features, schedules, results, athletes 
and coaches' biographies, live game stats and 
broadcasts, and audio and video clips. Also 
ncluded are the official athletic sites for more 
than 65 universities. 
books 
Varsity Books 
www.varsitybooks.com 
Why pay hefty prices for textbooks at your 
school bookstore? Visit this site to get text- 
books for as much as 40 percent off. Search by 
school for booklists or look up specific books 
by title or author. 
Textbooks.com 
www.textbooks.com 
An alternative to varsitybooks.com, this site 
claims to be the world's largest textbook 
store—and the cheapest. Get up to 50 percent 
off new and used textbooks along with hassle- 
free delivery. You can't yet search by school, 
but apparently, that's coming soon. 
fun 
Six Degrees 
www.sixdegrees.com 
Based on the theory of six degrees of sepa- 
ration, you form your personal community on 
the web by adding friends to your list of "six 
degrees" contacts. Each person you list then 
adds the people they know, building con- 
nected communities. So what you ask? Well, 
if you want to find a job, sell your car or 
start your own business, you can post mes- 
sages that reach not only your own friends 
but your friends' friends' friends and all your 
contacts in between. 
Chickenhead.com 
www.chickenhead.com 
Want advice from Lori, who could care less? 
How bout a trip down Cletus Dickey's Critter 
Safari (where the animals are likely to already 
De bagged)? Or downloadable desktops and 
banner ads that you won't dare bring home for 
the holidays. Check out chickenhead.com- 
sort of like theonion.com on steroids. 
research 
Ask Jeeves 
www.askjeeves.com 
Need an answer? You could ask Mom., or you 
could Ask Jeeves. This friendly cyber butler will 
retrieve information for you at the snap of your 
fingers (and the tap of your keyboard). "How 
do I register to vote?" or "How many types of 
lemurs live on the island of Madagascar?" 
Jeeves tailors his responses to give more specific 
answers to your queries—unlike the 26.764 
matches you get on other search engines like 
Yahoo or Altavista. 
Hireminds 
www.hireminds.com 
Originally conceived of as a place for freelance 
writers and editors to exchange job news and 
ideas, hireminds—recently redesigned—is now 
the go-to site for online news, research and job 
possibilities. Want a job in publishing? This is 
the place for upcoming "journos." 
do good 
The Hunger Site 
www.thehungersite.com 
If ever there was an Internet no-brainer. it's 
hungersite.com. Every day (and only once a 
day) you log on. click "Donate Free Food," and 
staple food is donated through the United 
Nations to hungry people throughout the 
world. The site is supported by sponsors, who 
get banner ads on hungersite.com. Don't even 
think about it—every day. help out someone 
needier than you. 
music 
CuitarBase 
www.gbase.com 
All musical instruments, all the time. Buy and 
sell your gear, read up on vintage instruments 
(not just guitars), find a music teacher. Guitar 
Base is linked not only to the manufacturers, 
but to the users who want to unload gear. 
Great place for an instrumental bargain. 
MyLaunch 
www.launch.com 
Music music music. The site to read concert 
reviews from coast to coast, listen and buy the 
latest, talk to other fans and participate in 
seemingly endless chats and interviews with 
stars. Best feature: launchcast. which lets you 
create your own custom radio station. 
Gigmania 
www.gigmania.com 
If live music is your thing, gigmania is your 
site. Listings for 13 cities from Austin to 
Boston, with an easy-to-read calendar and 
click-throughs to listen to music, buy it online, 
or log on to a band's web site if they have 
one. Also has a tour guide so you can drop 
everything and follow your muse around the 
country. Citysearch? Fahgetaboutit. This is the 
site for live rock and jazz shows. 
Know a great site to review? Send it to us at 
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The best-selling games of 1999 By Karen Zierler 
As we all know in the Western world, 1999 has come and 
gone. Traditionally, the company that monitors gaming 
trends comes out with its annual report in January. Last 
month was no exception, as PC Data from Reston. Virginia 
released their list of top ten games for the last year, based on 
how popular they were (units sold) in North America. In case 
you've missed any of these blockbusters, here's a little summary 
and some good tips! 
1. Roller Coaster Tycoon 
www.rollercoastertycoon.com 
(Hasbro Interactive/Microprose—719.535 units) 
A sleeper for sure. Nobody would have guessed that creating 
your own amusement park, laying out and mowing lawns, and 
getting those roller-coaster designs just right to thrill and enter- 
tain visitors could be so engrossing. Chris Sawyer's creation is his 
second success after Transport Tycoon. Sadly, after creating the 
most popular game of 
1999, Microprose, the 
developer, was disassem- 
bled almost entirely by 
Hasbro. The game is 
superb, fun and I highly 
recommend it for any 
would-be Tycoon. 
Roller Coaster Tycoon 
2. SimCity 3000 
www.simcity.com 
(Electronic Arts/Maxis—657,514 units) 
Tycoons weren't the only ones out there building. SimCity fans 
came close to buying almost as many copies of SimCity 3000. 
An established name, traditional SimCity gameplay with added 
new features, and lovely graphics keep everyone happy even if the 
citizens of your cities complain! Although it's a nearly identical 
play to its predecessors. SimCity and SimCity 2000, if you've 
never played them, you owe yourself the addiction. 
3. Who Wants To Be A Millionaire? 
www.jellyvision.com 
(Jellyvision/Disney Interactive—592.655 units) 
Hasbro would love to do this well with its Wheel of Fortune, but 
Disney Interactive seems to have gotten the timing right with this 
release based on the TV game show. Who 
would have thought? Families cannot get 
enough and it's also not expensive. 
4. Age of Empires li 
www.microsoft.com/age2 
(Microsoft/Ensemble—469.376 units) 
The third strategy title in the top 5 most 
popular games, this gem from Microsoft fol- 
lows up on its hit predecessor. Leaving the 
Roman era behind. AoE2 uses a medieval setting 
Half Life 
and incorporates a wealth of improvements. Unit formations, a 
well-improved interface, and challenging Artificial Intelligence, to 
name just a few features, combine to make a far superior game. 
5. Ha If-Life 
www.sierrastudios.com 
(Havas Interactive—445,123 units) 
Hailed as the most atmospheric first- 
person shooter ever made, this tale of a 
lone scientist dragged from normal life 
into a strange alien world has one of 
the most immersive openings and never 
stops all the way through. Suspense, 
excellent sound and a modified Quake 
engine beat Quake II and Unreal hands-down—despite the others' 
technical advances. 
The remaining 5 most popular titles of 1999 are a mixed bag. 
Command & Conquer 2: Tiberian Sun (#6—Electronic Arts, 
www.tiberiansun.com), suffered a long development period result- 
ing in antiquated gameplay. Tried and true, MS Flight Simulator 
2000 (#7—Microsoft, www.microsoft.com/games/fs2000) 
keeps up the long tradition of its seven prequels by adding new 
graphics and aircraft. Frogger (#8—Hasbro, www.hasbrointerac 
tive.com) must have tapped into the nostalgia department! While 
the role-playing game of the year. Baldur's Gate (#9 — 
BioWare/lnterplay, www.interplay.com/bgate). satiated fans with a 
gorgeous looking Advanced 
Dungeons & Dragons game. 
It's heavy on the hack & slash, 
but jump-started new interest 
in the genre. And. finally, it is 
understandable, given how 
long Deer Hunter was in the 
popular charts—that the deer 
gets his justice in Deer 
Avenger (#10—Simon & 
Schuster Interactive, www.deer 
avenger.com) where the hunter is the hunted and the deer is the 
hunter. Thank goodness this time. Barbie Hair Designer wasn't in 
the top ten! • A r/< rlei ■ iteamtunnels net 
Karen Zierler is working on a Ph.D in chem- 
istry at the University of Cambridge, UK. 
In her spare time she writes game reviews 
and editorials covering a wide range of 
genres for the online magazine. Games 
Domain Review, and is a regular contribu- 
tor to Steamtunnels. 
Baldur's Gate 
Age of Empires II 
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